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Introduction: Lines of hygiene,
boundaries of rule

‘Imperial cleanliness,’ wrote an early twentieth century public health
bureaucrat is ‘development by sanitation … colonising by means of the
known laws of cleanliness rather than by military force’.1 Like many of
his contemporaries, the connection between hygiene and rule was
obvious for this commentator, both commonplace and a driving
mission. This relationship between public health and governance has, in
many ways, been rediscovered by critical sociologists and historians of
health and medicine. ‘The power to govern’, wrote one ‘is often pre-
sented as the power to heal’.2 This book is about the historical related-
ness of public health and governance, hygiene and rule over the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, taking as case studies the British
colonies in Australasia, and subsequently Australia itself as a white
‘settler’ society, as a colonising nation. The book is about the enclosures,
boundaries and borders which were the objects and means of public
health, as well as of colonial, national and racial administration. Lines of
hygiene were boundaries of rule in many colonial and national contexts.3

Conversely – and this is perhaps the more novel contribution – many
boundaries of colonial rule manifested as and through lines of hygiene,
as spaces of public health. Imperial Hygiene traces all kinds of public
health spaces, and explores their intersection and oftentimes neat dove-
tailing with other governmental ‘lines’, other real boundaries of rule:
national borders, immigration restriction lines, quarantine lines, racial
cordons sanitaires and the segregative ambitions of a grafted eugenics and
public health. All these spaces – these therapeutic, carceral, preventive,
racial and eugenic geographies – produced identities of inclusion and
exclusion, of belonging and citizenship, and of alien-ness.

As it developed over the nineteenth century, public health was in
part a spatial form of governance. The knowledges, institutions and
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practices of public health aimed to regulate the circulation of matter
(or people) constituted as dangerous because of their circulation and
contact with unknown people in unknown places: prostitutes with
venereal diseases, waterborne microbes in the drains and sewers con-
necting urban spaces, infected migrants, soldiers or seamen travelling
the globe, smallpox accompanying trading routes. Lines or barriers
drawn across these global, local and bodily circulations and connec-
tions are often what have constituted public health measures: cordons
sanitaires of various kinds. But if public health was in part about segre-
gation (of the diseased from the clean, the fit from the unfit, the
immune from the vulnerable), so was race a segregative discourse. This
book is a contribution to a growing historical scholarship that seeks to
examine segregation as both hygienic – that is, as part of public health
– and racial – as part of the systems and cultures of race management,
including as I emphasise throughout, the management of whiteness.4

This is a specific trajectory of the now extensive field of scholarship on
medicine and colonialism on the one hand,5 and of the less developed
field of medicine and nationalism (including National Socialism) on
the other hand.6

In broad terms, the book covers the period between the mid 1860s
and the Second World War. The period can been delineated in several
ways: in terms of medicine and public health; in terms of government;
and in terms of racial ideas and practices. In medical and public health
terms, this was the period in Britain and Australia of an expanding
scope and bureaucratisation of public health within government. It
also bounds the Imperial Vaccination Acts and the Contagious Diseases
Acts around the 1860s and the general uptake of antibiotics and mass
immunisation after the Second World War, the efficacy of which
shifted the main problem of public health away from communicable
diseases, and towards the prevention and management of chronic con-
ditions. The period has also been described as the racial century,7 the
consolidation and rigidifying of racial categories in the second half of
the nineteenth century, and what I call the eugenic half-century which
followed. The postwar period was marked by decolonisation (alongside
the instruments and institutions of ‘world health’) and a critical
reassessment, at many levels, of western nationalism and racism: the
explicit connection of nation, race and hygiene common to Britain, its
dominions, and to Nazi Germany became almost unspeakable after the
Second World War. Spanning the 1860s to about 1950, the book also
traces some of the changes in the relation between public health and
shifting modes of liberal rule: from classical Victorian liberalism and its
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transplantation to the colonies, and the problems like compulsory vac-
cination and public health detention for liberal governance, to the
developing social government and welfare of the early to mid twenti-
eth century. Again, after the War, there was a shift in liberal gover-
nance towards ‘advanced liberalism’.8 While the study of public health
and advanced liberalism or neoliberalism of the later twentieth century
has drawn considerable scholarly attention,9 I turn back to the earlier
generations with the aim of historicising this existing literature. I deal,
then, with the late nineteenth century generation who inherited sani-
tary reform; the early twentieth century generation who saw ‘welfare’
(and the idea of ‘health and welfare’) emerge; and the interwar genera-
tion whose rigid, scientised and expert formations of ‘nation’, ‘race’
and ‘health’ intersected ever-more tightly with welfare itself and with
conceptions of citizenship and exclusion from citizenship.

While referring to several colonial contexts (India, the Straits
Settlements, Canada, Fiji) as well as to Britain itself, I focus most
closely on the self-governing British colonies in Australasia, and, after
federation of these colonies in 1901, the (colonising) nation of
Australia. In its formative stage from the 1880s, Australian nationalism
was based squarely on the idea of white Australia: it was explicitly a
nationalism of race. The pursuit (at many levels) of health, hygiene
and cleanliness was one significant way in which the ‘whiteness’ of
white Australia was imagined, as well as technically, legally and scien-
tifically implemented: purity was the project of public health, as well
as the project of nation. In this way, questions of race and a racialised
geopolitics structured and shaped the knowledge, practice and bureau-
cracy of public health in Australia in the same fundamental way that
questions of class and urbanisation shaped British public health in the
nineteenth century. The Australian colonies and nation emerge as
exemplary sites through which to draw together the literature on race
and public health segregation, with critical histories of white settler
colonies and their complicated boundaries of rule, which have chal-
lenged and enriched colonial and imperial histories more generally.10

Australian history unsettles the categories in imperial and common-
wealth historiography of ‘colonisation’ and ‘settlement’, or ‘the protec-
torates’ and ‘the (white) dominions’. Just what one means by ‘colonial’
in Australian history always needs clarifying. In Indian history, for
example, ‘colonial’ and ‘postcolonial’ is periodised at decolonisation,
in however complicated a way. Australian history always asks one to
define ‘colonial’: colonial as in British rule before the self-governing
‘nation’ of 1901, or ‘colonial’ as in the ongoing colonisation of
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Indigenous people, for whom the distinction between ‘British’ white
rule and the white rule of the new Commonwealth of Australia after
1901, is less than significant. From this perspective there is no
decolonising moment which makes Australia post-colonial.11 So,
nationalism in Australian history is not anti-colonial nationalism in
the sense usually taken up in postcolonial studies, but rather the
nationalism of white Australians partially separating themselves from
British rule, but at the same time thoroughly identifying as Britons,
indeed defining their new nation as white vis-à-vis Asian, especially
Chinese others. Taking Australia as a case-study then, exposes ‘imper-
ial’ in several senses: the management of Indigenous populations, the
modes by which British populations ‘settled’, and the nationalism pro-
duced through that ‘whiteness’ which was also Britishness.12 This all
involved complicated policies and practices of race and health manage-
ment of Indigenous communities, of white Britons and their entry into
the territory and the body politic, and of Asian people, who were
deported and subsequently excluded in the pursuit of an imagined
white (read: pure, clean, uncontaminated) Australia.

The pursuit of ‘health’ has been central to modern identity forma-
tion. It has become a way of imagining and embodying integrity and,
problematically, homogeneity or purity of the self, the community,
and especially in the early to mid twentieth century, the nation.
Nation-forming has found one of its primary languages in biomedical
discourse,13 partly because of its investment in the abstract idea of
boundary, identity and difference, but also because of the political
philosophy that thinks of the population as one body, the social body
or the body of the polity.14 One result has been a cross-over of biomed-
ical and politico-military languages of defence, immunity, resistance
and invasion, of the body, the community and the nation.15 My inter-
est here is to explore not only the significance of the metaphor of the
‘social body’, but also the actual corporeal connectedness of bodies,
communities and nations which were the business of public health. 
I look at substantive issues like arm-to-arm cowpox vaccination which
literally connected populations of children across the Empire, the
spread of communicable diseases, and the biological connections of
sex, especially in the eugenic era when previously social attributes were
refigured as inheritable, as ‘contagious’ between generations.

The idea of ‘hygiene’ connects all the chapters, and the substantive
sites of analysis. From the late nineteenth century, and escalating until
the Second World War, ‘hygiene’ came to be a personal and political
imperative and mission, a noun which spawned ever-more adjectives
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which connected the bodily and the personal to larger governmental
projects: sex hygiene, domestic hygiene, social hygiene, national
hygiene, moral hygiene, tropical hygiene, maternal hygiene, racial
hygiene, international hygiene and more. Hygiene was something
which people could and did do to themselves and to each other: it was
a practice. But it also had a significance greater than oneself. Victorian
culture made ‘cleanliness’ into a subjectivity, a practice which shaped
one’s soul. By the interwar years, hygiene was a responsibility, a duty.16

Hygienic imperatives were everywhere producing institutions and prac-
tices of public health which to be sure demonstrably reduced morbid-
ity and mortality, and created what was for many a desirable order,
cleanliness and safety. But what else produced, and was produced
through this personal/national/imperial hygiene? In many ways, this
question drives the book.

Signalling the constant need for purification from the ever-present
contaminating threat over the border, however imagined, hygiene
became a primary means of signification by which those borders were
maintained, threats were specified, and internal weaknesses managed.17

Far from being a straightforward metaphor, the use of the term
‘hygiene’, particularly in the context of nationalism, was a result of the
deep connection between the political and cultural imagining of
bodies and nations, as well as a long history of an ‘imaginary geo-
graphics’ of exclusion by which, as geographer David Sibley puts it,
‘others’ of all kinds were located ‘elsewhere’. He writes ‘This “else-
where” might be nowhere, as when genocide or the moral transforma-
tion of a minority like prostitutes are advocated, or it might be some
spatial periphery, like the edge of the world or the edge of the city’.18

All kinds of edges, borders and peripheries are analysed here, as are all
kinds of matter and people which crossed them: from the foreign body
of cowpox matter entering the pure skin of the child which I examine
in Chapter 1, to the foreign body of the unfit immigrant prohibited
from the ‘pure’ nation, which is the subject of analysis in Chapter 6.

Anthropologists of colonialism have also been interested in identifica-
tion and differentiation, those ‘boundaries of rule’ and ‘colonial cate-
gories’, which Ann Laura Stoler has richly analysed. These were often
informal boundaries, what Stoler calls ‘interior frontiers’ (after philoso-
pher Johann Gottlieb Fichte and theorist of nationalism Etienne Balibar)
differentiating kinds of colonisers, settlers, Indigenous people, métis,
half-castes. She writes: ‘a frontier locates a site both of enclosure and
contact and of observed passage and exchange. When coupled with the
word interior, frontier carries the sense of internal distinctions within a
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territory (or empire); at the level of the individual, frontier marks the
moral predicates by which a subject retains his or her national identity
despite location outside the national frontier and despite heterogeneity
within the nation-state’.19 Such interior frontiers certainly interest me.
I examine, for instance, the interior frontiers produced by white sexual
and social conduct in the precarious zone of the tropics, and connec-
tions to the management of leprosy, often considered to be transmit-
ted to the white population by sexual contact between races. By the
same token, if ‘making boundaries’ (of race, citizenship, culture, and of
legitimate and illegitimate sexual contact) has been the analytical draw
of anthropologically inflected histories of colonialism,20 I am drawn in
the first instance to far more material lines, edges, borders, displace-
ments and enclosures, and their constitution through and by public
health. I examine for example threshold places like the policed fences
in quarantine zones in smallpox epidemics, the momentary border
between the diseased and the clean. In Chapters 5 and 6 I look at the
new national borders of an island-nation which became a line of both
quarantine inspection of people and goods, and a racialised immigra-
tion line. Internally, lines of race and hygiene criss-crossed the
country. The ‘Leper Line’ for example was the 20th parallel, south of
which Aboriginal people could not travel, under Western Australian
law of the 1940s. Another version of segregation that I look at in
Chapter 7 were early twentieth century lock hospitals for venereal dis-
eases which doubled as native reserves. These kinds of geographic, legal
and actual boundaries formed people’s senses of identity and difference
– they were about both administration and subjectification. Yet they
were not separate from lines of the imagination: the boundaries, enclo-
sures and segregations of eugenic, nationalist, imperialist and racist
dreamers in the modern period; the great eugenic ambition of a clear
line between the fit and the unfit; the aspiration of various Australian
government medical officers of unambiguous classification and spatial
and sexual separation of whites from Indigenous people, and ‘half-
caste’ from ‘full-blood’ people; the fantasy line imagined by one geog-
rapher to be drawn across the island-nation, north of which should be
Japanese, south of which should be British; or the lines of global racial
distribution and differentiation drawn on so many maps of the world.

My (literally) grounding interest then, is in geographic, geopoliti-
cal, institutional and legal lines and segregations. My subsequent
interest is in their intersection with interior frontiers, and with
fantastic and utopian lines. Similarly, while I draw constantly from
historical and anthropological studies on social contaminations and
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moral contagions,21 I explore the problem of origin: communicable
diseases and their management. This has led me to see afresh the
extent to which public health and hygiene offered not just
metaphors and rhetoric (or the ‘pretexts’ as Proctor writes of the Nazi
enclosures of Jews in Warsaw)22 for cleansing and purifying, but were
the actual modes and tools of management for colonialism, national-
ism, and in the interwar period, racial hygiene and eugenics: these
were all part of the project and the imperative of public health.

Population health and liberal governance

There are two broad genealogies of public health: one is philanthropic-
missionary, the other is governmental-political.23 Broadly, they inte-
grated during the regulating and bureaucratising years of the early to
mid twentieth century, as government increasingly took responsibility
for what had been charitable, philanthropic or parish concerns in the
nineteenth century. In that this book is a history of technical and legal
quarantines and communicable disease control as much as anything
else, it is the government-political genealogy in which I am most inter-
ested: public health, state medicine, what was sometimes called social
medicine. Much of the book takes up questions about how populations
came to governed and managed through the rubric and problems of
public health. I analyse not only the substantive issues or concerns (for
example compulsory vaccination, maritime quarantine, health
education, immigration restriction, isolation and segregation, eugenic
pre-marital screening) but also the kinds of power exercised through
these problems: coercion, consent, education, subjectification and
power exercised through new conceptions of ‘freedom’.24 Public health
was a field where techniques of liberal governance and authority were
tried, resisted, abandoned, modified, outlawed, and normalised, tech-
niques often based in, and departing from, penal systems and cultures.
If Nikolas Rose has written of ‘the liberal vocation of medicine’, much
work remains to be done on the precise history of this idea.25

Public health, ‘population’ health, is historically contemporaneous
with, and part of, modern rationalities of government: political
economy, liberal rule, nationalism, new politics of citizenship. In his
synthesis of the history of public health, George Rosen emphasised the
particular ‘policy of power’ and conception of society that under-
pinned the European mercantilist states. As Rosen summarised it, when
policy makers asked the mercantilist question, ‘what course must the
government pursue to increase the national power and wealth?’, they
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answered with reference to the size of the population, the material
welfare of the population, and government control of the popula-
tion.26 Health, longevity, reproductivity, economy and security were in
various ways and through various technologies, central. The pursuit of
a greater health of the social body – the population – became a major
aspiration of government from the mercantilist period, through the
centuries of industrialisation, colonisation and liberalism. And ‘popula-
tion’ as an idea, depended upon or required some sort of centralised
state to be made meaningful.27 Eighteenth-century developments in
Utilitarian political philosophy also shaped the emergence of health
and population as an imperative of government. Here Bentham was
critical, his ideas underpinning so much social policy as it developed in
Britain and the colonies through the nineteenth century, one line of
which, through the great sanitarian and student of Bentham, Edwin
Chadwick, became public health as we know it.28 Both Bentham’s per-
ception that the welfare of the poor was an obligation of government,
and the possibility that ‘health’ was necessary to ‘happiness’ and its
pursuit, provided theoretical and moral principles on which all kinds
of interventions were made, and expectations created, about the rela-
tion between government, the population and the individual.29 As
Dorothy Porter has succinctly summarised it: ‘In the nineteenth
century, public health reform interwove Victorian social science with
Enlightenment political economy and was integrated into philosophi-
cal radicalism and the politics of social amelioration’.30

Foucauldian scholarship has formulated all this slightly differently to
Rosen, as ‘biopolitics’. Graham Burchell summarised biopolitics as a
power which is ‘exercised over persons specifically in so far as they are
thought of as living beings: a politics concerned with subjects as
members of a population, in which issues of individual sexual and
reproductive conduct [I might add conduct in relation to health] inter-
connect with issues of national policy and power.’31 The life of popula-
tions came to be seen as available for administration, indeed
imperative to administer and manage in increasingly complex ways. By
‘life’ Foucault meant a discernible shift from the exercise of power
through repressive punishment and threat of force and death, to the
exercise of power through optimising the capacities of a population
through interest in health, fecundity, illness, and longevity.32

Knowledge-techniques were developed or appropriated from other
fields – in particular statistics – and were put to use as ways of gather-
ing and formulating information about individuals and aggregating it
into information about spatially defined, class defined, institutionally
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defined or sex defined abstract groups.33 In the process, the very
concept of ‘population’ – its political capacities, uses, limitations, and
demands – was drawn into being. In the institutionalisation of the dis-
cipline of epidemiology over the nineteenth century, the central tech-
nology was statistics: ‘the science of the state’.34 And as Ian Hacking
has written, ‘the collection of statistics has created, at the least, a great
bureaucratic machinery. It may think of itself as providing only infor-
mation, but it is itself part of the technology of power in a modern
state’.35 The specific knowledges within the new human and social sci-
ences and their tools – sociology, epidemiology, demography – flour-
ished out of political economy, ‘the science of wealth’, and became
increasingly refined as to their objects of inquiry over the nineteenth
century. For Adam Smith, as Mary Poovey writes ‘the working poor …
had to be conceptualized as an aggregate; because they could not
govern themselves, they had to be governed from above’. A new
‘social’ domain was being delineated, the ‘making of a social body’.36

This view of both the economic significance of the working poor, but
their simultaneous incapacity to govern themselves as the bourgeois
subject could, explains the seeming paradox of liberal governance 
in the modern period, both distant and intervening, inclusive in
theory, exclusive in practice. In colonial contexts this paradox was
intensified.37

Colonial situations presented the immediate governmental problem
of both the urban poor and ‘ungovernable’ Indigenous populations.
Public health programmes and visions were a key way in which
colonised people and territory were administered and came to be ren-
dered intelligible to colonisers. Although differing vastly between
colonies, and in terms of the responsibility governments took up for
indigenous health, there was an enormous industry in the late
Victorian and early twentieth century period in medico-administrative
knowledge of indigenous people, as well as of white settlers.38 Over
time, indigenous people in many colonial contexts were brought 
into tighter relations of governance, of health and welfare and of
sanitation.39

By historicising this medico-administrative knowledge and its effects,
and interrogating particular problematisations determined by the
geopolitics and race politics of Australian ‘settler’ colonialism and
nationalism, I am writing a history of the colonial biopolitics of health.
Colonial history needs to be integrated into the master narrative of
what public health is and where it came from. This history was not
supplementary to, but contemporaneous with and partly formative of,
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the consolidation of British public health over the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.

Lines of hygiene: from quarantine to the new public
health?

Questions about how people have been governed, and rendered gov-
ernable through and in the interests of public health have defined a
field of critical medical sociology, and in particular the work of histor-
ically interested sociologists concerned with what has come to be called
‘the new public health’ of the later twentieth century. In one way or
another the field derives from Michel Foucault’s interest in dividing
practices and spatial subjectification. Early systems of quarantine repre-
sented a fairly crude exclusion, what Foucault analogised as the treat-
ment of the leper: ‘a practice of rejection, of exile-enclosure; he was left
to his doom in a mass among which it was useless to differentiate’.40

This contrasted with the ‘plague town’ detailed in Discipline and Punish
as a model of a new and qualitatively distinct kind of power.

This enclosed, segmented space, observed at every point, in which
the individuals are inserted in a fixed place, in which the slightest
movements are supervised, in which all events are recorded, in
which an uninterrupted work of writing links the centre and periph-
ery … all this constitutes a compact model of the disciplinary
mechanism.41

Foucault argued that the social condition of epidemic produced early
examples of disciplinary government, rendering subjects normalised
through mechanisms of bodily training and self-surveillance.42 I revisit
versions of leper ‘exile-enclosure’ and ‘plague towns’ throughout the
book. Although Foucault did not quite argue for the straightforward
replacement of ‘exile-enclosure’ by the ‘plague town’, the implication
of succession is there and the derivative field of scholarship carries this
implication forward. Medical sociologist David Armstrong, whose work
has been richly suggestive for my thinking through of public health,
has devised a schema for the succession of regimes of public health
over the last two centuries, which characterise differing – and evolving
– modes of power.43 Armstrong details the models of public health sub-
sequent to the ‘quarantine’ model: sanitary science, personal hygiene
and the ‘new public health’. These became increasingly disciplinary in
the Foucaudlian sense, until, in the new public health of the later
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twentieth century, danger is ‘everywhere’ and self-monitoring is more
or less perpetual, but also re-worked as constitutive of selves.

The (supposed) abandonment by western governments of crude iso-
lation and quarantine responses in favour of more subtle and detailed
public health strategies is often cited in critical sociological literature
on health and medicine as a prime example of the historical shift away
from the use of sovereign force, to the internalisation of a desire for
health on the part of each citizen, ‘the new public health’. Alan Sears
argues for example that the cordon sanitaire shifted from the public to
the diffused domestic realm in the early twentieth century. He writes
that ‘new-fashioned quarantine is not a blanket method, blunderingly
catching in its blindfold grip both sick and well, the harmless and the
harmful, indiscriminately. New-fashioned quarantine requires definite
detailed knowledge applied with care and patience, not mere force’.44

Sociologist Deborah Lupton writes similarly of this shift to government
of the healthy self, the creation of a citizen/subject’s expectations and
desire for health:

[P]ublic health and health promotion may be conceptualized as gov-
ernmental apparatuses … it is not the ways in which such discourses
and practices seek overtly to constrain individuals’ freedom of
action that are the most interesting and important to examine, but
the ways in which they invite individuals voluntarily to conform to
their objectives, to discipline themselves.45

Lupton has also suggested that a major part of what characterised
the emergence of the ‘governmental’ approach to public health in
modern Western nations was the making of an explicit distinction
between a new preventive model and the ‘medieval’ model of emer-
gency response to containing disease – the emergency response of com-
pulsory isolation.46 All these sociologists think historically: the ‘new
public health’ replaced or emerged out of something older and differ-
ent. My object is to historicise some of the claims, precepts and
assumptions of this literature.

Incorporating colonial governance into this historical-sociological inter-
est in the development of the new public health in advanced liberalism,
both demands and allows for a more complicated picture to emerge. Partly
but not wholly because of the mapping of racial segregation onto health
segregation, the practices and places of coercion and public health deten-
tion have been a stronger strand in this history and sociology of public
health and governance than is often recognised. In Chapters 3 and 4, 
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for instance, I compare the management of the chronic diseases of
leprosy and tuberculosis. In a more or less contemporaneous way, new
spaces of isolation were established for each: the leper colony and the
sanatorium. Yet, in the colonial Australian instance, the nature, ideal
purpose and effect of the enclosure of infected people could not have
been more different. Almost exclusively white people were invited to
voluntarily isolate themselves in the sanatorium, to enter into a six-
month programme of ‘open-air’ treatment with the aim of re-training
oneself into healthy and civically responsible conduct. There, their
souls as well as their bodies were intensely governed. At the same time,
white as well as Aboriginal, Chinese and Islander people were forced
onto island leper colonies from the 1890s until the 1950s. There, their
bodies, souls, conduct and civic identities were minimally governed.
This was one example of exile-enclosure in the late modern world,
which needs accounting for not just as an exception or a residual
practice of an old preventive model, but as a deliberate innovation of
the period. In the Australasian colonies and across the Empire and the
twentieth-century Commonwealth, public health segregation and
detention said things about governance and citizenship.

Imperial hygiene

In exploring government, hygiene and its reach, the book moves con-
ceptually and structurally from smaller to greater instances of public
health borders and spaces: from examination of intimate bodily
boundaries, to the dissection of urban spaces in epidemic times, to the
implicatedness of health and hygiene in national borders, to imperially
and globally regulated boundaries. I begin with a chapter on vaccina-
tion in the nineteenth century. This is slightly perverse: if the book is
about separation of the pure from the infected, vaccination with
cowpox was the deliberate infection of the ‘pure’. But I begin with this
precisely because debate about vaccination constantly invoked prob-
lems of purity and impurity, foreign bodies and boundaries crossed. 
I also examine the imperial and global travel of cowpox, a contagious
disease like smallpox itself, in a world where contagion, like colonisa-
tion, implied contact. In Chapter 2 on a smallpox epidemic in Sydney
in 1881, I discuss the emergence of a bureaucracy of health, the segre-
gations of the diseased and the clean in quarantine zones, and the
question of compulsory public health detention made highly problem-
atic – alongside compulsory vaccination – in this carceral space of
public health. In Chapter 3, I look at a different kind of public health
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space at the urban level – the sanatorium for consumptives in the early
twentieth century. A hybrid disciplinary institution – part health-
resort, part workhouse, part hospital, part school – one aim of the sana-
torium was instruction into safe and responsible citizenship. In
Chapter 4 I locate leprosy as a new problem of ‘imperial hygiene’, one
connected to the spate of race-based exclusion acts in the 1880s and
‘90s, which I examine in Chapter 6. Segregation and leprosy was
widely discussed imperially and internationally, and the Australian
policies were notoriously amongst the most rigid in the world. In these
chapters, then, I begin to develop the connection between health,
liberal governance and civic identity through specific substantive issues
and events.

In Chapter 5, I move from urban and island spaces and enclosures to
examine the national boundary of the new island-nation of Australia,
which became a maritime quarantine line. The enforcement 
of this quarantine successfully kept cholera amongst other diseases, out
of the island. But it also functioned centrally in the imagining of
Australia as ‘virgin’ and uncontaminated, as clean and uninfected: the
quarantine line was also a racialised immigration restriction line. In
Chapter 6, I locate the various exclusion acts of white Australia within
an international context. Such exclusions, deeply related to public
health, were in fact internationally more normal than exceptional for
the period. They were part of what came to be called ‘international
hygiene’, new lines of communication and travel across the globe
crossed by new legislative barriers of race-based medico-legal border
control which were instituted in many nations from the 1880s. In the
twentieth century, medico-legal border control became increasingly
eugenic, screening out not only people ‘undesirable’ because of their
race, but whites prohibited for other ‘undesirable’ characteristics as well.
In the final chapter, I discuss sex both as contagion and as reproduction.
What I call eugenic cordons sanitaires came into play as public health
experts and eugenicists became increasingly concerned with the future
population. All kinds of eugenic and public health mechanisms can be
understood as cordons sanitaires between current and future generations.

All these were the lines of hygiene, the boundaries of rule which, in
the modern period, formed populations and separated them, which
instilled self-governance in some people and marked others as inca-
pable, which excluded certain populations from certain spaces, which
delineated islands as nations, people as races, and nations as pure. This
is part of the critical history of colonialism, nationalism and public
health.
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1
Vaccination: Foreign Bodies,
Contagion and Colonialism

It is well recognised that epidemics of communicable disease have long
been a ramification of contact between cultures and communities,
accompaniments to exploration, migration and colonisation, one of
the events of the ‘frontier’. Although what constituted the matter and
the mode of contagion was constantly under dispute through the cen-
turies of modern colonialism,1 it was clearly recognised at the time and
in subsequent scholarship that indigenous populations in particular
succumbed to any number of fevers and poxes.2 And, although the
result of vastly different configurations of power, it was also recognised
that the British – migrants, military, missionaries – suffered and died
from ‘alien’ diseases in alien places,3 hence as I discuss in later
chapters, the discipline and institutions of tropical medicine. 
A concomitant interest in isolated individuals and communities, their
vulnerabilities and immunities, has accompanied colonial and global
epidemiology and public health, from nineteenth-century studies of
‘pure’ native tribes to the ‘isolates’ of the 1960s International Biological
Programme.4 Indeed, as we shall see through the book, public health
administrators sometimes advocated enclosed segregation on public
health grounds, in a way which mimicked this idea of natural isolates:
indigenous people whose vulnerability sometimes justified a kind of
health-based protective custody. Nineteenth-century public health
experts were fascinated by natural isolations, commonly describing
such communities as ‘virgin soil’, part of the dominant ‘seed and soil’
metaphor for understanding contagious disease.5 Epidemiological, bio-
logical and racial ideas about im/purities and vulnerabilities of certain
populations have historically mapped into military-colonial discourses
of strength, defence, and resistance. Contagious disease in all these
respects is clearly part of the history and historiography of colonialism.
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In this history of contact, contagion and colonialism, smallpox has
been extremely significant for several reasons. Its immediacy, visibility
and virulence made the disease-ramification of contact between
infected populations and previously uncontaminated populations
clearly evident at the time, and intriguing to epidemiologists and
medical historians ever since. Smallpox was a depopulating disease for
many indigenous communities. This was the case in North America
and Australia especially.6 Moreover, smallpox is significant because for
many aetiologists and public health practitioners in the nineteenth
century, it was the model contagious disease.7 At the same time it was
different from other contagious diseases because its main method of
prevention came to be not sanitary measures or isolation (although
these were in place),8 but rather vaccination. Smallpox was the first
communicable disease to be prevented thus, initially through the prac-
tice of inoculation with actual smallpox matter (variolation) and from
the very late eighteenth century through the practice of infecting pre-
ventively with cowpox matter (vaccination). What I explore in this
chapter is an unfamiliar angle of this history of smallpox, contagion
and colonisation: the idea that vaccination itself also has a history and
a geography strongly associated with colonialism and settlement, with
movement and contact. If infectious or contagious disease circulated
between people and populations across the colonial globe, so did this
first vaccine, the smallpox vaccine, both as actual matter and as tech-
nology. In this first chapter then, I think about vaccination as a kind 
of colonial contagion, as the deliberate circulation and proliferation of
contagious matter along the imperial lines, and across the colonial
borders of trade, travel and migration.

If this book is about social and physical borders, and hygienic prac-
tices across both, I begin with the skin-border, the membrane, that
which the process of vaccination necessarily pierced and broke. This
was no mere ‘metaphor of invasion’ – a Victorian anxiety amply studied
and to which I certainly return9 – but an all too real cutaneous intro-
duction of a foreign-body into the self. The prevention of smallpox
through cowpox also drew into consideration and management other
social borders, including the classic urban and maritime cordons sani-
taires. Separating the diseased from the clean was, by the nineteenth
century, a longstanding response to illnesses comprehended as conta-
gious, passed on by contact: the ‘plague town’ a dreaded but familiar
idea; shipping quarantine measures and places were well established;
the European cholera epidemics of the early nineteenth century were
met by various measures of spatial policing. As I discuss throughout the
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book, versions of the cordon sanitaire proliferated in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. But the prevention of smallpox was curious and in
many ways atypical when viewed within this longstanding mode of
prevention. Vaccination, by the late nineteenth century the primary
preventive measure against smallpox, did not break the circulation of
contagious matter in the classic mode of the cordon sanitaire. Far from
separating out clean and dirty, vaccination rather involved the deliber-
ate introduction of a diseased foreign body – cowpox lymph or dried
crusts – into the individual and sometimes into hitherto uninfected
‘virgin’ populations. Thus in the history of the management 
of contact, and of the imagination and implementation of lines of
hygiene between clean and unclean, vaccination offers immediate and
intriguing complications. Vaccination crossed and dissolved the
boundary between the clean and the diseased in an altogether different
logic to segregation and quarantine. Moreover, in the colonial context,
the ‘foreign-ness’ of these foreign bodies was not only a biological ref-
erence but often a racial reference, as ‘lymph’ (as the vaccine matter
was called) circulated through many populations of children, literally
linking them across the globe.

Vaccination has been comprehended and represented (in epidemiol-
ogy, in medical history, in contemporary commentary) as being about
movement, travel, contact and the circulation of infected bodies as
well as vaccine matter and know-how from one part of the globe to
another, from ‘east’ to ‘west’ and back again.10 I explore some of these
connections and circulations, drawing attention to the geographical
and temporal tracing – the genealogical imperative – which charac-
terised the procedure of vaccination over the nineteenth century, and
into the twentieth. While there is an enormous literature on vaccina-
tion (and inoculation) I analyse it as not only contemporaneous with,
but also as effected through and affected by, nineteenth-century 
colonialism. Vaccination, like contagious disease itself, was part of the
connection of Empire.

Foreign bodies: boundaries and the logic of vaccination

Vaccination against smallpox had a precedent in inoculation.
Inoculation involved the introduction of actual smallpox matter which
was understood to cause a minor illness in the child, and thus the
‘natural’ smallpox or ‘variola’ infection would be prevented. Indian
practices of inoculation drew much British scholarly attention in the
eighteenth century and, famously, the practice within the Ottoman
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Empire was introduced to England after Lady Mary Wortley
Montague’s experiences living in Constantinople in the early 1700s.11

Vaccination by contrast, as Edward Jenner understood it from the late
eighteenth century, introduced a different matter and its disease alto-
gether. Lymph from a cowpox vesicle (on a calf or a human) was intro-
duced into the body in order to set up the illness of cowpox, to prevent
another illness – smallpox.12 The point of cowpox was precisely that it
was contagious; that it could be passed between humans by direct or
indirect contact, and thus circulated through the social body. It
involved the transfer and proliferation of vaccine matter through the
social body as a contagion, the incorporation of one person’s (or
animal’s) body into another’s. Cowpox, or ‘vaccinia’ was a contagious
disease in and of itself, and as such, involved a connection between
humans; the direct contact of arm-to-arm vaccination, which was the
favoured, if not the only method of vaccination through most of the
nineteenth century. A group of children (and sometimes adults) would
be vaccinated and were to return to the vaccinator usually on the
seventh or eighth day, firstly so that the local reaction could be mea-
sured and assessed as successful or unsuccessful, and secondly in order
that one or more of the children could be chosen to perpetuate the
vaccine. A new batch of children would be infected with lymph from
the arm of the original child or children. That group would return a
week later, and another arm-to-arm process would take place. Thus, it
was intended that the vaccine would be kept in circulation in an expo-
nential way. While the use of stored lymph from calves became more
common at the very end of the nineteenth century, most experts in
the mid to late nineteenth century thought that the arm-to-arm
method was preferable, that this process kept the lymph ‘alive’ and
effective in a population of children.13 As I discuss below, just who
made up the population of children through whom the lymph had
passed was problematised, sometimes in classed and oftentimes in
racialised ways, in an increasingly colonial and global field of both
smallpox distribution and vaccine distribution.

Immediately upon the expert endorsement of vaccination in
England in the very early nineteenth century, and especially as the
Imperial British government as well as some colonial governments
flagged possibilities of compulsion for the procedure from 1853,14 anti-
vaccinationists proclaimed about the vaccine matter itself being a con-
taminant, and the procedure as contaminating: ‘a filthy, disgusting
animal poison’; a ‘compulsory pollution of our veins’.15 ‘Vaccine
lymph,’ argued one pamphleteer – one of many hundreds – ‘is an
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animal septic poison, and should therefore of course never be intro-
duced into the blood of man, woman, child, or beast’.16 Such com-
ments, however rhetorically presented, were also a matter of fact:
cowpox was a contagious disease, and (as we would understand it now)
immunity was achieved through a process of infection. This transmissi-
ble aspect of vaccination was agreed upon by both opponents and pro-
ponents of the procedure. The contagious mechanism was not only
decried by anti-vaccinationists but was the way in which those who
supported vaccination theorised its effect and efficacy in individuals
and later in populations.

Donna Haraway has written of the immune system that it ‘is a map
drawn to guide recognition and misrecognition of self and other in the
dialectics of Western politics. That is, the immune system is a plan for
meaningful action to construct and maintain the boundaries for what
may count as self and other in the crucial realms of the normal and the
pathological’. Haraway is right to call the immune system ‘pre-
eminently a twentieth century object’,17 for the mechanism of ‘immu-
nity’ only existed as a tentative and disputed concept in the nine-
teenth century. While we are now familiar with the idea of immunity
involving an internal self/other (mis)recognition (of foreign bodies by
anti-bodies),18 this was not readily available as a concept in the nine-
teenth century. External self/other recognition was, however. That is to
say, vaccination involved the introduction of foreign/‘other’ matter
into the integrated self/body. Just how vaccination resulted in immu-
nity from smallpox was speculated upon, although most nineteenth-
century practitioners were less concerned with physiological
explanation than with empirically observable effect.19 Sometimes mid
to late nineteenth century physicians understood immunity as a local
reaction, not a systemic one, as this New South Wales doctor did in
1881: ‘I believe it is a local inflammation … it is a concentration; any
humours there may be are drawn to the vesicle’.20 More often it was
understood as a systemic process involving ideas about blood, and
sometimes ideas about a lymphatic system. An 1875 rendition tenta-
tively suggested the following actions: ‘Vaccination … have [sic] so
impoverished some portion of the blood … the healthy action of the
lymphatic vessels, and glands (particularly of the mesentery), that
when Small-Pox follows vaccination, there is not the same amount of
pabulum, or food, for the poison to act upon and consequently less
poisonous matter to be excreted by the skin’.21 In 1883 Metchnikoff
produced a new theory of immunity, one involving an active defence
mechanism of the host and the principle of host resistance in the
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action of the phagocyte. Although the other great scientific figures of
the time Virchow and Pasteur supported this theory, Koch opposed it,
and in general, argues the historian of immunology Alfred Tauber,
‘Metchnikoff’s thinking places him outside the thrust of nineteenth-
century conceptions … [he was] misunderstood or ignored’. The more
successful theory at the end of the nineteenth century (but not into
the twentieth) was Pasteur’s: ‘the invading organism exhausted an
essential nutrient during the first infection and was thus unable to
survive in a host depleted of the substance. Such passive theories were
the model of immunity and rested upon an ancient metaphysical
understanding of health and disease, the balance of humours and the
organism’s ability to restore its wholeness’.22

What is immediately evident in Victorian discussion of vaccination-
as-contagion is its structuring by logics of identification or similarity,
and difference or foreign-ness. This is why homeopathic physicians
weighed into the debate on vaccination so strongly, offering one
model for understanding the mechanism and effect of vaccination in
beneficial terms. Many homeopaths were interested in vaccination
because it seemed to work around the principle similia similibus curan-
tur.23 One wrote: ‘Vaccination is a homoeopathic diseasing measure:
one disease is given to prevent a like one – vaccinia to prevent variola
… for in vaccinating a person we are diseasing him, we communicate
vaccinosis to him’.24 Notwithstanding such possibilities for under-
standing vaccination-as-contagion positively, it is clear that anxiety
about this contagious and foreign quality to the vaccine was voiced in
anti-vaccinationism throughout the nineteenth and well into the
twentieth centuries: ‘millions of people have now a ruined constitution
through having the loathsome filth in the blood’, wrote one.25 In a
culture where it was lay and expert commonsense that ‘dirt … is matter
in the wrong place’ as the physician Elizabeth Blackwell put it, well
and truly prefiguring the anthropologist Mary Douglas,26 this produc-
tion of health through disease seemed counter-intuitive for many. The
incredulous question was: ‘Can disease protect health?’27 Those who
proposed and supported vaccination asked other practitioners and the
public to understand that ‘health’ could be achieved through a process
of infection and cross infection across multiple boundaries, including,
possibly most problematically, species boundaries: the vaccine had an
origin – whether in the recent or distant past – in animal disease.

The lymph from calves was drawn from cowpox pustules on the
udder of the animal. One method of infecting the cow was by wrapping
the animal in a blanket used by a person who had died of smallpox,
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and drawing the lymph from vesicles that formed on the udder.28 The
crossing and re-crossing of species and hygiene boundaries in such
procedures was more than many nineteenth-century medical, lay and
political sensibilities could tolerate or even imagine. Vaccine lymph, it
was often argued, ‘might engender diseases which you might never get
rid of … you have diseases of animals to consider, which are more to
be dreaded than those proper to man’.29 This inter-species exchange,
the very idea of introducing a fragment of diseased animal into the
human frame, was sometimes religiously, sometimes popularly, some-
times expertly opposed. At the very least, problematising the animal
origin of the vaccine prompted arguments for maintaining the vaccine
in the human population only, resisting the theory, discussed below,
that the matter needed to be strengthened by sending it from the
human population back through the cow’s system. At most, a working-
class British response to vaccination – as reported by anti-vaccination-
ists – was to describe animalistic features in recently vaccinated
children. Thus mothers spoke of small horns growing in the heads of
their infants, or that the voices of these children began to change to
animalistic grunts, a response heavily satired. Vaccines were sometimes
understood to produce unnatural hybrids: it was against nature.30 For
Hindus in India, on the other hand, the problem was one of the
violation of the sacred animal itself.31

Because of the contagious nature of cowpox, it was also human dis-
eases which gave cause for alarm, and for this reason calf lymph
steadily replaced ‘humanised’ lymph in many countries, especially as
governments increasingly regulated public health procedures toward
the end of the century.32 The shift toward calf lymph was largely a
response to well-placed anxieties about the transmission of syphilis
and some other diseases between children in the arm-to-arm method.
J.W. Beaney, a prominent Melbourne surgeon with expertise in venere-
ology wrote in 1870:

‘what practitioner is able to determine the purity of the lymph? It is often
far beyond his power to know the constitution of the parent of the
child from whom the lymph is taken, or the nurse by whom it has
been suckled; hence the difficulties that lie in his way are insur-
mountable, setting aside the … latent germs that may lurk in the
child ready to be transmitted through its lymph to others’.33

While syphilis was the major concern, the possibility that vaccina-
tion was a conduit for other diseases and conditions was also raised.
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Antivaccinationists published material on ‘Cancer: a result of vaccina-
tion’ and sometimes argued that leprosy was newly transmitted
amongst Europeans in the tropical colonies because of the increase in
smallpox vaccination.34

The discussion on the contagiousness and dangerousness of vaccina-
tion also crossed over into the question of inheritable conditions. The
hydropathic physician John Marx, who was examined by an 1872
Committee on Vaccination in New South Wales attributed his own
‘weak eyes’ to vaccination; not his own, but his mother’s: ‘My mother
was vaccinated, and shortly after the vaccination the glands of the
neck swelled up, and the disease flew to her eyes. She was bad until a
few months after she married. I was her first-born, and I inherited the
complain … I attribute my complaint indirectly to vaccination’.35 His
statements illustrate the intriguing and important nineteenth century
conflation of heredity and infection, the ways in which certain diseases
and conditions were understood to transmit both across populations in
the present and between generations in time.36 This complicated and
connected history of concepts of infection and of hereditable transmis-
sion was especially important to the interwar eugenic refiguring of
social and psychological conditions and ‘tendencies’ as contagious
between generations, as I discuss in Chapter 7. But early expressions of
the discourse of degeneration which came to hold such currency, are
evident in these mid-Victorian vaccination debates. ‘If Vaccination is
allowed to continue’, wrote one doctor, ‘and the germs of septic poison
(however light) are introduced into the blood from one generation to
another, I think the result will prove to be most disastrous … it has
already been so, as seen by the pale and unhealthy appearance, of the
rising generation, who are in no way fitted to stand hardship, or resist
disease’.37 This, it was argued, was the cumulative effect of vaccination
over generations.

Essentially a diseasing procedure, vaccination did not fit nineteenth-
century public health strategies at all easily. It did not fit the ‘sanitis-
ing’ trajectory of public health that was strongly comprehended
through moralising ‘improvement’ arguments, through bourgeois
imperatives of cleanliness and ordering. Medical historian Christopher
Hamlin has suggested that nineteenth century public health was about
the production of disciplined behaviour and new kinds of citizens
drawing from ‘a great confidence that people could change (or be
changed) for the better’.38 Within domestic British class and gender
politics of public health, vaccination was simply not imaginable in
these improving terms. There was very little possibility of attaching a
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moral purpose to vaccination, of imagining it as necessary for the
shaping of conduct, or for the reform of domestic and social spaces.39

Nor could it be attached easily to reformist activism, to the emerging
social sciences, or to the crucial Victorian philanthropic networks and
practices, all of which implemented sanitary reform and public health
in the nineteenth century in one way or another as an improving and
cleansing mission: vaccination could hardly be promoted as good for
the soul. Rather, vaccination was a reductive, functional and biological
procedure which, moreover, involved very little contact with public
health experts or sanitary personnel. Indeed, insofar as vaccination was
comprehensible within a moral/religious frame, it was to argue against
it as an unnatural, irreligious and polluting practice. The argument for
vaccination usually employed statistics as the authorising knowledge.
But statistical argument only went so far in a period when public
health was firmly determined by improving sensibilities, either in the
political economy tradition or the philanthropic tradition.

If vaccination did not fit into the sanitising and improving tradition
of nineteenth century public health, it also fell obliquely into the tra-
jectory of public health isolation or segregation. There was certainly
some European spatial isolation of smallpox sufferers. This was the case
in London for example, during the epidemic of 1871–72 (in the light
of the 1866 Sanitary Act).40 In cities of global migration and sites of the
Chinese diaspora such as Sydney or San Francisco, places where small-
pox was not endemic, isolation was a more common practice.41 But the
availability of vaccination, which most Victorian governments met
with some enthusiasm much as they debated the question of compul-
sion endlessly, complicated the idea of isolation considerably as 
I discuss in the next chapter. Indeed preventive measures which did
function on the segregation and/or cleansing hygienic model were
often set in deep and clear opposition to vaccination. For vaccination
as a polluting procedure ran counter to the segregating logic of quaran-
tine, of the clear imposition of boundaries between the clean and the
dirty. This drove, for example, the fascinating anti-vaccination activity
in Leicester, where notification and isolation policies were practiced in
defiant and explicit opposition to compulsory vaccination laws.42

Similarly, given the epidemic not endemic status of smallpox in the
Australian colonies, it was sometimes suggested that smallpox could
and should be controlled solely by maritime quarantine and compul-
sory isolation, that there should be no vaccination in the colonies, and
that Australia could thus be both a cowpox and a smallpox-free
island.43
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The procedure of vaccination enjoined experts, governments and lay
people alike to subscribe to the counter-intuitive idea of deliberately
introducing particles of disease into otherwise healthy (and they were
required to be healthy) human bodies. Boundaries between bodies were
thus dissolved, and boundaries between species were crossed and re-
crossed. The process of vaccination manifested as a troubling confu-
sion of the normal and the pathological as a minute amount of a
pathological foreign body became a normalised part of the self, and a
bit of one’s own transformed body became part of another. This disso-
lution was not a comfortable one in a culture otherwise anxious to
secure clean, firm and stable boundaries.

Connections: empire and the genealogies of vaccine

Despite the longstanding endemic status of smallpox in Europe, its
origins have been consistently sought and asserted elsewhere by
medical and government experts, and latterly by medical historians
and microbiologists. Typically, the origin of smallpox was and is
offered as generically ‘Eastern’, sometimes meaning the ‘Orient’,
sometimes meaning the ‘Far East’. This is the case in both nineteenth
and twentieth century representations. For example the British edu-
cated physician L.H.J. Maclean told the New South Wales parliament
in 1881: ‘I believe it is an endemic disease of the valley of the Yang
Tze and other river valleys in China … It never made its appearance in
Europe until about 1,000 years ago. It was only about that time that
communication with the extreme east of Asia became fairly common,
and it was with the commencement of that communication that
small-pox made its appearance and small-pox came from the East’.44

To take another example from the end of the period under study in
this book, a 1954 Story of Medicine states that ‘smallpox was first intro-
duced into Europe by the Crusaders who brought it home from the
Holy Land where the disease was common’.45 And from a recent
article by the distinguished scientist Frank Fenner: ‘Speculatively …
variola virus … evolved from an orthopoxvirus of animals of the
central African rain forests … some thousands of years ago, and first
became established as a virus specific for human beings in the dense
populations of the Nile valley perhaps five thousand years ago’.46 Both
the genre of medical history and the deeply related field of epidemiol-
ogy seek origins almost pathologically. They are often driven by the
conventional narrative imperative of a ‘beginning’ or of a ‘case-one’.
This historical and epidemiological origin-seeking has structured both
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simplistic and sophisticated accounts of the history of smallpox, as of
other diseases which I discuss through the book. But origin-sourcing
often serves hegemonic interests in the global, representational,
scientific, national and racial politics of epidemic and transmission.47

In the next chapter for example I discuss the pressing need for New
South Wales politicians and medical experts to determine the pres-
ence or absence of smallpox in the ‘virgin’ Australian continent prior
to 1788, that is, prior to English settlement. Yet asserting often mythi-
cal (and predictable) global origins of microbes is less significant than
careful tracing of the more recent and verifiable effects of contact and
contagion. The history of many colonial projects have been marked
by the tragic path of diseases as they followed exploration, trading
and transport routes.48 The convention of global and colonial tracking
of disease – in this case smallpox – can usefully be complicated
through analysis not only of the microbes of the disease itself, but the
microbes of the preventive disease, cowpox. Like smallpox, cowpox
was itself spread through the colonial world along routes of human
transport, travel, and communication. Thus, for example, a lone fur
trader vaccinated local Cree people in the Canadian plains in 1838,
with vaccine supplied by the Hudson Bay Company in the wake of an
already devastating set of epidemics.49

As technology and as matter, vaccination was part of what
connected Empire. This was so from its earliest introduction. One
account of the reception of vaccine in Ceylon from the first decade of
the nineteenth century reveals the precarious communication of the
matter over land and sea from London.

In the course of the last twelve months, we have repeatedly received
by sea from England, the Vaccinate Matter, and many children have
been Inoculated to no purpose … Fortunately, Dr Short, a surgeon
of this Establishment residing at Bagdad produced the disease at
that place. He immediately forwarded the matter to Bussorah … 
Mr Milne soon afterwards inoculated a number of other Children
and he sent the Vaccine Matter to Bombay, by several ships.

The author of the account indicated that ‘we now have it in our
power to communicate the benefit of this important discovery, to
every part of India, perhaps to China, and the whole Eastern World’.50

Like the communicable disease of smallpox itself, then, vaccine matter
moved around the globe, sometimes through populations, sometimes
as lymph or crusts stored in vials, or as saturated pieces of linen.51
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There were certain centres for source production – initially Jenner’s
National Vaccine Establishment in London – which sent vaccine off to
‘colonise’ new regions with missionaries, traders, bureaucrats and mili-
taries. By the late nineteenth century, and because of the geography of
Empire in which London might be the metropolitan centre, but might
also be the furthest away (for example from the Australasian and
Pacific colonies), sources for lymph were established in other colonies.
In the 1880s the New South Wales government received regular
despatches of calf-lymph from Bombay. It also sought and received
from the government in Bombay detailed information and instruction
about the methods of obtaining lymph from the calf (see Figures 1.1
and 1.2). These vaccine travels over borders, through Empire and
beyond, occurred both temporally and geographically. Tracing a
genealogy back in time and through known places and populations to
an original source was consistently important, if disputed in major
ways through the nineteenth century. There were two kinds of
genealogies at issue which draw attention to the imperial and global
politics of smallpox dissemination and prevention. First, the genealogy
of the actual vaccine matter came to be understood as vitally impor-
tant: vaccines had pedigrees, their own blood-lines. Second, and
related, the genealogy of the children through whom the matter had
passed was investigated, monitored and documented.

First, then, the genealogy, the ‘lymphline’ of the vaccine. On the
face of it, inoculation involved the use of smallpox matter: vaccination
involved the use of cowpox matter. But the apparently new technology
of vaccination was not that simple. In some cases the vaccine derived
from the pustules of the cow infected with cowpox. In other cases the
vaccine originated from the pustules of a cow infected with smallpox,
infected deliberately from a child with the actual smallpox disease.
Those who supported this practice theorised that the disease turned
into cowpox when it was thus ‘bovinised’. Sometimes doctors argued
that the most effective vaccine was that which had been in circulation
in the human population for the longest time – ‘humanised lymph’.52

At other times doctors claimed that this weakened the vaccine. In these
cases it was suggested that the vaccine matter needed to pass back
through the cow periodically, in order to maintain its strength and
potency, and thus ‘bovinised lymph’ was considered most effective.

Whether a physician or public vaccinator considered bovinised or
humanised lymph to be more potent, the specific vaccine which any
one practitioner used needed to be traced and traceable temporally and
geographically – its ‘line’ known and verified. In England, this involved
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Figure 1.1 Technology, as well as lymph, travelled between colonial governments
Source: Animal Vaccination, Thomas Richards, Sydney, 1882, p. 2. Courtesy Mitchell
Library, State Library of New South Wales.
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Figure 1.2 Animal vaccination as practised at Bombay
Source: Animal Vaccination, Thomas Richards, Sydney, 1882, p. 2. Courtesy Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales.



debating the origin of Jenner’s lymph in terms of species and disease.
One rendition held that

Jenner believed that swine-pox, cow-pox, small-pox and the grease
were all one and the same disease; at one time thought that the
grease (the original source of the true vaccine) should be modified
by passing through the cow, before being used as a prophylactic, but
upon further enquiry he arrived at a different conclusion, and used
the grease in its natural state and supplied the public with it from its
original source, the horse’s heels.53

In colonial contexts, this anxiety about the genealogy of the lymph
itself was compounded by concerns to interrogate the global travel of
the vaccine matter, since that origin. In New South Wales, at commit-
tees of inquiry on vaccination in 1872 and 1881, the ‘purity’ and the
pedigree of vaccine matter in that part of the Empire came under con-
stant question: could the vaccine matter be traced to Jenner’s lymph?
And if not Jenner’s, then whose? Did the lymph originate in human or
animal? And, especially, through which humans had it passed on its
way from England to the Colony? One witness at the 1872 Committee
detailed the possible lines of origin of vaccine matter available in New
South Wales:

I have been in the habit of getting vaccine lymph from Mr Badcock,
in England … This lymph is transmitted through the cow every six
or twelve months … There are three ways in which the lymph now
used in England has been obtained. 1st The original Jenner lymph.
2nd Lymph obtained by Mr Ceiley who variolated the cow first in
1839, and from which course Mr Badcock’s supplies have been
obtained; and 3rd vaccine brought to England by Dr Blanc from the
Continent, obtained from a cow under the natural disease, and
reproduced upon heifers.54

He said that the lymph he received from England every second mail
was ‘pure from Home’. It was the ‘Home-ness’ in this statement which
advertised this vaccinator’s lymph as safe and clean in a context where
there was a certain competition for purity amongst practitioners.
Lymph direct from ‘Home’ implied that it had not passed through
other colonial populations – that it had not passed through popula-
tions of Indian children in particular, given that southern India and
Ceylon were necessarily ports of call for ships from England to the
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Australasian colonies. Alternatively, ‘purity’ was announced because
the vaccine was straight from the cow and had passed through no chil-
dren at all, or very few. For example, advertisements for vaccination
during the 1881 epidemic of smallpox in Sydney invariably announced
the source as ‘pure lymph from heifers’, or ‘Pure Vaccinate from the
Heifer’.55 Under constant discussion was the relative efficacy as well as
purity of lymph direct from the cow, as opposed to ‘that which has
passed through many hundreds of constitutions’.56 But even lymph
pure from ‘Home’ or pure from the calf was not automatically estab-
lished as of clean lineage, nor were anxieties about origins thus pre-
cluded. Even the purity, or more accurately the authenticity of Jenner’s
vaccine was under question, both in England and the colonies: ‘the
original vaccine lymph we use from the Royal Vaccine Institute has
never been vaccine lymph at all, from the day it was introduced in
London to the present time – it was derived from the arm of Jane King,
who was inoculated from a horse with greasy heels’.57 The ‘True
Pedigree of English Vaccine’ as one English physician titled his
chapter, was debated regularly, and in fact has been ever since.58

Nineteenth-century concerns about the vaccine matter were not just
medical anxieties about biological purity, but were also cultural anxi-
eties about race, class and species mixing. Given the standard practice
of arm-to-arm techniques, the purity of the vaccine drew into consider-
ation the purity of the individual child or adult, and the population
through which the vaccine passed, and which necessarily became a
literal part of the vaccine matter itself. The genealogy of the vaccine,
then, was also a genealogy of the children through whom it had
passed. This was often detailed with great precision, especially at the
beginning of the nineteenth century when in some colonies very few
children had been vaccinated. As I have discussed, some medical men
argued for the increasing strength of vaccine the longer it stayed in the
human population. But that implied contact with increasing numbers
of unknown individuals, it implied connection – incorporation – with
wholly unknown populations: had the vaccine matter been through a
population of Indian children? Had it been through a population of
children in east-end London or inner-city Sydney? Did it have any
point of connection with groups compulsorily vaccinated at one time
or another, one place or another – Chinese indentured labourers,
nurses in the new infectious disease hospitals, criminals in gaols?
Officials, doctors, public vaccinators, especially in the antipodean
colonies where the temporal and geographical distance from the source
was greater and anxieties often more acute, desperately sought and
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sometimes fabricated origins and paths through populations for their
particular vaccine lymph.

It is also the case, however, that anxieties about the race of vacci-
nated and vaccinifer children were less evident in the first decades after
the technique was introduced in England and the colonies and belong
much more to the mid and late nineteenth century, and certainly to
the first half of the twentieth century. Indeed tracing anxiety about
vaccine connections is one way of tracing changing conceptualisations
of racial difference and its significance. Distinctions between people
changed broadly from eighteenth century classifications – fluid, alter-
able, based on a common conception of Man – to nineteenth century
‘races’ – irreducible, essentially unalterable, biologically different.59

Conceptions of race, and conceptions of healthy and unhealthy racial
populations were connected developments. As Mark Harrison has sug-
gested, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries there was a ‘virtual
absence of fixed racial identities’ in literature on India, but after 1800
‘racial identities came to be fixed and … India was viewed … as a reser-
voir of filth and disease’.60 Racial categories and the boundaries sepa-
rating them refined and hardened over the nineteenth century, so that
all kinds of connections and contact acceptable at the beginning of the
century were unacceptable by the end. This has been discussed with
respect to sexual contact between individuals defined and self-defined
within the newly reified and biologised discourses of race. Sexual rela-
tions officially permissible in the eighteenth century became less so as
the nineteenth century progressed.61 The very different connection
between vaccinated children, which was nonetheless also a literal bio-
logical mixing, is another site where this hardening of categories can
be observed, where the biologising of race played out.

Government returns for vaccinated children in early nineteenth
century Ceylon graphically respresent the child-to-child, arm-to-arm
method which literally connected these children. One of the earliest
returns from 1802 documented age, sex and caste (‘European’ or
‘Pariah’) in the manner of such returns throughout the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, even as the categories of identification changed
(see Figure 1.3). But what is notable here is that ‘Pariah’ and ‘European’
children were vaccinated from each other, evidently without concern.
At the same time, the source-child was still important to define and
make known in the Jennerian tradition of genealogical tracing: 
‘A Fortunate inoculation at length produced the vaccine disease in
Anna Disthill, who is perhaps the first human being who underwent it
in India … the daughter of a servant of Capt. Hardies … It is necessary
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Figure 1.3 Return of Patients Inoculated, 1802
Source: Thomas Christie, An Account of the Ravages Committed in Ceylon by Small-Pox, J.&S. Griffith, Cheltenham, 1811. Courtesy, The Wellcome
Library for the History and Understanding of Medicine, London.



to mention these circumstances as from her alone, the whole of the
matter that is about to be sent all over India, was first derived.’62

Officials certainly indicated that ‘no pains have been spared to make it
pass through unexceptionable bodies’,63 but in the first decade of the
nineteenth century, at least in Ceylon, non-Europeanness itself did not
make the child ‘unexceptionable’. Later in the century, anywhere in
the Empire, this was not the case, for by then biological purity and
racial purity were deeply connected concepts.

By the late nineteenth century, part of what constituted an ‘excep-
tionable body’ in terms of vaccination, was not only race and class,
but also ‘syphilitic descent’. In New South Wales a child determined
to be of syphilitic descent was discounted from the arm-to-arm
lineage: in effect placed outside this social body.64 The possibility of
the transmission of syphilis from child to child was discussed regu-
larly and with great concern. And so the genealogy of the child was
also in question: the family history of the child, or more precisely
the sexual history of the father. In one anti-vaccination pamphlet
published in 1875, Vaccination and its Evil Consequences, the author
asked: ‘by taking lymph from one child and applying it to the arms
of another, how do we know whether the father or mother, to say
nothing of the grandfather or grandmothers, have not had Syphilis,
Scrofula, Insanity ect [sic]?’65 And in the 1872 Committee one doctor
was asked: ‘How can medical men guard against the use of impure
lymph?’ And he responded: ‘The chief protection is in a knowledge
of the family history of each child which in the city is difficult to get
… I think it would be wise to adopt a precaution they have 
in London, that lymph should not be taken from a first-born child
in a family, because the first child would be the most likely to show
a syphilitic tendency’.66

But when all was said and done, neither physicians, public vaccina-
tors, mothers, nor governments ever really knew these lineages with
any certainty. As the Sydney homeopath John le Gay Brereton said in
1872: ‘You must know that medicine is not an exact science like math-
ematics or geometry, and you cannot trace a taint as you can trace a
line. You can only draw an inference’.67 Yet precisely because physi-
cians, governments, and parents could not know conclusively, they
sought obsessively the ‘trace of the taint’, the lineage of the vaccine.
The genealogical lines of the vaccine and the lines of children through
whom it passed and from whom it was derived were lines through the
territory and population of Empire, from London to Ceylon, from
Bombay to Sydney.
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Vaccination and administration: certificates, scars and
passports

I have suggested that vaccination did not fit easily with Victorian sani-
tary reform, or with Victorian modes of spatial management as a way
of controlling disease. But there was a third aspect of sanitary reform
and public health which the procedures surrounding vaccination both
positively required and assiduously promoted – administration and
bureaucracy, and their knowledges of statistics and demography. The
medical and public health axes of statistics and administration were
the techniques and rationalities which ‘unified the inhabitants of geo-
graphical space as a social body … through the charting of social and
moral topographies of bodies and their relations with one another’.68

Vaccination came to be important as a means for the collection of
information through systems of registration and certification of indi-
vidual infants and children. It provided one of the mechanisms
through which British as well as colonial populations were rendered
governable. Vaccination, like the tracking of epidemic disease itself,
became part of the growing biopolitical business of population health,
of collecting and producing the ‘vital statistics’ of the social body.69 It
helped build the vital statistics of Empire. Moreover, unlike the multi-
faceted sanitary projects of domestic order, personal hygiene, drainage
and waste management, or even sanitary architecture, the simplicity
and visibility of the vaccination procedure, its measurability, its easy
transmission as ‘fact’ and thus ready morphing into statistical knowl-
edge, meant that vaccination (and smallpox) rates, probabilities and
projections were amongst the most statistically documented proce-
dures in the nineteenth-century medico-administrative domain, both
by British governments and colonial governments. And unlike other
public health endeavours that remained in the philanthropic, volun-
tary, and reform sector (broadly) until early twentieth-century welfare,
vaccination was a state-interested procedure almost from the begin-
ning. In England and Wales vaccination was connected to the
Anatomy Act, the New Poor Law and other shifts in working-class
management from the 1830s.70 In New South Wales which was
strongly governed from its inception as a convict colony in 1788, the
storing, production and administration of vaccine and vaccination,
was very early the business of government.

Although the precise requirements changed over time and place,
doctors and public vaccinators generally documented each individual
vaccination and re-vaccination, information that was tabled and 
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produced as government returns. Additionally, and significantly, systems
of certificating vaccination were early implemented in many colonial
contexts, as in England. The system was linked to, and provided further
information for, the registration of births (and deaths) and the vaccina-
tion certificate, like the birth certificate was intended to be an essential
item for each child and parent in an increasingly governed world.
Importantly, duplicates of vaccination certificates were usually given to
parents. This was required, for example by the Imperial Vaccination Act
of 1867. This tied people into webs of governmental knowledge, made
them known to local officers, registrars, practitioners, but also made
certain kinds of statistical and epidemiological knowledge possible. In
colonial contexts medical and sanitary interventions enabled a new kind
of governmentalisation of the colonial state in which quantification, dis-
tribution and administration of an indigenous or a white ‘settler’ popula-
tion was both achievable and produced new kinds of subjects for rule.71

Vaccination created ‘populations’ in the bureaucratic sense: people were
both individualised by the procedure, and aggregated. In contexts like
India where information on birth and death was very difficult for the
governing bodies to collate, vaccination returns provided considerable
data.72 The creation of an abstract population as data from vaccination
returns offered a ‘field of visibility’ to government, what sociologist
Mitchell Dean describes as a mode by which it was possible to ‘ “picture”
who and what is to be governed, how relations of authority and obedi-
ence are constituted in space’.73

Yet vaccination programmes created populations not just abstractly
but as actual incorporations as well. The delineation of ‘vaccination
districts’ for example was not simply an arbitrary administrative act,
but took its significance from the very literal problem of population
within an area for the success or failure of a vaccination program.
Because there was a limited time in which lymph could be taken from
a cowpox pustule, the arm-to-arm technique required the procedure to
be constantly in process: there was an in-built imperative to vaccinate
many children within a geographical and numerical population. For
example, after its precarious route through Baghdad, and because dried
lymph sent directly from London had failed, the vaccine matter was
precious in Ceylon. The Medical Superintendent in Ceylon directed
local medical officers thus:

You will consider yourself as entrusted with the care of keeping up
the Vaccine Matter in your district, and of constantly preserving the
Virus in a recent state, for which purpose you will be careful by suc-
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cessive Inoculations … to perpetuate the disease, on living subjects,
so that you may at all times be provided with Patients, from whom
recent Matter may be taken74

Later in the century, one argument for compulsory vaccination was the
need for a population of a certain size in order to keep the vaccine ‘alive’
and in circulation. The medical adviser to the New South Wales
Government in 1869 said that ‘to keep up a good supply of vaccine virus,
it is necessary that vaccine districts should not be too small; that a popu-
lation of not less than 25,000 should form a vaccination district … In
such a district, with a Compulsory Act, it would be easy to keep up a full
arm-to-arm vaccination’.75 This suggests how the technology of vaccina-
tion made the concept of ‘abstract space’ of administration, as well as the
abstract concept of ‘population’, into biological phenomena. That is,
unlike other governmental systems for data collection or even sanitary or
therapeutic intervention, the arm-to-arm method of vaccination consti-
tuted groups of people as actually incorporated populations: vaccination
connected them, one to another in an exponentially increasing way. If
many recent scholars of biopolitics have become interested in the means
by which the juridico-political metaphor of the social body became a bio-
logical object and field for intervention, the instance of arm-to-arm vacci-
nation offers itself quintessentially, in its crossing of metaphorical and
abstract representation, its administrative implementation, and its always
literal incorporation of bodies within populations.

Smallpox was the most visible of diseases, leaving its survivors per-
manently pock-marked and disfigured, wearing the stigmata of the ill.
But if the sufferer did survive, their very scars then marked that person
as immune. In this logic, having no mark at all, being completely
‘pure’ if you like, was far more suspect. This was the threat of an incu-
bation period, what by the 1890s came to be configured as ‘the carrier’
– one may well be diseased but not yet show the signs. While smallpox
was a contagious disease that rendered sufferers unmistakably marked
and visible, there was nonetheless always the threat and insecurity of
the incubation period, its moment of invisibility: unmarked people
therefore were not necessarily ‘clean’. Increasingly, for many govern-
ments, to have one mark, the single pock mark of vaccination, ren-
dered the disease status of that person known, conferring an immunity
to disease and an immunity to travel over governmental lines of
hygiene. Yet because of the strange, ‘foreign body’ logic of vaccination,
the scar did not signify cleanliness: in this schema, purity itself
(neither having had the smallpox disease nor the vaccine disease)
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became danger. While medical historian Nadja Durbach has shown
how the vaccine scar was understood by working-class English objec-
tors as a kind of criminal brand for officials, the scar also signified
safety and security, bodily evidence of the deliberate introduction of
the foreign body of the cowpox vaccine.76

In times and places of emergency quarantine, either the vaccine scar or
the scars of the disease itself conferred a capacity to move (more) freely
across all kinds of borders. In the 1881 epidemic of smallpox in Sydney
which I discuss in detail in the next chapter, there was a quarantining
measure established at the border between the colonies of New South
Wales and Victoria. Passengers on the Sydney–Melbourne train would be
examined at the border town, and only those with certificates of vaccina-
tion and a viable vaccination scar were permitted entry into the ‘clean’
colony of Victoria.77 In 1913 smallpox again appeared in Sydney and the
new Commonwealth Government declared all of Sydney a quarantined
space, with road blocks established in a circumference 15 miles from the
City Post Office. Again, people were permitted in both directions over
those barriers only if they could display a viable vaccination scar.78 The
vaccination scar thus facilitated movement into ‘clean’ spaces, but it
could also get one safely into ‘unclean’ spaces (a quarantine station, an
infectious disease hospital, a segregated street or building), over borders
and over lines of hygiene.

In some contexts the scar and increasingly an accompanying vaccine
certificate became quite literally passports into and out of certain
zones. In many ways prefiguring, but at the very least accompanying
the invention of the passport itself, about which John Torpey has
written extensively,79 the vaccine scar and its certificate were early doc-
uments of identification, travel and passage. The vaccine scar and/or its
documentation granted an ‘immunity’ to travel over national borders.
Over time, and especially in the newly bureaucratised culture of the
early twentieth century, vaccination was to be recorded on the body as
a scar that needed to be visible to be viable and recognised, but also
recorded by an emergent health and immigration machine. In some
cases a vaccination scar or certificate was an immigration requirement
into certain nations: a passport and often part of compulsory official
documentation even before passports themselves were commonly
required. In places like the Australasian and Canadian colonies, where
smallpox was epidemic, the vaccination passport became increasingly
common, especially for those seeking immigration. From the 1870s,
English emigrants to the Australian colonies were required to be vacci-
nated if small-pox was present in the English region from which they
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Figure 1.4 Smallpox: the most visible of diseases
Source: J. Ashburton Thompson, A Report to the President of the Board of Health containing
photographs of a person suffering from variola discreta, and accounts of the case, Government
Printer, Sydney, 1886. Copy in author’s possession.



came. This was a condition of embarkation.80 Similarly, documentary
and bodily evidence of vaccination (or smallpox itself) was required of
emigrants from England to Canada. They were required to show
Canadian officials evidence ‘of having been vaccinated, or of already
having had smallpox’.81 From 1908 a medical ‘Inspection Card’ needed
to be signed, and kept for three years and ‘shown to government offi-
cials whenever required’.82 In Australia a ‘Personal Detail Card’
recorded the ‘vaccine history’ of an individual, not only if vaccination
had taken place, but where, when, by whom, with what vaccine, and
with what reaction (that is, size, colour, and discharge).83 I return to
the connections between vaccination, documentation, infectious
disease and global movement throughout the book, but in these devel-
oping and increasingly global and governmental systems of surveil-
lance and of identity documentation, the vaccine-scar was a significant
corporeal identity document in and of itself.

Conclusion

The histories of transmissible diseases and their containment have long
invited attention to geographical and historical, spatial and temporal
axes of transmission, attention to the history of movement and contact,
and to the history of imperial and colonial connections. But the preven-
tive vaccine for smallpox also produced a transmissible disease. And its
‘epidemic’ spread through imperial and global individuals and commu-
nities was not incidental to but necessary for its success. The spread over
time and space of the technologies of vaccination, of infected/immune
individuals and populations, and of both the vaccinia and the variola
viruses, implicates smallpox and vaccination in a modern history of
travel and colonisation. The movement of the vaccinia virus in stored
vials or cloth, or in the pustules of children’s arms traced the global
lines of Empire in the Victorian period. These were also the lines of
knowledge, as the technique was disseminated with the matter and the
disease itself. This is the colonial history of vaccination. But the proce-
dure of vaccination crossed lines as well as travelling lines of communi-
cation. Alongside the question of compulsion, this crossing accounts for
the extraordinary noise about the practice in the period – expert, reli-
gious, political, and popular. Vaccination crossed the membrane-line,
introducing a foreign body into the otherwise healthy self. It crossed
species lines. It enabled the crossing of governmental lines of hygiene –
quarantine and segregation borders, and later national borders. Most
importantly, it crossed the line between the pure and the impure.
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2
Smallpox: The Spaces and Subjects
of Public Health

In the modern period, places of infectious disease segregation were het-
erotopic: they could be governed simultaneously by the imperatives of
a penal system and a health system, and as we shall see in later chap-
ters, informal and sometimes formal systems of race management.1

Penology and public health were both segregative discourses. In 1881
there was an epidemic of smallpox in Sydney, the management of
which offers a fine historical example of the dovetailing of the penal
and the medical. Such epidemics were not uncommon in the colonial
period,2 but this one is interesting because it gave rise to legislation
that allowed for the forcible containment and segregation of people as
a way of containing infectious disease. Modelled on the 1832 Act to
prevent the spread of cholera in England,3 the Infectious Disease
Supervision Act New South Wales (1881) also prompted the establish-
ment of a Board of Health in New South Wales; ‘health’ was thus
bureaucratised in the self-governing British colony.4 The Quarantine
Station, where smallpox sufferers and their contacts were compulsorily
detained, was a place of isolation for public health reasons, but the
initial segregation and the cordons sanitaires themselves were imple-
mented and maintained through policing and punishment measures.
Quarantine was about health segregation but it was also a form of
enforced detention, a carceral place. Therein lay the problem for an
emerging liberal administration. The question of compulsion and liber-
alism has been considered at length by many historians with respect to
vaccination. But with the exception of the British and colonial
Contagious Diseases Act, and to some extent discussion of leprosy con-
finement, public health detention has been far less focused upon.5

Many colonial governments in the late nineteenth century had to deal
with the strong objections to segregation for health reasons: this was
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the case during the 1896 plague in India, for example.6 Here, in a study
of one particular epidemic and its responses I explore how detention
and compulsion produced governance and consent as a problem. This
was an expression of the paradox of liberal governance: both the heavy
administration of the epidemic and questioning of compulsory segre-
gation which was part of that administration, were formative sites in
the genealogy of liberalism and of the liberal subject.

If in the previous chapter 1 explored the ways in which the proce-
dure of vaccination against smallpox dissolved the hygienic boundaries
separating ‘clean’ and ‘infected/immune’ bodies and populations, in
this chapter I set out one government’s late nineteenth-century
attempt to draw rigid borders between the infected and the uninfected,
the declaration of cordons sanitaires. If epidemic disease was about
place, the longstanding response of administrative government was to
create borders between clean and unclean spaces and to move people
in and out of these spaces for certain periods of time: the technology of
quarantine. In 1881, Sydney was divided by numerous geographical
and administrative lines of hygiene. I focus in particular on the geogra-
phy and uses of the Quarantine Station at North Head, the liminal
place where infected people and their contacts were required to go.
This quarantining strategy was certainly only one of several official
responses,7 but I have chosen to concentrate on it because mass quar-
antine of this sort was an unusual public health practice by this time,
internationally speaking.8 Moreover, in that smallpox was the most
threatening quarantinable disease in the Australian colonies, there was
a constant effort to integrate isolation and vaccination as preventive
strategies. But events at the Quarantine Station illustrate the very dif-
ferent preventive logics of the two strategies, one separating the clean
from the unclean, the other figuring the ‘clean’ or uninfected person,
as suspicious and seeking to ‘contaminate’ the latter with cowpox
vaccine in order to protect them.

Smallpox in Sydney, 1881

In the nineteenth century, public health bureaucracies were formed,
expanded or strengthened largely in response to epidemics of commu-
nicable disease.9 As Charles Rosenberg has written, ‘accepting the exis-
tence of an epidemic implies – and in some sense demands – the
creation of a framework within which its dismaying arbitrariness can
be managed’.10 Medical jurisdiction, public health and later ‘state med-
icine’ were expanded via the management of epidemics which required
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an apparatus of, and for, intervention. Cholera, the disease so forma-
tive of public health instrumentalities in North America and Britain,
never arrived on the Australian continent.11 Smallpox did however,
and there were intermittent epidemics through the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, beginning with that which killed many
Indigenous people in the Sydney area after the arrival of the first fleet
of convicts and military personnel in 1788.12 The epidemic I analyse
here started almost a century later. It was recorded as beginning in May
1881 with a Chinese child who lived in George Street, in the middle of
the city.13 The house in which this family and their contacts lived was
quarantined; a police guard was placed at the front of the house pre-
venting entry or exit of any person, and monitoring any communica-
tion. After 21 days, several other cases appeared in the inner city. In
each of these cases, the medical and police response was similarly to
isolate individual houses and the people within them.14 A programme
of vaccination was initiated. After some months, and a relatively slow
escalation of the number of infected people, it was decided to abandon
the policy of quarantining individual houses in the city, and instead to
remove infected people and their contacts to the Quarantine Station
on the North Head of Sydney Harbour, which had housed infected
people from 1828 and had more formally received ‘infected’ ships
since 1837.15 What became known as the Sanatory Camp was later
established at Little Bay south of the city, where a smallpox hospital
was built, and where many Aboriginal people had suffered and died
from smallpox.16 This was the same isolated coastal region where the
tuberculosis sanatorium which I discuss in Chapter 3 was established,
and where people with leprosy were later sent. By the time the small-
pox epidemic was declared to be over, 41 people had died, and 163
people were recorded as infected. Many times this number were impli-
cated as contacts, isolated in houses, taken to the Quarantine Station
or to the Sanatory Camp. For example, when a Mr Rout was diagnosed
with smallpox in June 1881, at least 14 other people in his household
were also immediately isolated.17 In 1882–3 there was a Royal
Commission into the management of the epidemic and another specif-
ically into the conditions and management of the Quarantine Station.
Additionally, an enquiry was established to investigate (again) the
question of compulsory vaccination in the colony.18 One of the
doctors involved, Edinburgh-educated government medical officer 
S. Mannington Caffyn, wrote that the event ‘upset the business of the
colony as much as a civil war could have done’.19 This was not, as in
other epidemics, because of the casualties: the number of people sick
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and dead was really not that high (and this indeed was seen to indicate
the success of the swift and forceful quarantining measures). Rather it
was because of the questions of governance, freedom, consent and
compulsion raised and practiced so explosively in the management of
the epidemic, and which concerned detention in the first instance, and
vaccination secondarily.

The formalisation of a public health bureaucracy in New South Wales
began, significantly, with this smallpox epidemic. The Infectious Disease
Supervision Act, assented to in December 1881, required the appoint-
ment of a new Board of Health. The Board consisted of the mayor of
Sydney, the Under-Secretary of Finance and Trade, the Inspector
General of Police, six doctors and the Colonial Architect. The 1881 Act
gave the Board of Health ‘powers to isolate’. It also required cases of
smallpox to be reported to ‘proper authorities’ which meant ‘the nearest
police-station or lock-up’ or to ‘the officer-in-charge at the Central Police
Station’.20 The bureaucratic history of public health in New South Wales
points to the presence of forceful sovereign power at its moment of
inception. The liberty of individuals was withheld for the larger benefit
of safeguarding the public health, in this case, containing the spread of
smallpox. Modelled on early nineteenth century English quarantine
powers – outdated by 1881 – the most similar local measures were those
derived from lunacy incarceration powers, also strongly involving the
police in their implementation.21

On the other hand, however, the New South Wales Board of Health
brought together what is a fine example of a ‘biopolitical’ constella-
tion of interests. The presence of the bureaucratic representative of
Finance and Trade implied the direct impact of quarantine and epi-
demic on commercial interests, and more generally, the significance
of the health of the social body for the capitalist economy. Population
health, especially with respect to infectious disease, was not only an
internal matter, but constantly brought into consideration trading 
relations with other economic and governmental entities. Govern-
mentality was also about security. The presence of police as agents of
public health clearly indicates the proximity of a government desire
for ‘health’ with a government desire for the maintenance of public
order. The police in this instance functioned as diluted versions of the
more totalising eighteenth century German medical police,22 practis-
ing a range of techniques of micro-level surveillance as well as
enforcement measures; inspecting and examining individuals for scars
of vaccination or for evidence of the disease; monitoring and if neces-
sary enforcing movement into quarantined spaces; and encouraging
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‘healthy’ conduct. At a Board of Health meeting, 25 October 1881, it
was recommended that some simple directions, based on a ‘police
code’ should be distributed, showing the value of light, air, water, to
health.23 The establishment of an ‘Ambulance and Disinfecting Staff’
in 1881 under the supervision of the Police (this was the very first
action taken by the new Board of Health) further suggests a conflation
of policing with health imperatives.24 Finally, the presence of the
Colonial Architect in the Board of Health indicates the contemporary
understanding of health and disease as being almost wholly about
bodies in architectural and environmental space. Architects, especially
public architects understood the design and arrangement of urban
space quite literally as an issue of public health, just as doctors in the
field of public health or social medicine themselves became ‘special-
ists of space’.25

The epidemic was not simply a naturally occurring biological 
phenomenon, but was deeply constituted as a biopolitical and govern-
mental problem which required not only medical but administrative
intervention. Biopolitics is not only a response to a set of conditions, it
is itself productive. Biopolitics ‘engenders the forms of knowledge that
structure these problems and interventions’.26 ‘Epidemic’ is always in
some senses a bureaucratic and political effect. If, in 1881, epidemic
created a public health bureaucracy, it is also the case that a political
bureaucracy created the epidemic. That is, it was possible for the col-
onial government not to respond to individual illnesses in terms of a
projected pattern of illness in the population; it was possible not to
declare ‘epidemic’. Rather than being self-evident,‘epidemic’ was pro-
duced and pronounced by government. At least one member of the
New South Wales Legislative Assembly challenged this move: ‘[I am]
astonished that the Government should encourage the mania about
small-pox; Small-pox [is] as common as the day in every part of the
world; [I] dare say that in London you would find 80 or 90 cases within
a radius of a mile.’27 A government medical officer, having just arrived
in the colony from London ‘where smallpox was a matter of common
occurrence’, found the government response inexplicable. Later he
said, ‘it began to dawn upon me what small-pox meant to this unvacci-
nated community’.28 ‘Epidemic’ was not only a fact of individually ill
subjects, but also of their interpretation within a pattern of morbidity
in the population, knowledge produced in expert realms of medicine
and epidemiology, government and bureaucracy.

The epidemic existed in embodied subjects – that is, it was lived –
but it also existed as information – that is, it was written. It was a 
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phenomenon of the circulation of disease through individual bodies
and through the social body, but it was also about the circulation of
information on paper. Official response and practice occurred in two
main domains, one environmental and spatial, to be discussed below,
the other administrative and epidemiological. Agents of government –
the manager of the quarantine station, the doctors there employed,
police at various levels, local government – all were required to submit
information to public servants of health, who turned this information
– itself by no means arbitrary – into statistics, graphs, maps and tables.
They wrote and recorded, traced and mapped the disease on paper,
created classifications, numbered and counted, projected probabilities.
This was certainly an ‘uninterrupted work of writing’,29 as each sick or
suspected individual was located in actual space, and this knowledge
swiftly modified into a form of information recordable in multiple
abstract ways: a dot on a map of Sydney, signifying the place and geo-
graphic clustering of disease; a line on a graph signifying the cumula-
tive progression of the epidemic over time; a number in a table of
figures indicating population morbidity and projected patterns. Each
sick or suspected individual represented not one unit of information in
the epidemiological system, but was dissected in multiple ways, so that
a range of statistics could be forthcoming with particular purposes and
effects – age, sex, race, occupation, location, contact points, recent
movements, vaccination status, previous medical history.

If a central aspiration of modern government is the health of the
population, then statistics about health and disease – epidemiology –
is doubly invested as a technology of power. One effect of the tech-
nology of statistics, is apparent order and control: ‘statistical princi-
ples … tame death, render it controllable and predictable, give it a
semblance of order, make it calculable’.30 Statistics was not a transpar-
ent recording of data, but rather constituted a knowledge which was
productive, which changed things, which had effects, which was a
means by which power circulated through the social body. For
example, in Sydney in 1881 the ceaseless collection of information by
government was re-circulated as data in the daily press listing new
cases and their geographic location, numbers of people removed to,
and released from, quarantine, announcement of deaths and so forth.
At a multitude of local sites, conduct was modified, recommended
hygienic practices pursued, contact and communication policed and
increasingly self-policed as a response to the circulation of this infor-
mation.31 This ‘writing’ of the epidemic – its conversion and abstrac-
tion into information, statistics, a ‘natural history’, maps, graphs and
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figures, was one rationality of government which rendered the epi-
demic visible and apparently controllable. And it was but one tech-
nique for the constitution and management of population.

Lines of hygiene: bodies in quarantined space

If one manifestation of the ‘art of government’ in Sydney in 1881 was
the creation of the epidemic on paper, the ‘abstract space’ of represen-
tation, the other major practice, was the re-ordering of social space.
Public health turned on the problematisation of bodies in space,
forcing questions of population, overcrowding, the condition and
design of buildings into a medical domain. All this came to be articu-
lated in a medical and social scientific language of urban and architec-
tural pathology.32 Foucault suggested that public health took the
medical gaze on the sick individual and enlarged it into a social gaze,
the diagnosis of a population in space, thus ‘medical space can coin-
cide with social space, or, rather, traverse it and wholly penetrate it’.33

Diagnosis and therapy centred as much on architectural spaces as on
the embodied subjects in them, or more correctly, on the absolute con-
flation of bodies-in-space as the medical/governmental problem. The
spatial environment of those diagnosed with smallpox was immedi-
ately problematised, and was often seen to be the cause of disease
itself. While there was some use of the term ‘germ’ or even ‘virus’
around the epidemic, colonial medical culture in the 1880s had barely
taken on the concept of living microbes as the necessary and specific
cause for contagious disease.34 According to the 1883 Report on
Smallpox, the epidemic originated not with a germ or even a person,
but with a house: ‘No. 223 Lower George-street’. And it finished also at
a place – the Sanatory Camp. The immediate official response was to
quarantine the house, not the individual. Where the disease appeared,
in this report, seemed more significant than in whom it appeared,
although the two were obviously linked. The problematised item was
not infected people but ‘infected houses’.35 As we shall see in subse-
quent chapters, this paralleled maritime regulations in which vessels
and ports, not individuals were ‘diagnosed’ and pronounced unclean:

The house was promptly placed in quarantine; all unvaccinated
inmates who were willing were vaccinated; mosquito net was fixed
over the windows … a guard of special constables, relieved every
eight hours, was placed at the front and back entrance, barriers were
placed round the premises to keep outsiders from coming into
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personal contact with the inmates and premises, and a conspicuous
yellow ‘caution bill’ was put up to warn the public of danger.36

The Medical Officer’s Return, newly required by the Board of Health,
sought the following data, essentially diagnosing first the house, then
the house dwellers: ‘name of householder; number of families in
house; number of floors in house; total number of rooms; approximate
size of rooms; general state of house and premises as to repair and
cleanliness; general state of furniture’. Then the return moved to the
patient’s medical history, including vaccination history, date of quar-
antine, condition, and prognosis.37 The disease was understood less as
spreading from person to person (although this is implicit) as spread-
ing from house to house. The Report of the Royal Commission named
five major issues most of which concerned not simply bodies or sick
people, but bodies in architectural space – overcrowding, the small size
of rooms, insufficient window space, habits of uncleanliness and the
impossibility of isolating patients.38 As Alan Mayne has amply demon-
strated, infected houses were inspected and many were later destroyed
in programs of slum clearances.39

In the city, vaccination accompanied this spatial segregation,
drawing attention to the clean/dirty boundaries of cordoned streets
and houses. Any contact isolated in their home would, as the Sydney
Morning Herald recorded it, ‘put his or her arm through a hole in the
fence at the back of the premises’ for the doctor to vaccinate.40 This
involved complex rituals of cleanliness and contamination, which by
the early twentieth century became increasingly standard procedures of
asepsis in the operating theatre, but in 1881 were the rituals of the
public cordons sanitaires:

Take with you two of the boxes provided for the purpose – one
marked ‘clean’, and one without a mark … Stop a short distance
from the patient’s house, take the ulster from the box marked
‘clean’, put it on and visit the patient. Wash your hands after seeing
the patient. Upon your return take off the ulster, do it up in the
brown paper, and tie the parcel. Put it into the box which has no
mark and lock it. The two boxes are to be given to the laundress
locked. She is provided with duplicate keys, and will put the parcel
direct into boiling water.41

Indeed one can trace the rituals of the aseptic operating theatre not to
hospital practices (antisepsis, for example) but to the practices of
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quarantine, mail disinfection and the public cordons sanitaires of
infectious diseases.42

Like a sick body, the city of Sydney was purged in 1881.
Contaminants were ejected to a place in which the contamination
could be contained (or could appear to be contained), thus brought
under some sort of order and control. Initially removed to and
detained in the existing Quarantine Station, a new infectious diseases
hospital and ‘Sanatory Camp’ was rapidly proposed and built in
another isolated coastal region south of the city. This was partly in
response to the 10th Annual Report of the Local Government Board
(1880–81), which contained considerable information on recent
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English management of infectious diseases, and the establishment of
separate hospitals specifically for this purpose.43 The Quarantine
Station and later the Sanatory Camp became sites of official, visible
and therefore controllable contamination – the creation of places
where dirty matter could be put so that order could be restored.44

David Armstrong has argued, with Mary Douglas, that rituals of clean-
liness and contamination focus attention on boundaries and thresh-
olds.45 Both the Quarantine Station and the Sanatory Camp were
boundary places, situated on the very thresholds of the city. The geog-
raphy of the Quarantine Station, situated between the ocean and the
harbour, was described thus:

It comprises a peninsula with an area of about 750 acres, completely
inaccessible from the water in five-sixths of its extent, and con-
nected with the mainland by a comparatively narrow neck. On the
harbour side, to which the ground slopes, Spring Cove affords a safe
and convenient anchorage for ships of the largest class in close
proximity to the ground occupied by persons subject to the quaran-
tine law, whilst the station is situated at a distance from Manly
quite sufficient to ensure the safety of that borough.46

Yet the Quarantine Station was not simply a boundary place, creat-
ing an unambiguous inside and outside. It was an area – a social space
in the boundary, internally criss-crossed with lines of hygiene.47

People removed to the Quarantine Station were not indiscriminately
discarded or rejected. Although the quarantine ground was necessar-
ily separated from the rest of the city, virtually surrounded by water,
it was not internally undifferentiated. It was, rather, a multiply parti-
tioned space, a site with internal separations, classification and
spatial/bodily ordering.

The Quarantine Station was divided in the first instance into
‘Healthy’ and ‘Unhealthy’ Ground, sometimes called ‘Healthy Ground’
and ‘Hospital Ground’, zones separated by a high fence, with move-
ment and contact closely monitored. The newly cordoned zone of the
Sanatory Camp was entirely enclosed ‘with a galvanized iron fence’
and then ‘divided into two portions by a cross fence’.48 Maps show
these areas nominated as Hospital Ground, Healthy Ground and the
surrounding bush as Neutral Ground, the latter a sort of buffer zone
between the infected site and the supposedly uninfected city.49 In this
artificial and temporary clustering and organising of people, the major
social classification was between those infected (unclean) and those
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contacts, currently healthy but always under suspicion (precariously
clean). With the exception of race, in this moment of epidemic, health
and ill-health became a primary form of identity, shaped through the
significance of spatial placement and classification.

More familiar identities were then constructed and permitted within
this new division. The processes of classification and ordering were
highly manufactured and blatantly reveal colonial understandings of
gender, class, and race and the way these identities mapped onto
notions of cleanliness and contamination. The demarcated healthy
ground was spatially and socially divided into buildings for white men
and women, for white married and single men and women, and for
white people of different classes. But even this was not seen to be clear
enough. It was recommended by the 1883 Report on the Quarantine
Station that there be ‘improved means of classification’ in which
classes of people were even more clearly separated, that buildings
accommodating each class of people have a high paling fence separat-
ing them ‘so that the various classes … may be separated, and then if
strict segregation were maintained, a case of infectious sickness occur-
ring in one group would not necessarily prolong the detention of the
rest’.50 In the Hospital Ground at the Sanatory Camp, there was a
three-way distinction, the ordinary ward pavilions, rooms for private
paying patients, and two ‘ward pavilions for Dark Races’.51

The division of ‘healthy’ and ‘unhealthy’ subsumed all markers of
identity except race. In July 1881, eight uninfected Chinese men were
sent to the Quarantine Station. Despite what was otherwise the collec-
tion of obsessively precise information about individuals in statistics
and tables of returns, these men were consistently de-individualised as
the ‘eight Chinamen from Druitt Town’. They were not housed in the
building for uninfected single men, but in specially constructed
tents.52 Even when not diseased, these Chinese men were not inte-
grated into the ‘healthy ground’ but were separated and placed under
specific police guard. It was one constable’s special duty to see that
they did not ‘mix with the healthy people … [and] did not escape’.53

The plans for the Sanatory Camp at Little Bay included a separate
‘lazarette’ for Chinese patients.54 By virtue of their race, and irrespec-
tive of their diagnosis as ‘clean’ these Chinese men were already
pathologised, already seen to be diseased and to require separation. As
I show in Chapter 6, the distinction between unhealthy and healthy
was already one which mapped onto racial distinctions: to be ‘clean’
and ‘Chinese’ was all but impossible in the dominant racial discourse
of colonial Australia.
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Vaccination was compulsory for certain people in this epidemic,
even though there was never a general compulsory vaccination law in
New South Wales. Chinese people were, on paper, to be compulsorily
vaccinated. All unvaccinated members of the police force were vacci-
nated, as were nurses sent to the Quarantine Station and the Sanatory
Camp, and prisoners and warders of goals.55 For (white) people in quar-
antined houses, consent for vaccination was strongly sought, but it was
not compelled. Other people elected to be vaccinated because the pro-
cedure allowed them safely (it was hypothesised) into quarantined
spaces, and safety if they were already there as suspects. The vaccina-
tion of people in the Healthy Ground was issued as a government
order. It was enforced by threats of longer detention, and by isolating
those who refused from those who assented, in essence a secondary
punishment, a further punitive detention.56 This paralleled the treat-
ment of prisoners’ refusal to be vaccinated as a prison offence, subject
to further punishment, ‘seven days’ cells’, to take one example.57

In the strange space of Quarantine – in particular the ever-precarious
‘Healthy Ground’ – the process of vaccination ostensibly protected the
‘clean’ from the dangers over the fence in the ‘Hospital Ground’, and
from the dangers in their midst: people in the healthy ground might
well be (what came to be called) ‘carriers’ within an incubation period.
But because of the precariousness of vaccination itself within
clean/dirty logics, the procedure did not always offer either a sense of,
or an actual security against the disease. In 1881, people in the Healthy
Ground strongly resisted the government-ordered procedure but even-
tually consented. The doctor in charge of the Healthy Ground,
Mannington Caffyn, vaccinated nearly forty people from the cowpox
pustule of ‘a fine, healthy child, with a clean skin and of good parent-
age’ who had just arrived at the Quarantine Station as a contact. To the
horror of all, the next day she was covered in smallpox pustules and
six days later was dead. ‘The sense of fear’, the doctor remembered ‘was
in a great measure due to the fact that we were the outcasts of a com-
munity and treated very much as were the lepers of old … the wildest
rumours were afloat … that wives and husbands were endeavouring to
suck the poison from each other’s arms, whilst some were openly
avowing that suicide were better’. Mannington Caffyn’s account is that
only one of the vaccinated people got smallpox and none died. Indeed
he published the event in The Lancet as evidence of the non-transmis-
sion of smallpox by vaccine lymph.58 Others, however, put the death
of several of the children in the Healthy Ground down to this contam-
ination by government-ordered vaccination. This case suggests the
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precariousness of vaccination within the logic of infected and clean
bodies and spaces. The contagiousness of the process could itself turn a
‘clean’ space into an infected one. As discussed in the previous chapter,
the preventive process itself could be the means of contamination, and
cross the logic of quarantine.

The carceral spaces of public health: government, consent
and the liberal subject

The public health strategies of isolation and vaccination are linked his-
torically through this question of compulsion: just what can the state
force its citizens to do (and to have done to them) for the protection of
others? Public health was a significant domain for the working out of
different understandings of the responsibilities and rights of govern-
ment, of subjects and citizens, and indeed (perhaps especially) of non-
subjects and non-citizens. Compulsory vaccination and compulsory
isolation raised questions about the legitimacy of government forcing
citizens and subjects to submit to either, or both. At issue was the
crucial question of the sovereignty of individual embodied subjects,
both in terms of the suspension of habeas corpus which public health
detention powers were increasingly insisting upon, and in terms of
incursions into familial and bodily space which vaccination entailed.

An 1853 Act mandated the vaccination of all infants born in
England or Wales. This law hardened in 1867 and 1871 and a consci-
entious objection clause was finally passed in 1907. Immediately upon
the passing of the Imperial Vaccination Act (1853) several of the
Australian colonies, which were newly self-governing, followed with
their own vaccination Acts. Some were implemented, others dead letter
laws.59 In the same pattern, conscientious objection clauses were
inserted into various vaccination and public health laws in the early
twentieth century.60 Partly because smallpox was not endemic on the
continent, public response to vaccination was volatile. When there was
smallpox around, as in Sydney in 1881, many people consented to vac-
cination: 68,962 were recorded as vaccinated in 1881, and only 2,188
in 1882, even though about 28,000 children were born in New South
Wales in 1882.61 Opposition to compulsion was intense in the
Australian colonies, and in many ways more successful than that in
England. But in failing to implement compulsion as strictly as authori-
ties in England and Wales, colonial governments were often swayed by
logistical, as much as political, reasons. In many cases in the Australian
colonies, it was recognised that the sparseness of the population itself
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reduced the risk of the disease: ‘small-pox does not so easily spread
where there is little communication,’ wrote the government medical
adviser to the New South Wales Colonial Secretary in 1859, advising
against compulsion, partly on grounds of cost.62 Additionally, it was
recognised that there simply were not the practitioners available in
many isolated areas, or that the distances children and parents had to
travel made vaccination, its assessment a week later and revaccination
impossible.63

Despite these pragmatic considerations, compulsion was also debated
in terms of liberal philosophy, as in England. Nadja Durbach has shown
how in England there was a strong working-class anti-vaccinationism
which politicised compulsion within an existing radical opposition to
the New Poor Law and to the Anatomy Act (1831). Compulsory vacci-
nation was understood to be part of a class tyranny and, as she suggests
‘by legislating for children, anti-vaccinationists maintained, the state
usurped the parental role and disciplined the domestic realm’.64 In
England and the Australian colonies (as elsewhere) pro-vaccinationists
countered that because neglecting to vaccinate children put other
children at risk, arguments about the need to safeguard voluntariness,
personal liberty and the rights of parents to own the bodies of their
children, were void. This, indeed, is the core of the significance of
communicable disease and its management for liberal governance: it so
often requires weighing of risks and benefits for a ‘dangerous’ individual
and for the population-at-risk. For example, the New South Wales
Registrar-General discussed with the Colonial Secretary the pros and
cons of adopting a version of the Imperial Vaccination Act in that
Colony:

Objections have been, and will be raised to making vaccination
compulsory, but its advocates consider it an abuse of the ‘Voluntary
Principle’ to allow a parent not only to risk the life of his own child
by neglecting to apply to it what is almost a sure specific against so
fatal a disease, but to imperil the health and lives of the community
… indeed to allow a man what is neither more nor less than the
freedom to spread disease through the country.65

The compulsion at issue was not only about the vaccination process
itself, but as Durbach shows, the implications of non-compliance: fines
for those who refused vaccination of their infants; the seizing of prop-
erty of those who refused to or could not pay fines. Ultimately (and
not infrequently) compulsion was enforced through imprisonment.66
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Here again, the medical and penal systems dovetailed, the spaces, insti-
tutions and powers of public health, the law and criminal justice
crossed-over. Conversely, those already detained on public health
grounds in the Quarantine Station in 1881 were ordered by govern-
ment to be vaccinated at a time and place where compulsory vaccina-
tion had never entered into law. As the doctor charged with
vaccination recounted: ‘a whisper of mutiny ran through the settle-
ment. In obedience to the first instincts of a young democracy a public
meeting was summoned and a shoemaker of great verbosity was
invited to the chair … a resolution … was presented to me … it entered
very deeply into the scientific inaccuracy of the whole theory of vacci-
nation and the gross interference with the liberty of the subject, and
ended with a distinct refusal to submit to the operation’. In this case,
the ‘threat of prolonged detention’ itself apparently changed the
minds of these objectors, but turned into the nightmare situation
where they were all vaccinated from a child who was about to die from
smallpox.67

In the Quarantine Station, the gaze at work was simultaneously
medical and penal. Both the infected people contained in the
Quarantine Station and those contained there as guards and doctors,
were subject to the surveillance and limitation of movement, contact
and activity characteristic of the prison, as well as an intensely close
medical surveillance. A number of techniques of visualisation rendered
the space both therapeutic and carceral. In penal mode, there were per-
manent guards at entrances and exits, to the Quarantine Station itself
and between the ‘healthy’ and the ‘hospital’ grounds.68 Movement and
connection between people was thoroughly monitored by police, but
also, perhaps more significantly, by people themselves, cautious of the
status of those around them. People in the ‘healthy ground’ were espe-
cially observed and self-observing, for at any moment someone
declared ‘clean’ as we have seen, could turn out to be carrying the
smallpox. These people were inspected daily by the two doctors, but
similarly kept a constantly suspicious gaze on each other. The doctors
themselves were simultaneously therapists and inmates, placed
without choice in the Quarantine Station because of their early contact
with smallpox patients in the city.

What is striking and significant about the 1881 epidemic was the
explicit problematisation of compulsory detention, the act of coer-
cively enclosing subjects in the Quarantine Station and later the
Sanatory Camp. The episode sharpened the whole question of coercion
and consent, which had already been in circulation with respect to
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vaccination. The nature and legitimacy of isolation powers preoccu-
pied the members of the new Board of Health and the subsequent
Royal Commission on the Quarantine Station. The Under-Secretary for
Finance and Trade, the Department responsible for the management of
the Quarantine Station, stated that ‘the Government considered that
they had a right under the statute and in the interest of the public
health, to remove persons who were infected in the immediate vicinity
of infection, from the place of infection, so as to isolate them from the
rest of the community’.69 However in his opinion where people
‘objected to go [they] were not pressed to do so’. This contradiction,
this official uncertainty about government powers appeared again and
again in the evidence and testimonies which made up the Royal
Commission after the event of the epidemic. Each official – police,
bureaucrats, doctors – denied the use of force, even though it would
appear that they were specifically empowered to isolate without
consent. The Board of Health itself seemed confused over the question.
On the one hand it consistently sought an increase in, and a greater
clarification of powers for compulsory removal.70 On the other, it
seemed committed to modes of ‘persuasion’ and ‘encouragement’
towards consent. For example, early in 1882 when smallpox contacts
were being sent to the Sanatory Camp the Board sought ‘consent’ thus:
‘with a view to encourage the removal of patients and of inmates of
infected houses to Little Bay it is desirable that such persons should be
informed that only in the event of their consenting to leave their
house will the Government make good to them their wages’.71

The Royal Commissioners asked constant questions about whether
force was or was not used, whether orders from the Inspector-
General of Police included the use of force, and about what hap-
pened to people who objected to going.72 The Inspector-General of
Police, although initially equivocal, intimated that the use of force
was not approved, and finished his questioning with a categorical
statement that he ‘never authorized the use of force’, except, that is,
for the removal of the Chinese men from Druitt Town: ‘In that case
it was after dark, and as the man would have escaped surreptitiously
and spread the disease, it was the imperative duty of the police to
prevent him [sic] from getting away’.73 The difference which race
made to the questioning or the acceptability of force, was stark. The
intricate discussion over the use of force related largely to the white-
ness of the majority of those detained. This contrasted dramatically
with the relatively smooth passing of leprosy detention powers, to
be discussed in Chapter 4.
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Many quarantined people gave evidence about their forcible removal
and confinement. One doctor inadvertently ended up in quarantine,
having treated the first few smallpox cases in their homes and was
made to act as medical officer in Quarantine for several months. He
told his story thus:

I went to the Police Station and a reporter from some paper came up
to me and said, ‘have you heard that you are to go to Quarantine?’
… As soon as my name was mentioned this other person flew across
the pavement and ordered me off in the most rough way, and said if
I did not take myself off he would give me into the custody of the
police. I explained to him that I was quite clean and had no small-
pox about me … He said if I did not prepare at once to go to the
Quarantine Station he would have no more nonsense but give me
into the custody of the police and have me sent to the station at
once.

Do you consider that you were forcibly removed to the Quarantine
Station?

Oh yes. I had no option in the matter.74

The Superintendent of Police was questioned over the consent of
another doctor, also ordered to the Quarantine Station both because he
was to act as medical officer and because he was himself a contact. He
was asked: ‘Did Dr Clune consent to go into the Quarantine?’:

I cannot say that he did; he went; that is all I know; unless the
intimation given to him that the Government were determined
that he should go to Quarantine, and that he was expected to go,
might be construed into a consent on his part; he came to the
wharf and he went on board.

But he expressed himself unwilling to go?

I cannot say; he intimated that he regarded it as a grievance and a
hardship. He did not say, – ‘I don’t want to go’, in so many words.75

One police constable was taken to the Quarantine Station after being
diagnosed with smallpox (incorrectly, as it turned out). His evidence to
the Royal Commission indicates a confusion between his situation as a
constable, required to obey orders, and a patient/inmate with a right to
question his diagnosis and to refuse to be sent to the hulk, the
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‘Faraway’, for infected men, or to live in a tent next to the Chinese.
Simultaneously guard and prisoner, he was asked if he went to the
Quarantine Station under force:

Yes; I felt that at the time … A small boat with Mr Carroll [manager
of the Quarantine Station] in it pulled towards us, and Carroll
asked whether I was a European or a Chinaman … Then said
Carroll, ‘I have orders to put you on board the ‘Faraway;’ you have
small-pox.’ I said, ‘Mr Carroll, I have not, and I don’t intend to go
on board the “Faraway”.’ He then went away, and returned after a
short time, and I again refused, and said I would not go on board
the ‘Faraway’ where I knew the small-pox really was … Mr Carroll
came with a piece of paper in his hand, and he says, ‘Cook, you
have small-pox; Dr Alleyne says it, and you must go on board the
“Faraway”, and I refused again. Then all the constables gathered
together, under the jetty … “Cook, will you go on board the
‘Faraway?’ ” and I said “No” again, and he said, “We have orders to
put the handcuffs on you and put you on board”; then I made use
of the expression, “By Jesus Christ, I am confident I have no 
small-pox, and I will sooner die than go on board that ‘Faraway’.”76

When this man was pronounced free of smallpox by another doctor,
he was ordered to guard the Chinese men in tents separate from the
Europeans. Again, he refused: ‘I would have done the duty, but I did
not like to go and live among the Chinamen because it was rumoured
that they were infected with small-pox … I did not wish to disobey
orders but I wanted to get out of sleeping in the tent … I said, “I do not
refuse to do the duty, but I refuse to go and live among the
Chinamen”.’77

The story told by another man, John Hughes, about the detention of
himself, his wife and their six children poignantly gathers together the
practices and problems of segregation, vaccination and compulsion
which were at work in the epidemic, and illustrates the extent to
which detention was both medical and penal. Two constables knocked
on Hughes’ inner-city door, called ‘fire’, and when he came down the
Health Officer, standing at a distance, diagnosed him with smallpox.
Along with his wife and children, he was sent ‘by force’ and without
consent, he told the commissioners, to the Quarantine Station. The
family were sent initially to the Healthy Ground, while Hughes was
sent to the hulk and placed with ‘five Chinamen’ in a room with one
bed: ‘the five Chinamen laid on the floor’.
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Later he was placed in a room with a German man who was very sick
with smallpox. Hughes also objected to sleeping with him because he
was convinced of his own healthiness. ‘I won’t sleep there any more’,
‘he told the superintendent of the hulk. Hughes told the Commission
that the five Chinamen ‘started up and threatened to kill’ the superin-
tendent at one point, and then detailed his own acts of defiance.
Communicating with his wife on the shore, he repeatedly swam in,
was placed in handcuffs on return, but would escape again to see his
wife and children. Once he was given permission to go ashore, pro-
vided that he not touch his wife or children, and, he recounted, the
doctor placed an onion between them at the meeting, ‘to keep my
breath … away from them’. By then, his daughter was dying, one of
the victims of vaccination-induced smallpox: ‘One of my children was
vaccinated … from Mrs Rout’s child who had small-pox and got the
disease from her’, and he escaped again from the hulk. Leg irons were
then placed on him and when a policeman presented a pair of
‘madman’s muffs’ he said: ‘Are they for me? You will never get them
on me, or you and I will have a swim for it’. Hughes’ defiance was
finally subdued with the use of restraints, and he spent three months
on the hulk cooking for the other sick and dying inmates, but never
succumbing to the disease himself.78

Conclusion

Consent was precisely at issue, both in such micro-encounters on the
shores of the harbour and in their retelling in the Royal Commission.
It seemed important for the commission officials that their report be
able to conclude that no force was used, but that people removed
themselves to the Quarantine Station for the sake of the public health,
even though this was demonstrably not the case. This difficulty was in
part recognised in the act of paying compensation for those detained,
in some cases a very considerable amount: for example, £250 to Mrs 
E. Bonnor, £570 to the family company of the original child On Chong
& Co; and an extraordinary £2,515 to Dr Clune. The Hughes family
were compensated £20 for detention and £39 for property destroyed.79

The ‘powers to isolate’ granted to the Board of Health were rendered
deeply problematical immediately upon their creation. The limitations
of that particular public health strategy thus became evident, prompt-
ing shifts towards more governmental techniques in which a desire for
health and hygiene might be instilled in each and every citizen. It
began to be recognised by a whole range of experts and authorities that
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it was more effective if subjects voluntarily isolated themselves, but
this ideal strategy was strongly racialised. Voluntary isolaton occurred,
as we shall see, when tuberculosis was newly managed as an infectious
disease of the (mainly white) population in the early twentieth
century, but not, as I discuss in Chapter 4, in the instance of leprosy.
And in the case of suddenly epidemic diseases, like plague in 1900 and
influenza in 1919, enforced quarantine continued.80 The Australian
Director-General of Health, Dr J.H.L. Cumpston theorised these ques-
tions of law, health and consent constantly. Force may be used to pre-
serve health, he suggested. But, ‘as autocratic government no longer
exists’, that force ‘is to be found only in the expressed will of the
people’:

Under a democratic system of government such ‘will’ is … expressed
only in the presence of a universal conviction that the procedure 
in question is necessary … So we reach the practical position that in
matters of health, law is of small value compared with education to
that point of conviction which ensures automatically acquiescent
action.81

The epidemic of 1881 was one event in colonial Australian history
which prompted shifts in the management of population health
towards a governmental mode, a mode which was not inevitable or in
any way completed, but which was produced in a multitude of local
sites in specific response to forceful powers increasingly deemed illib-
eral. This was one event which shifted public health policy towards the
requirement of the ‘consent of the governed’.82 But this consent was
sought more diligently of some people, than others in the civic body.
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3
Tuberculosis: Governing Healthy
Citizens

Smallpox was always considered an ‘alien’ disease in the Australasian
colonies, a disease ‘invading’ the continent and the population, either
through early British contact or through the global movement of
Chinese goldseekers and indentured labourers. Smallpox became a
problem of the white community, but its origins were always compre-
hended in medical literature as generically Eastern, Asian or Chinese.
Tuberculosis, by contrast, was ‘the great white plague’, a disease origi-
nating with and belonging to ‘civilized man’ as S. Lyle Cummins put it
in his study Empire and Colonial Tuberculosis.1 Newly understood as
communicable around the turn of the century, tuberculosis endemi-
cally disabled populations in industrialised and urbanised countries. As
one British expert on sanatorium treatment opened his book on the
subject, ‘tuberculosis is a disease of communal life … It is practically
unknown amongst wandering and nomadic people’.2 Epidemiologists
in Australia comprehended tuberculosis as a deeply worrying and
intrinsic aspect of British or white communities and cultures. Indeed
despite tuberculosis being now recognised as a leading cause of
Aboriginal mortality in the period,3 its dominant conceptualisation as
a disease of whites almost entirely shaped expert knowledge and man-
agement of it. Like smallpox and leprosy, tuberculosis was managed
spatially in the early twentieth century. But unlike the coercion exer-
cised against the smallpox contact or sufferer, and as we shall see, of
the deeply racialised ‘leper’, consumptives were enjoined to remove
themselves to the new institution of isolation, the sanatorium.

My broad concern in this chapter is to analyse the early twentieth-
century management of tuberculosis within historical sociology on
spatial isolation of the dangerous, and on the formation of the self-
governing hygienic subject within institutions. Much historical sociology
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has been interested in methods of prevention in liberal rule, from older
methods of the exclusion of the ‘dangerous’ to the population-level
‘risk’ based strategies of prevention which, it is often argued, charac-
terised later twentieth-century mechanisms. In his seminal 1991
article, Robert Castel argued for a qualitative shift in modern strategies
of prevention ‘from dangerousness to risk’.4 Castel writes that the ques-
tion was posed in the nineteenth century: ‘how will it be possible to
prevent without being forced to confine?’ He suggests that govern-
ments and experts were finding confinement measures of prevention
crude and limited in that ‘one cannot confine masses of people’, and
unresponsive in that the strategy ‘can only be carried out on individual
patients one by one’. Like many recent sociologists he identifies (and
criticises) ‘risk’ as the major late twentieth-century solution to the
problems of prevention-through-isolation.5

Both Castel in ‘From Dangerousness to Risk’ and Foucault in ‘About
the Concept of the Dangerous Individual’ focus their analyses on
examples from criminal psychiatry. They argue that the dangerous
individual was not necessarily ‘diagnosed’ as such because of their
criminal action, but because of a quality inhering in the individual
which suggested that such asocial action might happen. What one is,
not what one does became key to the psychiatric and legal response:
‘Are there individuals who are intrinsically dangerous? By what signs
can they be recognized, and how can one react to their presence?’6

Unpredictability was the problem to work with, for ‘even those who
appear calm [or healthy] carry a threat’.7 Thus, in order to prevent the
threatened pathological act the dangerous individual needed to be
diagnosed as such by increasingly specialised medical/psychiatric
experts, and confined in a prison, or an asylum. Isolation was a preven-
tive measure, rather more than a punishment measure: ‘to confine sig-
nified to neutralize, if possible in advance, an individual deemed
dangerous’.8 For white people, some characteristic beyond their race
constituted them as dangerous. For Asian or Indigenous people, as we
shall see in the next chapter, their race alone often constituted them as
dangerous.

While there is very little medical or public health history which
looks at prevention in terms of this sociological literature,9 it is clear
that the dangerous individual was also the infected but symptomless
person, the new category of the ‘carrier’. The danger of the symptom-
less contact drove much policy on smallpox management, as I have
discussed. But from about 1890, the newly termed ‘carrier’ acquired
great significance and posed major new problems for government.10 In
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part this was driven by new possibilities of bacteriologically diagnosing
a carrier, rather than waiting for the possibility of diagnosing clinically,
the symptomatic. ‘The germ carrier and the law’, as one article sum-
marised the problem, posed a conundrum for liberal governance: ‘can
a person carrying a germ but who is not sick, be quarantined against
his will?’11 In many instances, the answer was yes. The isolation of
‘Typhoid Mary’ in New York, for example, was an extraordinary
episode produced by the new problem of the dangerous carrier.12 The
threatened pathological act in that case was not violence, but the
spread of contagion. In the way that the criminal individual appeared
calm, the carrier appeared healthy, but both were nonetheless danger-
ous. As I show in this chapter, ‘danger’ and ‘dangerousness’ was not
infrequently the precise language used by experts and governments
with respect to tuberculosis, as the safety and health of the population
became increasingly an object of intervention.

The common legislative and management innovation of the late
nineteenth century was the technique of notification, which had a
twin – isolation. Such powers were classically implemented in the man-
agement of venereal diseases under British and colonial Contagious
Diseases Acts.13 In Britain, notification incrementally increased from
the middle of the nineteenth century, with some ‘setback’ after the
public reaction to the CD Acts, but then mushroomed after the 1889
Infectious Diseases (Notification) Act and the Act’s significant intensifi-
cation in 1899.14 Measures for compulsory notification were thus not
in themselves new, but they expanded prolifically in this period, and
were accompanied by all kinds of novel powers for the compulsory
examination and detention of the infected. To take the instance of the
British colony and later Australian state of Victoria, leprosy was first
notifiable in 1893, tuberculosis in 1909, diphtheria in 1916, puerperal
fever in 1917, polio and malaria, in 1920. In New South Wales, diph-
theria was made compulsorily notifiable in 1898, bubonic plague in
1900, tuberculosis in 1904, infantile paralysis in 1912, enteric fever 
in 1921.15 Although the reasons for the introduction of notification in
specific years in specific locales are multiple (particular governments,
particular epidemics, particular diagnostic possibilities), notification
proliferated without precedent in the turn of the century period. So did
places of isolation. There were precedents for ‘isolation hospitals’: early
modern syphilitic hospitals; separate maternity wards for women with
puerperal fever in the nineteenth century; and Lock Hospitals for
prostitutes with venereal diseases which in many ways stood as the
modern template for the exclusion of the undesirable. Yet, alongside
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notification, both the measures to enforce isolation on health grounds,
and the number and specialised kind of places of isolation were newly
expanding. Bacteriology offered both better diagnostic tools and new
rationales for the location and confinement of the (medically) danger-
ous, and progressivist and liberal-welfare states created new imperatives
for the pursuit of bureaucratic information on individuals and popula-
tions. Spatial isolation was far from the only public health response,
but what is significant is the expansion and refinement of spaces 
of isolation which clearly characterised this period. This is the period
of the expansion of the leper colony, institutions for the feeble-
minded, the epileptic colony, and, as I discuss here, the sanatorium for
consumptives.16

At the same time, though, the period was also characterised by the
evolution of hygienic self-governance. The case of tuberculosis
management in sanatoria stands as a perfect example of the simultane-
ity of these measures, both of isolation-of-the-dangerous and modes of
hygienic self governance more characteristic of ‘the new public
health’.17 Sanatoria are also significant because consumptives often
entered the institutions voluntarily, albeit for a range of reasons and
some with little choice due to their severely impoverished state. Once
‘inside’ the aim of open-air treatment in sanatoria was to reform con-
sumptives into responsible self-governing, non-infective (‘safe’) and
hygienic citizens. The sanatorium was one institution where the ‘soul
of the citizen’ came to be intensively governed.18 It was a deeply
heterotopic space, embodying multiple traditions and meanings of
segregation and institutionalisation – penal, charitable, preventive,
educative, restorative and therapeutic.

Here, then, I analyse early twentieth century tuberculosis manage-
ment within literature on isolation, public health spaces, and manage-
ment of the dangerous. In the first sections I show how the shift
towards understanding tuberculosis as communicable, and therefore as
an issue of public health was accompanied by the language of ‘danger-
ousness’. This drove new strategies of institutional and isolated therapy
and prevention. In the third section, I discuss the instruction and
training which went on within these isolated spaces, as not only
(white) bodies, but souls became the project of the experts, and, signif-
icantly, of the consumptives themselves. And finally I discuss healthy
citizenship and civic responsibility to be ‘safely’ released back into the
community, as part of this new cultivation of the hygienic self.
Throughout, I explore isolation in the turn-of-the-century sanatorium
as situated between coerced confinement, and ‘voluntary’ confinement,
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which itself signalled new modes of governance-through-freedom,
increasingly available to white subjects.

Tuberculosis prevention and treatment: toward ‘public’
health

Throughout the nineteenth century treatment practices for tubercu-
losis, or consumption as it was then called, relied primarily on an
environmental aetiological and therapeutic model, one in which
climate was especially important. Consumption was considered
responsive to qualities of the air – purity, temperature, altitude,
and/or proximity to the ocean. Direct medications were certainly pre-
scribed for the treatment of consumption – variously strychnine, sal
ammoniac, mercury, antimony, and cod liver oil – as were a range 
of standard Victorian therapeutic practices, such as the application of
counter-irritants and various kinds of bathing.19 Nonetheless, these
were usually prescribed as adjuncts to some version of environmental
and climatic remedy. Australia, like many ‘new world’ places, was
intermittently presented as ideal for the recovering British consump-
tive. Isaac Brown, in Australia for the Consumptive Invalid (1865),
wrote of Tasmania: ‘Sea-breezes on all sides bring pure air, disinfect-
ing as it were the whole island’.20 The sea-voyage between England
and Australia was itself often understood to be curative, although as
with almost every facet of therapeutics and medicine in the mid to
late nineteenth century, each of these claims was disputed.21

‘Open-air’ treatment in sanatoria, which became common in Europe,
Britain, North America and Australia at the turn of the century, was no
radical departure, but rather was derivative of the dominant climatic
understanding of consumption. It was one manifestation of this estab-
lished discourse of health and ill-health, albeit especially organised,
systematic and institutionalised – that is, modern. Modelled on
German private institutions for open-air treatment, the first British
sanatorium was established in Edinburgh in 1889, and as Linda Bryder
has demonstrated, there was a phenomenal proliferation of institutions
for the prevention and treatment of tuberculosis (not all of them sana-
toria) over the turn of the century. In 1886 she notes 19 specialist hos-
pitals in England and Wales and in 1920, there were 176 institutions.22

In the United States, the sanatorium treatment was popularised from
about 1884 and Michael Teller notes a similar mushrooming of institu-
tions for various kinds of open-air treatment.23 In Australia, there were
some charitable institutions for consumptives from the 1880s, but
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open-air treatment in private and public sanatoria was institutionalised
from the beginning of the twentieth century.

The focus on removing patients to therapeutic locations and 
climates, the long sea voyage as remedy, as well as the earliest private
health resorts/sanatoria in the mountains of Europe, indicate the
middle and upper-class focus of preventive and curative strategies.
None of these practices were initially ‘public’ preventive strategies in
any way, both in that they were not directed to working-class people,
and in that they were aimed at individuals not populations. But there
was a discernable shift around the turn of the century, noted by many
historians, in which focus moved from the individual and often aes-
theticised consumptive towards an imagining of the disease as one of
urbanisation and industrialisation, a disease of the working class, 
of the ‘public’. For example Katherine Ott notes with respect to the
United States, that the comprehension of tuberculosis changed from
being an ‘allure of delicate consumptions’ toward association with
‘poverty and the dangerous classes’.24 In the United States this shift
was strongly racialised, with African-Americans targeted and, it has
been argued, segregated in urban spaces.25 In Australia, the problem
was strongly, almost exclusively, comprehended as a disease of whites.

Accordingly, sanatoria which had emerged as private institutions, soon
became public institutions as the management of tuberculosis became
entwined with public health mechanisms and with early welfare states.
Indeed tuberculosis became key in the development of government
welfare responsibilities not only in the management of emergency epi-
demics, but also in the control of diseases which threatened the popula-
tion and the economy in chronic ways. Not only in Australia, but
importantly in Britain and Germany, tuberculosis was a crucial problem
through which newly welfarist governments began to assume responsi-
bility for both treatment and prevention, and through which sickness
benefits, invalid pensions and health insurance measures began to be
implemented.26

If smallpox had long been understood as the classic contagious
disease, tuberculosis was only gradually comprehended thus after
Koch’s isolation of the bacillus in 1882.27 Historians differ over the sig-
nificance of the isolation of the bacillus for public health strategies to
prevent tuberculosis. Some argue that is was key, that it launched a
‘new era of prevention’.28 Others see it as important bacteriologically,
but more or less irrelevant to the dominant movement towards open-air
prevention and therapy.29 The principles of open-air sanatorium treat-
ment existed well before the general acceptance of germ theories or the
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revision of medical and preventive cultures towards a bacteriological
model. Therapy based on sunshine, fresh air, climate, diet and exercise
could be reworked to incorporate bacteriology, but certainly did 
not develop from it, or rely on it to make sense. But my concern here is
not to explore how bacteriological developments in aetiology after
Koch’s isolation of the bacillus displaced or merged with pre-existing
clinical management or prevention. Rather it is to explore the signifi-
cance of the new comprehension of tuberculosis as contagious or really
infectious (as it was indirectly transmitted) for emerging public health,
its institutions, responsibilities and instrumentalities.

A clear statement of the significance of rethinking a disease as infec-
tious was made at a public meeting in the Sydney Town Hall in 1901.
There, tuberculosis control was presented as a new duty of the State
because it was an infectious disease threatening the community.
Citizens should therefore expect protection from danger:

In order to prevent a man or a woman who had been poisoned
infecting with that poison somebody else, it was clearly the duty on
the part of the State to make provision for the exclusive treatment
of those suffering persons who were at present a source of danger to
themselves and to all around them … Since consumption is an
infectious disease, it is the duty of the State to adopt reasonable and
effective measures for the prevention of infection.30

And again in 1906 a deputation from a Municipal Council’s meeting
was received by the Chief Secretary. They put forward arguments first
for the compulsory notification of consumption, and secondarily, for
an institution into which those with consumption could be put, not
for treatment, but as a quarantining measure to protect the State’s citi-
zens: ‘provision of some institutions where they might be segregated
from the main body of the people of the State. By those means only
could the health of the people of the State be protected.’31 They were
clearly drawing on emergency quarantining measures of smallpox or
plague isolation as the model for the management of tuberculosis as an
infectious disease.32 But epidemiologically the diseases were very differ-
ent. Tuberculosis was not an acute epidemic diseases, but a chronic,
endemic one. It was comprehended as a ‘core’ disease of middle-age, of
white domestic spaces, and of the workplace. Repeatedly in medical,
government and popular literature, it was noted that tuberculosis was a
disease which struck men in paid employment and women who were
working, bearing children and raising them. Mortality in New South
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Wales was highest for both rural and urban white men in the 30–39
age group and for urban and rural white women in the 20–29 age
group.33 It killed people in the prime of working life, and ‘during the
marriageable ages’,34 deeply affecting the core social structures of
‘family’ and ‘labour’. Entire family economies were disabled through
the chronic and endemic nature of the disease.35

Despite the differences with the diseases against which isolation had
traditionally been used, the New South Wales government was per-
suaded of its duties to prevent the spread of infection and built its own
institution for the isolation of consumptives at Waterfall, south of the
city, in the same general area as the 1881 Smallpox Sanatorium, now
the Infectious Diseases Hospital.36 It was specifically a response to the
new conceptualisation of the consumptive as dangerous because conta-
gious. On this model, the sanatorium was more a quarantine station or
an isolation hospital than anything else: the crude segregative move of
a cordon sanitaire protecting the rest of the state’s citizens. As a public
institution it was mainly for the indigent, the working-class, or middle-
class people impoverished because of the disease. In some ways, the
consumptive sanatorium drew from the idea of the government
asylum, providing shelter and care for ‘incurables’, different to, but in
the tradition of, the English workhouse.37 But this meaning of segrega-
tion quickly mapped onto other rationales for institutionalisation and
isolation. Over time both the ‘quarantine’ and the ‘asylum’ versions of
the sanatorium shaded almost imperceptibly into the sanatorium-
proper where long-term, expensive and highly individualised treat-
ment regimes were undertaken.

Isolation and the dangerous consumptive

‘Danger’ and ‘dangerousness’ was the vocabulary of Australian health
and hygiene experts when they turned to consider tuberculosis as a
problem of public health: ‘Every consumptive [is] a source of danger’,
announced a 1911 Report on Consumption.38 In 1909 one doctor
asked what was to be done with the consumptive who ‘cannot
manage himself, and is a perpetual or intermittent source of danger to
his neighbours?’39 And the editor of Sydney’s Daily Telegraph warned
that consumptives were ‘at present a source of danger to themselves
and to all around them’.40 This language of dangerousness both
recommended and justified new institutional isolation among the pre-
ventive responses. When the state health ministers met over the issue
of consumption in 1911 they recommended five measures to be
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implemented uniformly, based on the creation of new legal powers:
compulsory notification; legal powers to regulate the home manage-
ment of consumptives; legal powers to ‘remove dangerous or infective
consumptives into segregation’; powers to detain them in segregation;
legal power to medically examine contacts of consumptives.41 In the
management of tuberculosis, then, one can see not only the retention
of sovereign powers of removal and detention which had been used in
epidemics of various kinds, notably the smallpox epidemics, but their
refinement and extension to other kinds of ‘dangerousness’.

But there were differences between ‘dangers’. Unlike the case of
smallpox, leprosy or plague, where having the disease or being a
contact was enough for the powers of isolation to be enforced, diag-
nosis with tuberculosis alone did not warrant similar immediate
action. Rather, isolation in the case of tuberculosis was reserved for
people who were proving ungovernable in some other respect as well,
usually working-class people without identifiable homes which could
be inspected and sanitised by a visiting nurse or a sanitary inspector.
Their indigence meant invisibility in a public health system which
relied on spatial tracking, their lack of place was understood as dan-
gerous ‘roaming’, spreading the disease in unknown ways as they
moved uncontrolled and unmonitored through the city. This was a
longstanding classed understanding of the management of those who
could not responsibly govern themselves.42 The ungovernable con-
sumptive who could not manage himself, needed isolating. His whole
being was understood as infective and dangerous, and therefore he
needed to be managed totally. The Melbourne psychiatrist and
eugenicist J.W. Springthorpe wrote in 1912:

The danger, the greatest danger of all, is from careless, generally
advanced patients, walking about at large, using ordinary handker-
chiefs, and spitting here, there, and everywhere … Such patients
should be taught the danger, that it affects themselves, also, and
how to cease being a danger … in many cases, especially among the
poor and ignorant, the sufferers must be aggregated into suitable
homes or institutions which need not be dangers to others.43

The new contagiousness of tuberculosis made these ungovernable
people dangerous. Once public dangers, the government had a further
rationale to regulate their conduct and to secure the safety of others:
the medically dangerous could be criminalised in the new discourse of
the carrier. ‘Such actions should be regarded as a grave crime against
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the community’, wrote Springthorpe. And for Commonwealth
Director-General of Health, J.H.L. Cumpston, ‘Spitting at all times is a
disgusting practice, but when it is a method of dissemination of tuber-
culosis, then it becomes criminal’.44 There was a sense, then, in which
the government sanatorium was in part a carceral space, where penal
codes as well as health codes could remove people, where those posing
dangers could be prevented from doing so, or even further along the
carceral continuum, were punished for doing so.

There was considerable discussion about the nature of the danger-
ousness of the consumptive. That is, did the dangerousness inhere in
the person him or herself, as an integral aspect or element of the
person, a ‘quality of the subject’, something like the criminal personal-
ity.45 Or was the dangerousness arbitrarily attached, a substance if you
like which could be detached. On the one hand the new concern about
microbes located danger ‘everywhere’.46 On the other hand, bacteriol-
ogy offered ways in which to de-pathologise, de-psychologise and in
many ways de-mythologise, the consumptive subject, and to locate the
dangerousness not as an inherent quality, but, simply as identifiable
microbes in the body. The 1911 Report argued thus:

In what does this dangerousness consist? Only in the expectoration
they give off. Their dangerousness is proportioned to the amount
and virulence of their expectoration … the actual danger … depends
entirely on the care they take of their expectoration. If they collect
and destroy it, others are in no danger … but if they spit about care-
lessly, and soil their clothes, floors and handkerchiefs … the danger
to others is great.47

Minimising danger, then, was sometimes about isolating the unman-
ageable in institutions, but it was also about teaching certain habits,
certain safe and responsible modes of conduct. Consumption, the min-
isters reported ‘can be easily managed with safety’.48

[S]egregation of the sick from the healthy should be our aim. But it
would be unnecessary, useless, impracticable and improper, to
advise segregation as a routine measure to be inexorably carried out
in every case. All consumptives are not dangerous; few consump-
tives are dangerous throughout their illness; and even those con-
sumptives who are most dangerous can surely live among the
healthy with safety to them, by punctual observance of simple and
easy precautions.49
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Some resisted the shift towards isolation-as-prevention for tuberculo-
sis, arguing within a liberal paradigm about freedom of movement, and
the right of white citizens not to have their intimate lives regulated by
the state, in the tradition of anti-vaccinationism, Contagious Diseases
Acts agitation, and opposition to emergency quarantine discussed in
the last chapter. Notably, such arguments opposed isolation as the
undesirable ramification of a ‘contagionist’ doctrine. One commenta-
tor wrote: ‘According to their [the contagionists’] recommendations,
such sufferers are to be deprived of the rights of citizenship. Their
comings in and goings out are to be strictly prescribed by laws. They
are to eat and sleep in solitude, and as far as possible they are to have
no communication with their fellow-creatures’.50 Such powers were
rejected as ‘medieval’ and commentators not infrequently resorted to
the story of European leprosy isolation: ‘In short, many of the extrem-
ists who advocate this doctrine of contagion, would isolate the unfor-
tunate victim of phthisis as effectually, and with as little compunction,
as the leper of the Middle Ages’.51 Indeed leprosy and tuberculosis were
not infrequently connected, not least by Robert Koch himself, as indi-
viduals, states, experts, and sufferers sought ways of understanding the
best means of prevention. Koch argued that consumptives, like lepers,
should be isolated. But in Australia the coercion involved in the case of
the sanatorium for consumptives was ambiguous, far more so than for
the smallpox victims of 1881, and in fact bore little resemblance to
practices from ‘the Middle Ages’. Indeed as we see in the following
chapter, there was no need to resort to ‘the Middle Ages’ to illustrate
coerced and lifelong exclusion as both New South Wales and
Queensland had passed Leprosy Acts in the early 1890s, newly allow-
ing for (that is, requiring) such detention.

For working-class white people and people unable to work at all, the
government and charitable sanatoria were kinds of government asylums,
in some cases providing the only option for care and residence. For
middle-class people the institutions could be imagined as a health resort
in which the discipline was part of the therapy voluntarily entered into.
Most consumptives could in fact leave the sanatorium if they wished:
unlike people with leprosy or Aboriginal people on protectorates and
reserves, their freedom of movement was not severely curtailed. Thus
while the language of dangerousness was accompanied by a proliferation
of legal and regulatory powers, what differentiates the management of
tuberculosis from the management of epidemic diseases like smallpox or
plague was the voluntary nature of the segregation practices. For the most
part, isolation in this case occurred with ‘the consent of the governed’.52
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The sanatorium: cultivation of healthy selves

The sanatorium was a strange, hybrid place with a peculiar genealogy.
If one lineage was represented by the European health resort and late
nineteenth-century middle-class ‘rest-cures’ and other therapies for
neurasthenia,53 the sanatorium also derived from a lineage of working-
class reform institutions. Sanatoria certainly emerged in both private
(middle-class) and public/charitable (working-class) versions. Yet I am
interested to explore the unlikely way in which the two traditions
merged, both in the sense that such lengthy and individualised (expen-
sive) treatment was taken up as public health at all, and in the way that
the private sanatoria were so deeply disciplined in a reformatory
model. In her study of tuberculosis in twentieth-century Britain, Linda
Bryder argues for the proliferation of sanatoria as part of a culture of
institutions and institutionalisation.54 It is worth pursuing her insight
by asking further questions about what institutionalisation meant, as a
practice of isolation of the undesirable and dangerous, as prevention-
through-confinement, and as a practice of reform and correction.
Sanatoria were interesting places indeed: ‘total’ yet voluntary, places
for the isolation of the dangerous yet also for their instruction and
training, highly policed but aiming to produce self-policing subjects,
places of both therapy and prevention. In short, while sanatoria are
recognisable as classic disciplinary institutions, their genealogy is
ambiguous and multiple: part hospital, part prison, part school, and in
their various classed public and private versions, part asylum, or part
health resort.

What constituted ‘open-air’ treatment in a sanatorium? Simply,
patients were to spend as much time outdoors as possible. That rural
‘outdoor’ place was carefully located by experts, according to ever-
changing opinion on the benefits of mountain-air, sea-air, tempera-
ture and prevailing winds. Activities usually undertaken inside – rest,
sleep, schooling, eating and so forth – were to be transferred outside
wherever possible; hence the vogue for ‘open-air schools’, for
example. Most emphasis was placed on breathing ‘outside’ pure air
through the night.55 Thus consumptives were urged (and in the case
of sanatorium patients were required) to sleep in tents, or on veran-
dahs or in the peculiar innovation of the period, the consumptives’
chalet. The chalets were designed to accommodate a single patient, in
which air constantly surrounded the tuberculous person, day and
night, summer and winter, in virtually any weather, including rain.56

They were open on all sides, and as one inhabitant put it: ‘Being
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open on four sides and constantly bathed in sun and air, the chalets
are pretty well sterilized without any formalin’.57 The verandah
remained a staple of hospital architecture through the first half of the
twentieth century largely because of the perceived value of pure
outside air. Conversely, the peculiarities of Australian domestic archi-
tecture, in which verandahs were common, were consistently praised
as especially health-promoting.

Open-air treatment usually meant a disciplined program of rest and
exercise. As in many kinds of institutions, from the military to the reli-
gious to the therapeutic, eating and rest marked the temporal divisions
of the day. Beginning with total bed-rest and under very close and
strict medical and nursing direction, the consumptive would incre-
mentally increase their daily regime of exercise and exertion. Initially
undertaking short walks at a very slow pace, this might increase over
some months to walks of several miles with substantial inclines.
‘Before meals we lie on lounges silent for one hour … After meals we
lie again on lounges, like gorged boa-constrictors, for half and hour,
and then, if ordered walk out at a snail’s pace. When I first saw the
patients creeping about, I pitied the poor feeble creatures, but found
that it was regulation pace, and I was frequently pulled up for my
jaunty tread’.58 As I discuss below, the public, charitable and working-
class sanatoria, sometimes called ‘industrial sanatoria’, reformulated
this as ‘graduated labour’ and required patients to undertake work as
therapy, for example gardening or scrubbing floors.

Diet was carefully regulated, with many institutions forcing large
meals on consumptives, seeking significant weight-gains as evidence of
recovery. As a precursor to late twentieth century cognitive behavioural
therapy for anorexics, all the consumptive’s activities were monitored,
all rewards were granted or withdrawn according to their weight as
well as their normal or abnormal temperature. One consumptive wrote
in 1907: ‘There is a regular rule about temperature. If one is 98.8 early,
must stop in bed; and if 100.2 at 5 p.m., must retire … I wanted to stay
in bed for breakfast, and couldn’t (without a regulation temperature) …
Four times a day we take our temperatures, and we do the same thing
every day’.59 Consumptives were to learn all kinds of new practices,
new ways of being, in a re-education programme usually recom-
mended at six months.

Sanatoria were ‘total institutions’ in that every aspect of the patient’s
life was regulated and monitored.60 Both temporally and spatially the
consumptive was entirely directed, and was to follow a precise series of
verbal and written rules, about bodily conduct and interaction, as well
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as the imperative to live out of doors as much as possible. For working-
class consumptives, rule-following in institutions was part of an estab-
lished class dynamic, reworked in the sanatorium as therapeutic. For
example the state-run Greenvale Sanatorium in Victoria presented its
rules in a manner similar to any public institution of the period: ‘Any
patient found communicating with another patient in his ward or tent
by speech, signs, or writing, or found moving about or otherwise dis-
turbing the quiet of the tent during the silent rest period is liable to
immediate dismissal’.61 Yet for a consumptive, silence and compliance
with the regime was not just about maintaining institutional order, it
was a specific aspect of the treatment. For middle-class consumptives
who might have the option to undertake a version of open-air treat-
ment at home, it was the imposed discipline of the institution which
recommended it, which aided one in self-discipline. Thus a 1908
medical congress was told: ‘In a sanatorium, the close relation of
patient and physician is especially conducive to recovery, and where a
good result so often depends on strictly following out orders in appar-
ently trivial details. It is the regularity and precision that counts for so
much, and are only to be gained as a rule in a sanatorium.’62

Within the sanatorium system, the consumptive was imagined as a
tabula rasa project for reform, from which the new strong and respon-
sible embodied self could be built. The discipline and excessive order of
the sanatoria not only represented conventional institutional culture,
but was also a way of re-making the consumptive from first principles,
as it were. In this system, total bed-rest and silence constituted a sym-
bolically blank and neutral starting point. The will of the patient was
to be neutralised and replaced by the will of the doctor and the institu-
tion. Ultimately, and almost necessarily through struggle, the patient
would will herself into new modes of conduct, and a new hygienic sub-
jectivity. The consumptive’s freedom was removed (or voluntarily for-
feited) – ‘we do the same thing every day and have no will of our
own’63 – and it was to be re-gained or earned back in an incremental
process of instruction and acceptance of a new way of life, in develop-
ing ‘the will to persevere and beat the microbes’.64

At the most mundane but certainly not unimportant level, this
meant being trained in precise new bodily habits. The minutiae of
bodily conduct – coughing, chewing, kissing, washing, sleeping – was
all considered reformable in the interests of the patient, and govern-
able in the interests of the public. The reform of consumptive conduct
was centred on the mouth and spitting. But if ‘Don’t Spit’ was the
simple order on public health posters of the period, instruction for
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consumptives was far more detailed:

Coughing is advantageous only when it enables a patient to bring
up phlegm. Other coughing is harmful and exhausting … When
coughing or sneezing hold a rag lightly in front of the mouth or
nose in order to catch the cough spray … Do not stand close to and
face to face with the person to whom your are speaking [sic]. Never
blow on to hot milk or on any other food substance in order to cool
it before taking it … Do not swallow any spit which comes up from
your lungs or which comes from the back of your throat.65

And while spitting was the primary focus for the reform of habits,
not only for consumptives but for the general public, it was certainly
not the only bodily habit under scrutiny. For example, in 1912 the
medical officer at the Greenvale Sanatorium in Victoria instructed thus:
‘Do not kiss or allow yourself to be kissed on the mouth’. And as for
eating and resting:

Always wash your lips and hands, and rinse out the mouth, before
eating … food must be eaten slowly. It is most important that all
food, even such articles as porridge or bread-and-milk, should 
be thoroughly chewed, in order that the saliva in the mouth may be
mixed with the food, and the digestion thus, as far as practicable,
assisted. Half-an-hour at the very least must be spent over each meal
… Rest, especially before meals, should be as complete as possible,
and is best obtained by lying at full length on the bed or couch, and
refraining from talking.66

There was certainly a notion that eating in the right way, resting
and being surrounded by pure air had concrete effects upon the body.
But there was an important sense in which the discipline itself, suc-
cumbing to rigidly controlled institutional life, and subjecting oneself
to certain hardships of ‘nature’, produced therapeutic ‘character’ and
‘strength’. Discipline and struggle produced stronger bodies with 
a greater capacity to resist and contain the effects of the disease. Like a
range of quasi-military, character-building, ‘outdoor’ cultural institu-
tions such as the Boy Scouts both the body and soul were tested and
invigorated.67 European ‘open-air schools’ for children with tuberculo-
sis capture many elements of this culture perfectly. Children were
required to undertake sporting drills outside summer and winter, and
institutions located in the snow were understood to be especially
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effective. Adults and children alike were asked to wear minimal
clothing in the outdoors to enhance the therapeutic effect. In that
tuberculosis was the opposite to a ‘tropical’ disease like leprosy, this
‘cold’ therapy can be understood as the therapeutic counterpart to the
heat and humidity which was understood to cause disease in whites in
the tropics in the first place.

This ascetic and Protestant understanding of struggle and discipline
as beneficial for the body and soul was conceptualised as much psycho-
logically as physiologically. The significant term ‘resistance’ crossed-
over between the two domains. Open-air treatment for tuberculosis
was understood to build up a physiological resistance to the disease,
which at most would eradicate it from an individual’s body, and at
least would keep it contained so that it incapacitated that person mini-
mally. This general idea of resistance had any number of technical
explanations, as the notion of immunity was itself being invented and
revised in the period. The ‘resisting power’ and ‘susceptibility’ of indi-
viduals was much discussed. This was the ‘soil’ of the ‘seed and soil’
metaphor for comprehending differential infection:

The constitutional conditions which render man susceptible are any
of those diseases or habits which lower the general tone and dimin-
ish resisting power … to prevent the spread of tuberculosis we must
endeavour to secure three things: (1) An atmosphere free from the
bacilli or tubercle; (2) an invigoration of the body which will enable
it to resist infection; and (3) a healthy environment.68

In much of this usage, ‘resisting power’ was a non-specific notion
implying a general constitutional healthiness, but one which was
fought for, as it were, attained and earned ascetically through some
kind of difficulty. Even when ‘resisting power’ was located specifically,
for example as action in the blood, the imperative to ‘keep the blood
pure’ translated into an imperative vigilance over one’s environment,
one’s program of rest and exercise, one’s access to pure air day and
night.69 Often resistance implied the capacity to minimise the disease
once infected, as well as the capacity to resist the disease altogether.
Conversely these ‘pure’ and disciplined modes of conduct were under-
stood to somehow translate into a process or substance which attacked
germs in the body: ‘Attention is now chiefly directed to the search for
means of stimulating the special resisting powers of the patient to
tuberculosis, and it is commonly assumed that these defensive reac-
tions are directly or indirectly germicidal.’70
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‘Resisting power’ was argued by some to be the effect of various
tuberculin preparations, in which case vigilant attention to open-air
treatment was less important than regular injections. For others the
idea of ‘auto-inoculation’ explained the importance of the constitu-
tional program of rest, exercise, pure air, and diet. But for most experts
and patients, enhancing ‘resisting power’ meant working on character
and attitude as much as bodies. One successfully treated advocate 
of the system wrote: ‘A stiff-upper lip is needed, a certain amount of
brains are needed, character is needed; a little money is needed; also a
mind and imagination kept pure from contaminating thoughts and
desires’.71 Open-air treatment was a ‘hardening’ treatment.72 And still
another consumptive wrote: ‘No pampering. Everything to harden one
and make one independent’.73 The treatment regime, then, was not
only about forming certain bodily habits, it was about forming a resist-
ing character, cultivating a strong self out of struggle. The more that
psychological discourse became available, the more it integrated into
the purpose of a sanatorium: ‘A sanatorium is not an institution, it is
an atmosphere’.74 By 1924, one Australian expert Gordon Hislop
argued strongly for far greater emphasis on ‘the psychological side of
the tuberculous patient’s character’. At the very least, he suggested,
doctors and public health administrators should note the palpable dif-
ference in the ‘atmosphere’ between the graduated labour programs
and ‘the old system of monotonous rest’. He wrote that ‘there is a psy-
chological advantage in that the improvement is made visible by tangi-
ble steps’.75 A sanatorium regime, then, was conceptualised as much as
a ‘mental’ treatment – mental hygiene – as a physiological treatment.
As we shall see in the next chapter, the difference between the institu-
tional management of the consumptive and the leper could not be
greater.

The significance of institutional discipline for the middle-class con-
sumptive in a private sanatorium is clearly articulated in a fascinating
set of letters from a Victorian institution, published in Melbourne in
1907. The anonymous author of Letters from a Sanatorium wrote: ‘I am
in a Reformatory … hedged with bye-laws, where the days are cut into
lengths for rest and exercise, with intervals for temperature taking and
meals. The Doctor’s word is law’.76 At another moment she described it
more as a convent: ‘here in these conventual precincts I am restrained,
guarded, protected, preserved’.77 The shift between imagining herself in
some kind of corrective institution on the one hand and a religious
community on the other is not accidental. The private sanatorium func-
tioned well within a culture of total order, obedience and punishment
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in the form of withdrawal of reward, characteristic of both the prison
and the ascetic religious community. For her, the sanatorium also had the
ambiguity of the asylum, both place of protection-because-vulnerable and
place of isolation-because-dangerous. She wrote with a certain irony and
humour about life in the sanatorium, and with a fascinating insight
into her own ‘institutionalisation’, as it came to be called some time in
the anti-psychiatry moment. ‘My world seems bounded by Sanatorium
hills,’ she wrote. ‘I tremble at the thought of going forth into the wide
reckless world without the Doctor to direct my steps from the time I
open my eyes at dawn until I shut them again at night’.78 She was very
much aware of the deliberate process of re-making herself, of allowing
herself to be re-made, which was precisely the aim of the treatment.
She described another patient who had become so totally dependent
that he could not leave the institution, even when pronounced well: ‘I
am not as frightened as Mr Bunny is. He has been here five months,
and is perfectly well, but cannot make up his mind to leave … 
Mr. Bunny hugs his chains’.79

Mr Bunny was a failure of the sanatorium system because even
though he was technically and physically cured, he had not become a
self-policing ‘independent’ consumptive. The anonymous letter-writer,
on the other hand, was a success because she left the institution as a
fully self-monitoring convert to ‘open-air’ life, having internalised the
sanatorium’s instruction in a new mode of conduct, having developed
a new sense of self, even as she had all kinds of insight into this very
process. She understood she was not only the ‘project’ of the doctor
and nurses who ran the sanatorium, she was also her own project. She
had to cultivate a new consumptive self and with that she could return
to her family as safe and responsible mother, and to the community as
safe and responsible citizen.

As Rose has put it: ‘The citizens of a liberal democracy are to regu-
late themselves … to be educated and solicited into a kind of
alliance between personal objectives and ambitions and institution-
ally or socially prized goals or activities’.80 Of course, as in the case
of Mr Bunny, this dream of social government did not always, even
rarely, eventuated. But what is important, and what the case of the
sanatorium illustrates, is the extent to which experts and authorities
actively sought this self-regulation as a prime aim and method of the
pursuit of public health, often specifically in contrast to the compul-
sions of the past. The desire for health was encouraged in individu-
als. Isolating oneself as dangerous to others, and dedicating oneself
to the discipline of open air treatment was not necessarily forced but
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voluntarily entered into as a responsibility of citizenship. One public
health administrator urged that ‘the spirit of the age is more that of
persuasion’. The aim of public health was to create a situation where
‘the impulse of the individual to do the right thing shall arise in his
own mind, the “voluntary impulse” of a free man’. This was pro-
nounced not only the age of ‘auto-inoculation’, but also ‘The Age of
Auto-Suggestion’.81

Hygienic citizenship

Civic responsibility was one of the major attributes which sanatorium
training aimed to instill as a core part of the consumptive self. Since
neither civic status nor responsibility were usually attributed to non-
white people in this period, the entire regime of treatment was
premised on the whiteness of consumptives. When the Australian
states met in 1911 on the question of tuberculosis they concluded
that preventive measures should be based on ‘the education of the
consumptive, and the awakening of a sense of responsibility in
himself’.82 This need for responsibility was based on the idea that
tuberculosis was rarely eradicated, only ‘arrested’ in the common
medical parlance. Something like the ‘alcoholic’ produced by late
twentieth-century AA discourse, sanatorium treatment produced a
permanent consumptive. And in some ways like the contemporary
subject who learns to ‘live with HIV/AIDS’, the consumptive learned
to live with the disease in the least harmful way, rather than to expect
cure. Consumptives were to think of themselves as always potentially
infective. If their symptoms disappeared, it was because the infection
had been contained, rather than eradicated, and inattention to their
open air regime could threaten a recurrence of symptoms at any time.
Thus part of the re-education of the dangerous consumptive con-
cerned the instalment of a constant vigilance about their conduct, as
well as a recognition that they were always a potential danger to those
around them if they did not remain vigilant. They were to be respon-
sible about their habits of living both in their own interests and in the
interests of the community. This was part of the bargain of their
‘release’, so to speak, from institutional isolation. The aim was to
make certain modes of conduct and interaction entirely habitual, yet
at the same time to instil a mentality of constant self-monitoring on
the part of each consumptive. It was a case where, as Rose has written,
‘the “soul” of the citizen has entered directly into political discourse
and the practice of government’.83
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Training in responsibility to others worked from complicated
premises, some emotional and moral, and some drawing from social
contract imperatives. Competing obligations and rights were one of
the languages for the education of consumptives in civic responsibility.
For example:

The patient’s conscience may be appealed to, but his self-interest
will form the most effective leaver in dealing with him. He must be
taught that even public carriers are subject to regulations … and
that while consumptives have legal and moral rights, the general
public, too, have theirs.84

Along the same lines, when the invalid pension for tuberculosis was
discussed by the Commonwealth Government in 1916, the possibility
of making the pension conditional on the safe and hygienic conduct of
the consumptive was considered. As it stood, the Invalid Pension Act
did not require that the tuberculous pensioner recognise any ‘duty to
the community in return for the care the community gives him’. The
committee recommended that the payment of pensions be conditional
upon the observance by the patient of at least the more important of
the precautions recognised as necessary, as, for example, ‘sleeping by
himself, using proper sputum cups, &c’.85 Being responsible as a con-
sumptive was about citizenship, as conscientious monitoring of one’s
own infectiveness and dangerousness, and as reciprocal obligations to
the community.

The ambiguity in the open-air regime between treatment and pre-
vention carried over into the way that consumptives were seen, and
saw themselves. If successfully trained in the sanatorium, they were
not only considered ‘safe’ in the community, but were also a means
by which hygienic conduct was to be disseminated to the public.
Consumptives successfully instructed in the open-air regime ‘provide
the whole community with conspicuous object lessons in hygiene’.86

The anonymous 1907 consumptive wrote: ‘The Sanatorium is an
education centre, and from it light is expected to shine into dark
places, every patient acting as a torch’.87 In the community, the
reformed consumptive was not only ‘hygienically harmless’ or ‘safe’
but was a positive object lesson for those around her, a kind of mis-
sionary who actively taught by example. Rather than spreading the
disease, she was to spread a new way of living and being. And in this
particular case she seems to have done so successfully. In the coda of
the book she wrote that she and her family were healthy, that she
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was a total ‘convert’ to open-air living and that her family all slept
outdoors religiously:

Dickie and Rosemary sleep out doors in all weathers, and are rosy as
apples. None of us caught colds this winter. Even the baby boy slept
out; he is a fine three-year-old, so sturdy … I think I am most
inclined to dogmatise upon the subject of open-air sleeping. It is so
exhilarating, so gloriously refreshing to sleep under the stars.88

As institutions, sanatoria were far more than places where the dan-
gerous were isolated for public safety, although I think it is important
to note that they were that, in the tradition of quarantine. They also
produced reformed consumptives, whose hygienic conduct ideally not
only prevented further infection but also produced advocates and
exemplar of open-air living in the community. These were people who
‘Sowed the Seeds of Good Health’ in an increasingly eugenic formation
of government, self-governance, population and hygiene.89

Conclusion

The schema ‘from quarantine to the new public health’ pursued by
many historical sociologists is both generally correct, but nonetheless
very general. What interests me about the case of tuberculosis and the
sanatorium is that both new quarantining strategies for the confine-
ment of the dangerous and, within quarantined space itself, new
modes of training-into-healthiness came together. Tuberculosis man-
agement at the turn of the century represents a complicated simultane-
ity of public health measures and rationales involving isolation, rather
than a progressive teleology of measures. Newly imagined as a commu-
nicable disease associated with urbanisation and industrialisation,
tuberculosis management was re-conceptualised within longstanding
spatial strategies of segregation. Those with symptoms, and impor-
tantly, those who were carriers, found themselves caught within a dis-
course of dangerousness, one manifestation of which was a modern
form of quarantine: the sanatorium. But I have also discussed and sug-
gested the nature of this institution as modern, as one which worked as
much through ‘voluntary’ submission to isolation, as through coerced
and legislated means of exclusion. And as comparison with subsequent
chapters will show, this voluntariness was predicated on the freedoms
of whiteness. Sanatoria represented both preventive isolation, thus pro-
tection of the general community, but also therapeutic isolation,
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which took the form of a programme of re-training and disciplining
into healthy and safe living.

The sanatorium then, was neither like the quarantine station nor like
the island leper colony, but had elements of both. The policing of
consumptives was sustained throughout the period. Or more correctly,
new powers were created for the regulation and sometimes the compul-
sory isolation of those persistently represented as ‘dangerous’ and
ungovernable. But unlike the ‘dangerous’ leper whose conduct and
psychology, as we shall see, were of no particular interest to experts 
and authorities once they were confined or removed, the conduct and
psychology of the consumptive was precisely the project of sanatorium
‘treatment’. ‘A sanatorium is not merely a hospital in the ordinary sense
… it is also a training school where patients are taught how they must
live in order to overcome the disease’.90 Far more refined examples of
‘productive’ power than the quarantine stations, the ideal sanatorium’s
disciplinary regime aimed to radically reform the tuberculous person,
who voluntarily submitted themselves, their selves, for re-making. The
oftentimes voluntary nature of their submission to institutional
discipline and isolation, their complicity in the project of learning a new
way of being, was itself evidence of new modes of governance at work.
This was a place which aimed to enclose people spatially, and within
that enclosure to cultivate healthy habits, indeed to produce responsible
and civic-minded, therefore safe, consumptive subjects.
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4
Leprosy: Segregation and Imperial
Hygiene

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, leprosy was not exclusively
a colonial issue,1 but for most English-speaking governments, scien-
tists, epidemiologists and public health officers, leprosy was thor-
oughly organised through, situated in, and productive of questions and
imperatives of race relations and colonial rule.2 It was, unlike tubercu-
losis or smallpox, often conceptualised as a ‘tropical disease’ even
though it was a public health problem in decidedly untropical places
such as New Brunswick, British Columbia or Robben Island in Cape
Colony. Indeed the tropical medicine expert Patrick Manson wrote of
‘a good many lepers in Iceland’ but such exceptions did not stop him,
or his colleagues in the field from comprehending leprosy as a disease
of ‘tropical and sub-tropical countries’.3 Despite serious questioning
over the mode of transmission of leprosy, systems of isolation were
implemented in varying degrees of rigidity and in numerous imperial
locations, especially from the late 1880s. This was not incidentally, but
rather intimately, even causally related to the colonial context of much
leprosy management: the non-whiteness of so many people with the
disease.4 As an ‘imperial disease’ the control of leprosy became entan-
gled with spatial governance of indigenous people throughout the
British Empire, with colonial laws as well as local rule regulating move-
ment, contact and institutionalisation. But the nature of these exclu-
sions and enclosures of space was not straightforward and was the
object of considerable expert inquiry within the human sciences and
the (often crossover) biomedical sciences. Leprosy was newly ‘an impe-
rial danger’:5 white people were contracting the disease. The disease
itself, as well as anxiety about it, connected Empire through British
migration, through the Chinese diaspora and through the circulation
of goods. In its newfound imperial and colonial management, there
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was an imperative to differentiate just, British, modern systems of insti-
tutionalisation and/or segregation of lepers from premodern,
‘medieval’ systems and from the unjust exclusions of local, indigenous
custom. The nature and powers of segregation, prevention and care
often entered into much larger debates about ‘modern methods’, civili-
sation and compulsion as well as being inflected by Christian discourse
of mission and salvation.6

While Michel Foucault used the premodern treatment of lepers to
instantiate crude and unproductive powers of ‘exile-enclosure’, he
could well have sustained his examination of leprosy management into
the modern period.7 In some colonial instances, and in response to the
widespread problematisation of coerced exclusion, some leper colonies
were (in principle) architectural and administrative utopias of gover-
nance through freedom, and through ideas of citizenship.8 The
Australian island leper colonies which I examine here, however, did
not represent such an instance, being among the most rigid and iso-
lated in the British Empire and Commonwealth. Created from the
1890s and in use in some cases until the 1970s, they represented an
unremitting segregation, always racialised, but increasingly explicitly
so as the twentieth century progressed. This was ‘exile-enclosure’ in the
late modern world.

Leprosy management went on not only within the confines of the
various leper colonies, the focus of most of the historiography, but
also without, in the social domain. Capturing the complicated play
of race, space and power in this instance, requires analysis of the
social spaces either side of the cordon sanitaire. While race and
disease were managed through crude measures of isolation and the
imposition of rigid borders, this was not the only mode of gover-
nance at work. Leprosy management had social effects well beyond
the shores of the island-lazarets, in large part because leprosy was
such a deeply inscribed way of thinking about race in the Australian
case, both internal relations between British-whites and Indigenous
people, and external relations between British-whites and Asians, in
particular the Chinese diaspora. In the final section of this chapter 
I discuss how in Australia, leprosy was understood by several influ-
ential experts as being transmitted sexually, in particular through
sex between races. The ‘health’ management of leprosy became
closely intertwined with the management of racial contact and
conduct.9 What I call ‘racial cordons sanitaries’ saw an almost
complete conflation of race and health spatial management in
instances outside the leper colonies altogether.
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‘An Imperial Danger’: contagion and segregation

In the imperial nineteenth century, this chronic and minimally trans-
missible disease became the focus of much debate and policy on pre-
vention: new statutes empowered authorities to detain people with
leprosy, new spaces of isolation were governed both religiously 
and medically, international congresses debated cause, treatment and
methods of prevention, new philanthropic enterprises and medical
charities were established in England.10 The reasons for this expansion
of medical, legislative, religious and charitable concern about leprosy
were in part the same reasons that tuberculosis, diphtheria or syphilis
became newly (or differently) problematised – new expectations of
government intervention in communicable disease, new techniques of
diagnosis and notification, experiments in public health detention. But
leprosy was also different: it had ‘disappeared’ from Europe and ‘reap-
peared’ in European colonies. Except for some morbidity around
Norway, the disease was more or less unknown in Europe after the six-
teenth century. The Norwegian exception increasingly tantalised
European epidemiologists and clinicians in the nineteenth century as
they pondered leprosy’s hereditary or contagious nature,11 but for
many the great problem of leprosy was by then experienced in the
colonised world. Moreover, it was not only that large numbers of
people in India or the Straits Settlements or the West Indian colonies
had leprosy, but that in many colonial contexts increasing numbers of
whites were being diagnosed with the disease, contracting it, it seemed,
from non-white people. Ironically, of course, while the fact that white
people contracted leprosy in the colonial world drew it into a new
frame of reference, leprosy continued to be racialised as a ‘black
disease’ in places such as the Cape and the Australian colonies.12

From the 1860s, leprosy and its management began to be interro-
gated as a problem of Empire. Systems of control were compared across
the vastly different colonial populations and legal systems, originally
in an extensive Report of the Royal College of Physicians prepared for
the Secretary of State for the Colonies in the early 1860s. This drew
detailed information from medical officers in New Brunswick, Jamaica,
Trinidad, Antigua, British Guiana, Mauritius, Madagascar, Hong Kong,
Macau, New Zealand, New South Wales, Victoria, Tasmania, Ceylon,
Bombay, Madras and Calcutta.13 By the turn of the century, when
responsibility for the ‘health of the empire’ became firmly entrenched
alongside the institutionalisation of tropical medicine and through the
administrative directions of Chamberlain, the control and even
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eradication of the ‘imperial danger’ of leprosy became part of the impe-
rial mission.14 ‘With the expansion of England’ wrote one sensational-
ising writer in 1884, ‘[leprosy] has been brought back to our very doors
… wherever the eye may rest throughout our vast Indian Empire, or
the further-stretching limits of our colonial possessions, the dark cloud
of leprosy is at this moment … overshadowing the fairest spots of earth
and the most fruitful territories of our commonwealth’.15 Such litera-
ture sometimes spoke of the eradication of leprosy from the British
Empire as if, as a governmentally linked entity, the Empire was also
contiguous space which could erect cordons sanitaires around itself. But
the danger was well within imperial space. Writers were anxious about
the ‘clean’ of the Empire, and their indirect contact with the unclean:
the Empire literally connected and circulated goods and matter, as well
as people, within systems of constant communication and exchange.
This was not a metaphoric fear, but one of actual contamination. For
example, leper colonies and quarantine stations across the world had
elaborate rituals for the disinfection of letters.16 When Agnes Lambert
described the extent of leprosy within the Empire in her series of arti-
cles published in The Nineteenth Century, she did so by constantly
drawing attention to the exchange of goods between the colonies and
England. The ‘loathsome leper’ is in ‘productive Trinidad’ for example,
‘whence come our sugar, cocoa, molasses, rum, coffee … and choicest
West Indian Fruits’. Thus how the leper was segregated or treated in
Trinidad was of direct concern for any English person. In such formu-
lations, the English were not necessarily untouched by such contagion,
‘tropical’ or ‘colonial’ though it may be.

Not surprisingly, there was considerable medical discussion between
epidemiologists, colonial medical officers, bacteriologists as well as new
self-appointed ‘leprologists’. As with so many diseases in the period,
debate turned firstly on the aetiology of the disease, secondly and relat-
edly, on the most desirable and effective method of prevention. Less
discussed was treatment, although as we shall see there were innova-
tions in the early twentieth century and interwar years. Was leprosy
contagious or hereditary? If contagious, what kinds of cordons sanitaires
were most possible and effective, for which populations, and in which
contexts? In the early 1860s when the Royal College collected and col-
lated the reports on leprosy from the colonial medical officers, the
meaning of contagion itself was actively debated and was certainly less
than clear.17 Yet determining a disease as contagious or not also deter-
mined (in theory) rationales for temporary quarantine or permanent
segregation.18
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In the case of leprosy, the question of its contagiousness was most
important to settle because that would also settle the justification for
confining or segregating lepers, both the numerous indigenous systems
already in place across the Empire (and beyond) and methods of segre-
gation which had been instituted in an ad hoc way through imperial
government. Indeed the inquiry that led to the 1867 Royal College
report was prompted by governors in the West Indies seeking guidance
on the legitimacy and necessity of incarcerating lepers. The College
asked colonial officers whether they considered leprosy to be transmit-
ted as a contagious disease. This question was followed logically and
importantly by a question on management: ‘Are persons with leprosy
permitted … to communicate freely with the rest of the community?
or is there any restriction imposed, or segregation enforced, in respect
of them?’ The College concluded strongly that the disease was not con-
tagious ‘in the ordinary sense of the term – i.e. communicated to
healthy persons by direct contact with, or close proximity to, diseased
persons.’19 In finding against the contagiousness of leprosy, the Royal
College also made forced confinement and segregation an unnecessary
mode of management. Indeed the Report was sent to all colonial gov-
ernments with the request that Governors attempt to abrogate any
existing laws and customs for the compulsory segregation of lepers.20

Many of the local doctors, although not all, reported strongly against
the contagiousness of leprosy. From Bermuda, the Physicians heard
that ‘during more than 35 years experience … I have never been able
to trace the disease to contagion or infection’. From Jamaica: ‘I am
certain it is in no way contagious’. From the Cape: ‘I have never been
able to trace the disease to contagion’. From Barbados: ‘Without doubt
it is hereditary … I believe it cannot be communicated by direct
contact, and is therefore not contagious’. From Calcutta: ‘Never’.
Indeed, while some of the colonial doctors did indicate that isolated
cases seem to have been infected from another person, most of them
located the contagion theory for leprosy as part of local and indige-
nous understandings. They were often insistent about this: ‘I have
never met a single instance’; ‘the evidence against contagion … is
irrefragable [sic]’. This insistence should be read as a technique to dis-
tinguish themselves from popular and folk belief, especially in the
West Indian colonies. The Antigua respondent, for example, said that
‘the disease is considered contagious among the people of the colony
generally; but I never have met with any case’. And the medical officer
in St Lucia: ‘It is commonly believed among the lower orders to be so;
but the belief is confined to them’. In Jamaica there was a ‘popular
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belief in contagion. But this erroneous opinion should be discouraged,
as being unjust to the unfortunate sufferer’. And a respondent from
Canton wrote that ‘it is affirmed to be so by the Chinese, who regard it
with horror. The law regards and treats it as a contagious disease’.21

In these early discussions of the return of leprosy and its constitution
as an imperial problem in the 1860s, fear of contagion was often asso-
ciated with a traditional or irrational folk belief. This was linked to
imperial caution over local customs of exclusion, which of course
varied widely, but were often taken as indications of uncivilised and
unjust rule. In the way that the treatment of women was sometimes
taken as a yardstick of a society’s un/civilised rule, so the treatment of
lepers were measures of indigenous and colonised societies. Leper
exclusion was also linked with the irrational prejudices of the
European middle ages. In Syria, if a leper would not go to a public
asylum, one doctor reported, ‘they are made to live in a cave or hut
outside the village, where they remain in perpetual quarantine’.22 In
Cyprus a leper ‘is torn from his family … his goods are divided
amongst his relatives, and he is banished from their presence for
ever’.23 British rule brought liberal fairness and replaced local prejudice
with more civilised justice, according to many. ‘Whatever Englishmen
may feel about the acquisition of Cyprus’, wrote Lambert, ‘the leper at
least is thankful that Cyprus has become a part of the British Empire’.24

Such commentary sought to distinguish just British management of
lepers from traditional exclusions. Yet British asylums and hospitals in
the colonies were also institutions and practices of isolation, even if
the rationale was a protective and therapeutic one, rather than the
cruder preventive or punitive rationale which characterised some tradi-
tional exclusions (and which certainly characterised the coerced segre-
gation which was to emerge quite suddenly in the late 1880s and ‘90s
in many parts of the Empire).25 What really went on across the Empire,
was not a ‘release’ of lepers from local prejudicial exclusion as com-
mentators like Agnes Lambert would have it, but rather more the intro-
duction of institutions of confinement, the asylum or the hospital,
which were understood by the British as humane and therapeutic
spaces, not compulsory, but desirable on the part of the inmate. The
asylum in the colonial context could be turned to the purpose of most
any ‘problem population’ – criminal, vagrant, medical, social, racial.26

As ‘hospital’ it could be understood not as primarily segregative, but
rather as primarily therapeutic and caring. ‘Isolation’ was partly in the
tradition of institutional philanthropic care of those unable to care for
themselves, a responsibility keenly felt in many colonies. Colonial
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leper confinement also took shape within and meaning from segrega-
tive religious practice: missions of course, especially in the colonial
world, were often spatially organised and relied on some degree of seg-
regation. A leper colony for indigenous colonised people could be
thought of simply as another kind of religiously governed mission pro-
viding care and instruction. The leper colony at Molokai in Hawaii is
the famous example here. British imperial institutions and religious
spaces of confinement for lepers were thus part of a continuum of
widespread practices of exclusion of the leper, both ‘mission’ and
‘mandate’ as Worboys has put it.27

But as the nineteenth century progressed, the meaning of institu-
tionalisation and/or isolation of people with leprosy shifted broadly
from being primarily religious, philanthropic or therapeutic to being
primarily preventive and protective of the community at large.
Sometimes the former slid into the latter on the same ground; that is,
as the same institution. In the Bahamas in the 1860s there was no law
to prevent lepers from moving freely, yet ‘the colony has endeavoured
to prevent it by establishing a lazaretto in conjunction with the
asylum’.28 And at the Cape: ‘There is no law authorizing the deporta-
tion of any leper … the Government provides a very comfortable
asylum for all lepers; but its insular position [on Robben Island] deters
many’. The response from Ceylon was interesting as it anticipated the
kind of voluntary separation which in the twentieth century many
experts and authorities sought from people with leprosy: ‘There is no
legislative restriction … but there is a public asylum to which the poor
and unfortunate sufferers voluntarily resort. Those who are well to do
remain in their own houses and among their own families, but never
freely mix themselves with the rest of the community’.29 As the offi-
cial desire for segregation increased, the geographic or architectural
separation of an asylum came to be not an incidental aspect of institu-
tionalisation, but the very purpose of official action: not a building
which protected the suffering, or which housed the vagrant, but a
cordon sanitaire separating the infected from the community. In New
Brunswick, for example, Governor Gordon described the Lazaretto
thus: ‘The outer enclosure of the lazaretto consists of a grass field con-
taining about three or four acres. Within these limits the lepers are
now allowed to roam at will. Until lately they had been confined to
the much narrower bounds of a smaller enclosure in the centre of 
the large one, and containing the buildings of the hospital itself.30 The
question here was: ‘where are the lepers in space’, not ‘how can we
relieve them’.
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At the International Leprosy Congress in 1897 the Royal College’s firm
decision against the contagiousness of the disease and against the
justification of exclusion was reversed with authority: ‘Isolation is the best
means of preventing the spread of the disease … and a system of
obligatory notification and of observation and isolation … is recom-
mended to all nations’.31 By the time Robert Koch received his Nobel
Prize in 1905, he was arguing strongly for strict isolation for chronic
contagious diseases, linking tuberculosis and leprosy in this respect.32

Despite the attachment of mandatory social exclusions with popular
prejudices, this was precisely the turn that much colonial law and prac-
tice took in the very late nineteenth century: spatial exclusion became
much more rigid. This process drew partly from the celebrated discov-
ery of the bacillus by Hansen in Norway and the introduction of con-
finement laws there in 1885, confinement which was, by contrast,
often domestic and never rigidly enforced. Across the Empire there was
a strong trend toward the spatial isolation of lepers brought about
through new compulsory segregation laws: British Columbia in 1886,
New South Wales in 1890, Natal in 1890, Queensland in 1892, Cape
Colony in 1891, Ceylon in 1901, Canada in 1906.33 In India there was
ongoing official inquiry into the contagiousness of leprosy and the
need for segregation. A Leprosy Commission reported in 1891 against
the need for segregation and the Lepers Act of 1898 was a compromise
piece of legislation which targeted vagrant or pauper lepers.34 These
new legislative powers sometimes created carceral spaces out of already
existing institutions, and sometimes required entirely new enclosures
of space. In both cases, ‘lazarettos’, ‘leper colonies’, ‘leprosaria’ were,
initially at least, far more like the quarantine stations, than productive
disciplinary institutions like the sanatorium. In some colonial contexts
this was to change, in others, notably Australia and the Cape, it did
not.35

It is no coincidence that the string of leprosy laws from the 1890s
through the first decades of the twentieth century accompanied the
explosion of Chinese exclusion acts and immigration restriction laws
which I discuss in detail in Chapter 6. The association between leprosy
and the Chinese diaspora was a strong one and China itself was under-
stood to be a global reservoir of the disease. Leprosy was endemic in
China: if experts offered numbers of lepers in other nations across the
globe – even the 200,000 in India36 – in China ‘lepers are innumer-
able’.37 Chinese migration, goldseeking or indentured labour, were
understood to be the routes for the entry of leprosy into ‘British’ space
– either the Empire imagined as contiguous territory around which
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cordons sanitaires of immigration restriction should be placed, or entry
into Australia or Canada imagined as quarantined, defended and white
nations.38 Likewise, there was an intermittent practice of deportation
beyond national or imperial lines, of Chinese lepers who did not
‘belong’ within Imperial or Commonwealth territory or systems of
obligation. For example, the Australian government was impressed
with the arrangement between the British Columbian and Chinese
governments which saw the deportation of the Chinese from the leper
colony on D’Arcy Island, between the mainland and Vancouver Island.
The Australians thought that ‘the one chance of eradication is deporta-
tion’.39 Indeed, it was suggested to government in 1907 that Europeans
in Australia with leprosy be deported to Java where there was evidently
no restriction on their movement. A policy of removal outside the
nation, instead of segregation within, was seen to have the dual advan-
tage of better protection for the community, while being ‘more
humane’ for the leper concerned.40 Under this logic, white people lost
civic status by virtue of their leprosy, in the same way that other
people lost civic status (or never had it) by virtue of their race. The
extension of existing colonial powers to repatriate or deport ‘foreign’
lepers, that is people foreign to the Empire, was strongly advocated by
the British Empire Leprosy Relief Association.41 Thus summarily remov-
ing lepers from the Empire was one way of dealing with this particular
‘imperial danger’.

Despite ongoing uncertainty and dispute over cause, treatment and
prevention, documented in detail by Worboys,42 there were develop-
ments in the management of leprosy and segregation over the last half
of the nineteenth century, and into the first decades of the twentieth.
As we have seen, in the 1860s, leprosy was conceptualised by British
experts in the main as not contagious, and therefore segregation was
not recommended. Indeed exclusion then seemed to spring from
popular and local beliefs. By the turn of the century there was a general
(though still disputed) understanding of leprosy as contagious, with a
hardening of existing segregative measures and the introduction of
new laws and practices, including quarantining, deportation and
immigration laws: medical segregation was instituted as a ‘modern’
preventive technique.

But there was another and subsequent twist in this history of socio-
medical segregative powers and their meanings. While the need for
modern total segregation had always provoked some question and
protest, not least from those ‘inside’, around the 1920s one of the
world’s leading experts on leprosy, Britain’s Sir Leonard Rogers
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embarked on another ‘modernising’ campaign with respect to leprosy
and compulsory isolation. For Rogers, in the tradition of one strand of
the anti-CD Act protest, compulsory confinement after notification
was ineffective and counter-productive simply because it deterred the
infected – especially the early-infected – from seeking medical help.
Rogers and his British Empire Leprosy Relief Association believed they
had a cure for leprosy, at least a treatment which minimised symptoms
– injections of chaulmoogra oil and its derivatives. In his eyes, then,
anything which put lepers beyond the reach of experts also denied
them this treatment. For Rogers, like his counterparts in the 1860s, if
for different reasons, compulsory isolation was considered a backward
measure: ‘The age-long and nearly universal custom of compulsory seg-
regation … formed the greatest obstacle to the adoption of the modern
plan’.43 As in ‘Biblical times and in the Middle Ages’ compulsory segre-
gation meant ‘imprisonment, usually for life, such as has never been
used in any other chronic disease’.44 Elsewhere, for Rogers, compulsory
segregation was ‘drastic and cruel’, ‘based on ignorance’, ‘largely
unfounded’.45 Not only the indigenous of the Empire, but many
Englishmen and women themselves irrationally feared leprosy, accord-
ing to Rogers. His personal mission was ‘modern treatment’. Leprosy
was contagious, but not highly so, and was often caught ‘domestically’
– what he called ‘house infection’ – through cohabitation over many
years. As Worboys shows, Rogers and the Association wanted to see set-
tlements or farm colonies established, on the model of farm colonies
for the consumptive, where they could be instructed in hygienic living
and be available for systematic treatment.46 Most importantly, he
wanted these to be entered into voluntarily. Rogers and the
Association, then, did argue for institutionalisation, not for preventive
reasons but so that the population of lepers could undergo the treat-
ment methodically, and so that they could be monitored.

Across the Empire governments, public health experts, colonial
administrators as well as enclosed lepers and their advocates debated
the nature of the rationales for, and the powers by which lepers were
segregated, as well as the kind of space and institution into which they
were put. Leper enclosure said things about British rule and British
justice. Like so many modern institutions it was generally not tolerable
that lepers simply be put away, as it were. Or possibly more accurately,
it was not tolerable that this be seen to be the case. Simply casting out
in a move of exile-enclosure, no matter how great the danger, was
understood to be a premodern and illiberal move, precisely what char-
acterised many of the societies which the British had colonised. Rather,
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colonial institutions for lepers entered into the tradition of therapeu-
tic/corrective institutions, which as I have discussed in the case of
tuberculosis, were moving between the workhouse/asylum model to
the farm colony or industrial settlement idea. By the interwar years in
many instances, the productivity and participation of those confined or
segregated was considered crucial both to their health and wellbeing,
and to the modern and civilised nature of the institution or settlement.
In particular, the more the lepers segregated themselves and partici-
pated voluntarily, the more successful the segregative and institution-
alising move was understood to be by authorities. Consent was sought,
or at best was manufactured as part of the process of segregation.
Vaughan has shown this of several African colonies and Anderson has
argued this of Filipino lepers at Culion, where isolation was about 
the productive training of lepers into civic subjectivity. What he calls
‘the usual sad tale of stigmatization and segregation’ did not apply at
Culion, rather ‘the leper colony became a laboratory of modern
citizenship’.47

Foucault used the outcast leper as a model to illustrate crude sover-
eign powers of exile. By contrast, the enclosed plague town was his
early example of disciplinary government. But he could well have sus-
tained his analysis of leprosy into the late modern period. For as
instances of disciplinary enclosures of space and developing sites of
governmental power, they are exemplary. For example, one ‘plague
town’ made all the more perfect because of its mechanisms of colonial
rule was the tiny island of Nauru in the Pacific, beset by leprosy after
1911. The Island was German territory from 1888 to 1914, after which
it came under Australian control as a mandated territory. Leprosy was
unknown on the island before 1911, but thereafter it increased fairly
rapidly. Its apparent virulence on the island was studied against theo-
ries of the evolution of racial susceptibility.48 Assistance was sought
directly from Rogers and the British Empire Leprosy Relief Association
by the Administrator of the Mandated Territory and the Council of
Chiefs.49 Rogers, alive to the significance of the island’s isolation was
very keen, seeking to involve the Australian government. Through the
Association, new diagnostic tests were made available and the latest
version of chaulmoogra oil, hypnocarpus oil, was distributed and
injected intravenously as well as intramuscularly, in addition to being
taken orally.50 The efficacy of this treatment for lepers in the earliest
stages of the disease was noted. As a small island it was totally con-
tained – no-one entered or left unnoticed in this place of suddenly
intense surveillance and epidemiological observation. For all the effort
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which had gone into separating the populations on Molokai, Robben
Island, D’Arcy Island in British Columbia or on the Australian leper
islands, Nauru already offered itself as both isolated and segregated. Its
isolation made it epidemiologically interesting within theories of racial
susceptibility, as well as making the object-population containable and
traceable for study. Additionally, the smallness of the population made
knowledge of the colonised space near perfect for both government
and epidemiological/clinical intervention: ‘We have an excellent Card
Index of the people’ wrote the Administrator, ‘commencing when a
child is born and continued through life. By this means we are enabled
to trace the life history of each Nauruan. We are able to exercise
capable supervision of the movement of the people because our
Districts are small and are controlled by Chiefs who have an intelligent
knowledge of local government’.51 Especially in its incorporation of
local rule, this was perfect grafting of medical and colonial governance.

Constantly searching for representative models, the ‘plague town’
was less than perfect for Foucault because it was produced out of emer-
gency situations, rather than being part of the everyday. The panopti-
con represented for him ‘a mechanism of power reduced to its ideal
form’ in which, to quote Bentham himself ‘morals [are] reformed –
health preserved – industry invigorated – instruction diffused – public
burthens lightened’.52 But in many ways some of the leper colonies are
far better models of utopian disciplinary governance than the
Panopticon. Unlike the Panopticon, which drew architectural attention
both to its powers of enclosure (its external walls) and to its place of
surveillance (the central tower) the space of some leper colonies hid
their own enclosing and policing powers, both architecturally and
administratively. The report of one said:

‘A Leper “Asylum” to use the old offensive name was simply a
Sleepy Hollow where the afflicted folk passed a dull torpid existence.
Things are different now. All our patients are eager to be well and
they know that the more active they are the sooner they will be
better. Laziness does not in any sense pay. Dichpali, therefore, is fast
becoming a huge agricultural colony’.53

The Director of the Sungei Buloh leper settlement in the Malay States
in the 1930s, to take a further example, took great pains to show in his
report that authorities ‘avoided any suggestion of control by coercion
whether physical or by the attainment of a routine stupor among 
the patients’. Nor (apparently) did geography keep them there: ‘The
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Settlement is not on an island, detained patients could escape if they
wanted to’. And the final measure of success, in his own terms, was the
absence of boundary police: ‘There are no outside guards or police, and
the settlement is only a mile from the main road to the capital’. He
said that this was achieved ‘by placing the work and partial control of
the institution in the hands of the patients themselves, and by the
attempt to achieve a natural and fair atmosphere’.54 What experts
wanted here was governance through freedom, an alignment between
the interests of the leper and the interests of administration. Freedom
was constantly reiterated, precisely because of the act of enclosure
itself. Many social theorists have argued that this kind of rule has come
to characterise neoliberalism of the later twentieth and twenty-first
centuries. The ideal subjectivity sought of the leper was not ‘captive’
but ‘free’: in Alan Petersen’s words ‘a sphere of freedom for subjects so
that they are able to exercise a regulated autonomy’.55 Authorities
sought this cultivation of consent, civic identity and autonomy in
many different kinds of institutions in the early twentieth century, but
paradoxically it was often some bodily, racial or mental incapacity
which put them into segregation, that is, outside the social body, in the
first place. As we shall see, the rigid Australian laws and practices were
a problem in this respect. In the British imperial context, leper exclu-
sion was one site that both tested liberal rule, and, it was hoped,
demonstrated the modern efficacy as well as humanity and justice of
colonial government. But the changing nature of leper spaces captures
the paradoxes of liberalism in the period and its ‘boundaries of rule’.
They show the tendency to demarcate and disenfrachise certain popu-
lations, examples of the ‘exclusionary effects of liberal practices’ which
have so often accompanied the ‘inclusionary pretensions of liberal
theory’.56

Exile-enclosure: island isolation in Australia

The treatment of lepers in Australia ran directly counter to this (of
course unfulfilled) imperial and liberal desire to institutionalise volun-
tarily and productively, in the Foucauldian sense. And it ran counter to
the trend detailed in the last chapter of the voluntary presentation of
the consumptive self-for-reform in the early twentieth century. By
1923, Rogers described the Australian system as being based on ‘the
most complete compulsory laws in the British Empire’.57 Rogers’ irrita-
tion with Australian governments and experts was extreme, as they
insisted through the decades of the 1920s, ‘30s and ‘40s to implement
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mandatory isolation on islands for nearly all people with leprosy.
Indeed Australian governments made these systems more not less rigid
as the twentieth century progressed, in particular for Aboriginal
people. ‘When Will Australia Adopt Modern Prophylactic Measures
Against Leprosy?’ he demanded in the Medical Journal of Australia in
1930.58

In line with global concern with leprosy, new legislation appeared in
the Australian colonies in the 1880s and ‘90s. The Victorian govern-
ment amended the Public Health Act in 1888 to make leprosy compul-
sorily notifiable and to empower authorities to remove people to the
quarantine station. Leprosy was made notifiable in Western Australia
in 1889, and in South Australia in 1885 which then had power over
the Northern Territory. In New South Wales, an 1890 Act made 
the disease notifiable and people with leprosy were to be detained at
the Infectious Diseases Hospital – the Sanatory Camp of the 1881
epidemic – in a new lazaret. In Queensland, similar powers were
introduced by amendment in 1891 and in 1892 a Leprosy Act was
passed. Finally, the Commonwealth of Australia nominated leprosy as
a quarantinable disease in its 1908 Quarantine Act to be discussed in
the next chapter. In making a disease notifiable and quarantinable it
was essentially being declared contagious. But many experts, it should
be noted, still disputed this. Islands around the periphery of the
continent came to be the standard sites of Australian leper colonies. 
A lazaret was built at Mud Island near Darwin in the Northern
Territory, in the later 1880s. There were also new lazarets at Dayman
and Friday Islands in the Torres Strait. When the first white person was
diagnosed in Queensland he was isolated at Dunwich on Stradbroke
Island near Brisbane.59 Later, Peel Island, which had been a quarantine
station was used, and housed together white people, the Chinese,
South Sea Islanders, and Malays who had been on Friday Island, as well
as Aboriginal people with the disease. After 1940, largely on the advice
of Raphael Cilento, Chief Medical Officer and Chief Protector of
Aborigines, Aboriginal people with leprosy were separated and located
on another new lazaret on Fantome Island which remained in use until
1973.60

In all, the legal and government activity around leprosy in the
Australian colonies was sudden and intense from the late 1880s. The
amount of medical and public health effort as well as popular anxiety
over the disease was out of all seeming proportion to the danger, on
any criteria. Even those who knew it was contagious, also knew that
leprosy spread with nothing like the virulence of smallpox, plague or
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even syphilis and tuberculosis. The numbers of people with leprosy in
Australia was tiny compared with any other contagious disease, and
with virtually any other nation or colony within the Empire. Director-
General of Health J.H.L. Cumpston calculated 108 newly diagnosed
cases between 1895 and 1900; 73 cases between 1910 and 1915; 93
between 1920 and 1925 (see Figure 4.1). The real public health
problem for Cumpston and others was not the morbidity rate, but the
changing racial distribution. As is evident from Cumpston’s table of
the ‘nationality of recorded cases of leprosy’, the disease was associated
initially and strongly with the Chinese. During 1890–95, after the laws
requiring notification were introduced and alongside the indentured
labour systems, more South Sea Islanders – ‘Kanakas’ – were diagnosed.
There was simultaneously a sudden increase in diagnosis and notifica-
tion of ‘Australians’ and Aboriginal people. Thereafter, the
Immigration Restriction Acts and the Deportation Acts to be discussed
in Chapter 6, affected the number of Chinese and Islanders in the
country, and the disease came to be primarily a problem of Aborigines
and whites.

Leprosy was strongly linked to anti-Chinese agitation especially in
Queensland.61 But it was the fact that whites were being diagnosed that
most turned leprosy into a government and epidemiological problem.
Just why whites in Australia acquired the disease, but whites in
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Figure 4.1 Nationality of recorded cases of leprosy in Australia
Source: Adapted from J.H.L. Cumpston, Health and Disease in Australia, introduced and
edited by Milton Lewis, Australian Government Publishing Service, 1989, p. 209.

Chinese Kanakas Aborigines Other Americans Australians Total
coloured or other

aliens whites

– – – –
1860–70 30+ – – – 4 1 35
1870–75 15 – – – – 3 18
1875–80 11 – – – 3 2 16
1880–85 18 – – – 2 2 22
1885–90 31 1 – 2 4 5 43
1890–95 27 10 7 3 5 19 71
1895–00 27 41 13 1 18 8 108
1900–05 15 43 7 5 14 19 103
1905–10 14 39 35 5 8 21 122
1910–15 6 14 22 4 10 17 73
1915–20 4 5 31 1 7 27 75
1920–25 3 5 54 – 9 22 93

201 158 169 21 84 146 779



England did not, drove a monumental study funded by the London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine published in 1927 by 
Dr Cecil Cook, Chief Medical Officer, Quarantine Officer and Chief
Protector of Aborigines in the Northern Territory.

With the exception of Northern and North-Western Australia, the
country to be considered is occupied solely by a European race of
whom 98 percent are British. Leprosy, virtually unknown in the
Mother Country except as an importation, is found, nevertheless,
spreading amongst these Australian whites. What was the origin of
the disease and why should a race, so rarely affected in its own
country, become more subject to infection in Australia?62

For Cook, concern over the diagnosis of whites (mainly adult males)
structured the possible questions to be asked in this epidemiology, as
well as framing the imperatives of any preventive programme. In this
view, Chinese or Aboriginal people with leprosy were in the main
accompaniments to, conduits for, or causes of this problem. Another
interwar leprosy expert E.H. Molesworth theorised about leprosy in
terms of racial immunity, as was common for the study of many dis-
eases and many investigators at the time. Molesworth explained the
strange patterns in Australia through a theory which saw Aborigines as
susceptible, and Europeans as immune except for ‘the occasional
throwback’. He also suggested that there was an elevation of the viru-
lence of the bacillus through its ‘passage through a member of a sus-
ceptible race’.63

The very small numbers of people with leprosy in Australia made it
an intellectually exciting project for epidemiologists, and one which
got them onto an international epidemiology circuit. This not only
made total segregation logistically and financially possible – indeed the
dream of eradication was realisable in Australia – but also facilitated a
satisfyingly complete tracing of contacts. If historical and medical
records were available, epidemiologists could be extremely precise in
their case-by-case accumulation of data. Ashburton Thompson writing
in 1897, a generation before Cook’s Epidemiology, accounted for each of
the 70 known cases in New South Wales to that date with extraordi-
nary precision: ‘1859. A coloured West Indian observed by Dr Cox in a
lunatic asylum. 1861. A Chinese admitted to St Vincent’s Hospital …
1868. White. The first of seven adult male whites was admitted to
Sydney Hospital … 1883. Five Chinese were admitted to a refuge in
connection with the Coast Hospital (helpless; voluntary isolation) …
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1891. Four Chinese legally isolated’ and so forth.64 This highly individ-
ualised tracing permitted research into what Thompson called ‘pedi-
gree’, the precise family history of lepers (see Figure 4.2). In the
tradition of medical geography, place as well as race was for Thompson
the crucial element in studying this disease. He focused considerable
attention on the nationality and location of the various branches of
each ‘leprous’ family – where they came from and where they had
resided since. Cautious as always, Ashburton Thompson concluded
little from his extensive study, while presenting a great deal of data.
His strongest statement was the observation that white lepers born in
Australia were all located north of the 35th parallel in New South
Wales and Queensland. Further south in Victoria any white lepers had
at some time travelled north, or had acquired the disease elsewhere.65

This observation anticipated the West Australian ‘Leper Line’ of the
1940s, discussed below.
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Figure 4.2 Leprosy as inheritable and inheritance as contagion: The Leper
Pedigree
Source: J. Ashburton Thompson, ‘A Contribution to the History of Leprosy in Australia’, in
Prize Essays on Leprosy, New Sydenham Society, London, 1897, p. 159. Courtesy, the State
Reference Library, the State Library of New South Wales.



The powers of removal and detention of lepers were passed quickly
by all the colonial governments, and unlike on-the-books powers for
compulsory vaccination which were often not implemented, or even
powers to detain people with tuberculosis or venereal disease which
were implemented discriminately, nearly all people with leprosy in
Australia were removed and detained, sometimes for their whole lives.
With very few exceptions – usually wealthy whites who would under-
take to isolate themselves in their own homes – all people with leprosy
were isolated in one of the nation’s quarantine stations or on the spe-
cially designated island leper colonies. The method of removal was
implemented, as in the smallpox epidemics, usually through policing
and penal systems. Such methods betrayed the heightened fear of con-
tagion among locals and officials. One white man, a ‘supposed leper’,
arrived at the Police Depot in Cooktown ‘per train in a horse box … as
the Railway Department would not let him travel in a Railway
Carriage’.66 For Aboriginal people, forms of bodily removal and spatial
coercion and confinement by authorities were problematically familiar,
and it was this system of management which was utilised again for
health reasons. In 1900 an Aboriginal woman was kept in a police
yard, escaped and was apprehended again. The local sergeant wrote to
the Commissioner of Police in Brisbane that ‘the Gin was tied to a tree
inside a galvanised iron stockade, 8 feet high situated in the Police
yard’.67 Generations later an Aboriginal man Nipper Tabagee told the
psychiatrist and medical historian Ernest Hunter of police ‘health
patrols’ in the Kimberley, Western Australia which continued until
1949: ‘The policeman go round, one from Fitzroy Crossing, one from
here [Derby], pick up those people from station and bring that truck.
Chain them up first, bring them back to the leprosarium. After they
out of their country you can take the chain off, frightened going to
that other people’s country’.68

People with considerable authority protested the powers of deten-
tion and removal. Ashburton Thompson, renowned for his work on
the plague after the 1900 epidemic, was one of the earliest and most
thoughtful critics, damning the ‘extremely severe laws against the
liberty of lepers which they have adopted, and at this moment
enforce … [They] add the remarkable hardship of imprisonment for
life to the affliction of incurable disease’. He called this ‘a flagrant
infringement on personal liberty’,69 and drew on the recurring theme
of ‘medieval rule’: ‘The salient characteristics of those laws must seem
… to be a renascence in the nineteenth century of the product of
medieval ignorance into medieval egoism.’70 Recalling the arguments
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against segregation offered to the Royal College in the 1860s, the
leprologist E.H. Molesworth wrote to a white woman on Peel Island: 
‘I personally do not believe in the need of segregation in leprosy, and
I also believe that the persistence in such measures is a relic of an old
and unjustified fear’.71

Other doctors questioned the grounds on which certain groups
became suspect, and were subjected to blanket inspections. For
example, in 1924 a white man was diagnosed and consequently all
nearby Aboriginal people (not white people) were suspected of being
infected. The diagnosing doctor was asked by the Commissioner of
Public Health to bring all those Aborigines to Rockhampton in
Queensland to be examined. He wrote in protest to the Home
Secretary: ‘I submit that this whole procedure is unnecessary and
unreasonable. It is illogical for the blacks only to be examined – the
whites are just as likely to be the source of infection if it come at all
from any human being’. Such questioning of the basis of public health
procedure paralleled earlier opposition to the Contagious Diseases Acts
where women as prostitutes were detained and forcibly inspected,
themselves illogically considered sole conduits for the disease, whereas
the men they had sex with were not. ‘The whites are left alone as they
would not stand it’, this doctor wrote in 1924.72

For Director-General of Health Cumpston, always alive to questions
of government power, and constantly seeking education and consent,
leprosy management was indeed a problem: ‘is the general infectivity
… of such a high order as to justify absolute isolation?’. Yes, he con-
cluded, but more absolute for some people than others. Through logic
which was to increasingly govern policy on leprosy over the twentieth
century, he distinguished the need for isolation according to other
qualities of the leper: ‘For Chinese, Kanakas and Aborigines, isolation
under the strictest control is obviously all that can be considered. For
Europeans who are indigent or feebleminded a similar control is neces-
sary. The remainder of the Europeans present the great problem of
leprosy administration’.73 None of the Australian leprosy statutes
explicitly distinguished between people on the basis of race, indigence
or mental health. Yet such distinctions were constantly made on the
ground, not only through decisions of a local police or health officer,
but far more tellingly, through medical policy. What characterises
Australian leprosy policy and management in the twentieth century is
a trend towards more strongly and explicitly racialised practices of seg-
regation. The discussion increasingly turned on questions of respons-
ibility, on questions of capacity for responsible self-government.
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For Cecil Cook it was Aboriginal sociality which justified continued
isolation in their case. His perception of an Aboriginal person’s ‘care-
less and irresponsible habits … render it impossible to keep him under
observation, or to submit himself to a course of treatment unless he is
under restraint’.74 Cook engaged directly with Leonard Rogers’ call for
less rigid isolation, arguing that since Aboriginal people could not be
trusted to seek treatment, ‘all lepers should be isolated in a lazaret
without recourse to a bacteriological examination’.75 And in 1934 it
was stated that ‘the effective control of leprosy and its eventual eradi-
cation are closely bound up with the supervision of the health of the
Aboriginal population and other coloured peoples’.76 Raphael Cilento,
like Cook administratively responsible for both the management of
Aboriginal people and for health, was also concerned about what he
deemed irresponsible patterns of social behaviour as well as personal
habits among Queensland Aboriginal communities.

When the case of the aboriginal was investigated, the problem was
seen to be infinitely complicated. The native habits of changing the
name repeatedly further disguises relationships already masked by
the haphazard use of the terms ‘brother’, ‘father’, ‘cousin’, ‘uncle’
etc. His complete dread of the white man’s medicines, surgical pos-
sibilities, and hospitals (obvious in all areas, including those where
leprosy is found most frequently) renders it utterly impossible to
contemplate any system other than segregation for him.77

In 1950 the National Health and Medical Research Council
(NH&MRC) presented a ‘Standard Procedure in Respect of the Control
of Leprosy’ which categorised and nominated ‘full-blooded natives’
specifically as those who should be isolated.78 And in 1956 at a special
conference to review the 1950 policy and procedures, the NH&MRC
reiterated this position. Despite what was by then a clear worldwide
movement away from compulsory segregation, Australian health
authorities argued that ‘[t]he time is not ripe in Australia for abandon-
ing the present prophylactic system. It is in the interest alike of the
patient and the general public that all cases of leprosy should be
isolated and placed under treatment in special hospitals’.79

What characterised leper isolation in Australia was a marked disin-
terest in cultivating lepers’ souls as it were, in the tradition of the
sanatorium or even the workhouse or the penitentiary, and in
distinct contrast to lepers spaces elsewhere. Rather, the primary
objective of authorities, in a fairly unambiguous and sustained way,
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was segregation – exile-enclosure – hence the use of islands. Indeed at
one point Cecil Cook refused to abandon the idea of an island leper
colony in Darwin, even though it had been deemed unsuitable and
inefficient, in particular lacking a fresh water supply. Unlike the
intensity of the desire to build community and civic participation as
in the Malayan case or the case of Culion in the Philippines, what
the lepers did on their islands in Australia was never really part of the
official project. If managers of the quarantine station and the infec-
tious disease hospital in Sydney in 1881 had strictly separated men
and women, Chinese and whites, steerage and first-class, infected and
contacts, this heightened and imposed internal segregation was far
less evident on the leper colonies. Officials and doctors sometimes
complained about this,80 but it seems that these kind of segregations
were not strongly policed. On Peel Island, for example, there was an
enclosed area for female white lepers but ‘the sexes are practically at
liberty to mix as they please despite the fence.’81

Most of the leper colonies had a manager on site, sometimes a
husband and wife team in the manner of mid nineteenth century hos-
pitals in Australia.82 The managers saw to the distribution of goods and
materials – bedding, clothing, materials to build huts, food – but
beyond instilling a minimum order, the conduct of the lepers was cer-
tainly not their project. There was no sense in which they were respon-
sible for the reform of lepers into hygienic and responsible citizens on
anything like the sanatorium model. To some degree the managers spa-
tially policed the inmates, but this was often as a form of punishment
for insubordination or protest. In 1908, for example, one inmate wrote
to the Home Secretary: ‘I am writing to protest the treatment I am
getting at the Lazarette to be keeped [sic] locked in a yard day and night
not allowed to go out and talk to my fellow beings only to be left out
for a short time each day in charge of a woman who was sent 
here as a nurse but who … is our jailer’.83 The conduct management
here was a crude order-control of a group of people whose protest was
often against the act of isolation itself, who were criminalised precisely
by this protest. ‘What crime are we supposed to be guilty of’, wrote
one.84 And the inmates at Dunwich in 1899 found it necessary to
‘remind them [the Government] we are not prisoners criminals and that
our lot under the kindest treatment is a hard one’.85 Far from the culti-
vation of recreation and participation in their own administration of
which the official at the Malayan settlement boasted, what Elkington
then Chief Quarantine Officer wanted of the lepers in Queensland was
the most basic level of order, produced on a punishment model: ‘I do
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not advocate the use of drastic punishments against these unfortunate
people, recalcitrant and difficult to deal with though they may be, but
merely that support of lawful authority exercised for the common good
and for the protection of the law-abiding, which is essential for the
proper government of every community and institution’.86

Under this system, who the lepers ‘were’ did not in the main
concern officials, so long as they kept some kind of order and did not
turn into recalcitrant liberals. Ironically, however, the more rigid the
isolation, the more heightened the sense of injustice on the part of
not a few of the lepers and the growing number of advocates on the
outside. In a way altogether different from the deliberate program-
ming of civic identities at leper colonies elsewhere, precisely the total-
ity of the exclusion in Australia produced a certain liberal or civic
subjectivity. While the early correspondence between inmates of the
leper colonies and authorities were largely about their conditions of
detention, by the 1930s, more of their letters concerned detention
itself. In 1939 for example the inmates of Peel Island wrote the
Governor of Queensland requesting him to ‘intercede on our pron-
longed [sic] and wrongful detention’. They argued from the evidence
of the Royal College of Physicians, poignant for its out-datedness: ‘the
condition commonly known as Leprosy is not transmitted by ‘bacte-
ria’ of any kind from person to person, this confirming the report of
the Royal College of Physicians’.87 However, Raphael Cilento stuck to
the isolation policy in the face of all international trend and what was
to become the Peel Island Welfare Association took issue with him
personally:

The woeful persecution of the inmates their relatives and friends by
Sir R. Cilento … have been tolerated too long … He scorns Dr Ernest
Muir, all his authorities, the British Empire Leprosy Relief
Association, together with all the world’s expert full-time leprosy
workers, their experiences, with the knowledge obtained thereby
and put into text-books.88

In such cases it was largely the more literate white lepers who made
on-paper bids for freedom, sometimes on their own behalf, sometimes
on behalf of all the inmates. Aboriginal peoples’ bids for freedom were
more usually escape. These protests and communications ranged from
supplicant petitions in the old English tradition, to invocation of law
and science, to threats of lawlessness. One inmate wrote to the
Minister for Health and Home Affairs to ‘abolish segregation to see that
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we get justice, as the way we are being treated now is certainly not
British justice and the conditions and restrictions at present in formed
at Peel Island lazarette are a blot on civilisation’.89 Failing to get justice
though, placed the lepers outside obligations of the justice system, in
their own eyes. In 1920 the Home Secretary was threatened:

Having begged, and requested so often without avail, we now
demand a visit from yourself to enable us to lay before you many
grievances we are labouring under, failing which the consequences
are yours. We would assure you this is no idle boast or threat … It is
said ‘there is no law for Peel island’, then naturally it cuts both
ways? Whilst we wish to continue respectful and peaceful, we would
… again emphasise the patient’s intention of doing something
which perhaps may startle Queensland.90

As we have seen, however, it was not until the 1950s that releasing
people with leprosy into the community was officially sanctioned in
Australia, and then only for whites and bacteriologically negative ‘half-
castes’. A system that had begun in the 1890s within a strongly
racialised fear of leprosy but which did not explicitly discriminate
between lepers of different races, became over the twentieth century a
system which explicitly segregated Aboriginal people but not whites.

Racial cordons sanitaires

The primary cordon sanitaire of leprosy management was the shore of
the various island-leper colonies. Yet leprosy management was by no
means limited to this quarantining measure, but rather involved
spatial policing of racially identified individuals and groups in the
social domain. In later chapters I show how, in the case of immigration
restriction and quarantine powers, lines of hygiene were simultane-
ously racial lines. This was also the case in terms of internal health and
race management.

Experts’ opinions on the sociality of Aboriginal people were
informed by, as well as themselves shaped the dominant culture which
specifically excluded Aborigines from citizenship in Australia. If, as
sociologists Petersen and Lupton have argued, ‘the good citizen in the
modern world is the “healthy” citizen’,91 perceptions about Aboriginal
people’s inability to perform ‘health and hygiene’ placed them outside
the citizenry. Conversely, though, in that Aboriginal people were
already outside the citizenry, questions about the legality and liberality
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of their compulsory isolation were to a considerable extent (although
not totally) deflected. As many theorists have discussed, rights and
freedoms of classical liberalism were bestowed not on all, but on those
who were deemed responsible and capable of bearing the freedoms of
citizenship. In concert with the diagnostic and classificatory powers 
of the human sciences, certain people have been deemed incapable of
bearing these freedoms and responsibilities. These groups ‘are thus
liable to a range of disciplinary, sovereign and other interventions,
including ones that we might recognize as “social” ’, writes Mitchell
Dean. Especially in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
experts refined distinctions between the governable and the ungovern-
able, the employable and the unemployable. Liberal rule, he continues,
‘is completely consistent … with authoritarian rule of colonial soci-
eties’.92 In Chapter 6 I discuss all kinds of eugenic distinctions made
within the white population of Australia, as well as within the aspiring
migrant population from Britain. But in the case of Aboriginal lepers
this was a two-fold removal from the body politic. Right through this
period, arguments about incapacity for responsible civic participation
and self-governance placed Aboriginal people outside the citizenry of
the social body, and inside demarcated missions and reserves. Infected,
as lepers, they were literally and civically distanced again, not only
from the social body of Australia but from family, land and commu-
nity. As historian Suzanne Saunders has shown, for many Aboriginal
inmates the coercion and forced containment in lazarets was an exten-
sion of the reserve systems whereby movement of Aboriginal people
was limited, and in which people and families were already forcibly
removed from one another.93 Next to the exclusion from the franchise,
the denial of freedom of movement was the clearest indicator of the
civic status of Aboriginal people.94

In some ways, the reserves also functioned as policed quarantined
spaces. Cilento certainly approached them thus, and in the 1930s and
‘40s he researched the transmission of leprosy in several largely closed
Aboriginal communities, as part of a general increase in research in-
terest in health and Aboriginal communities funded by the
Commonwealth’s NH&MRC.95 Conversely, the spatial segregation of
health institutions sometimes explicitly replaced the spatial segrega-
tion of the reserve system. This was the case with respect to the man-
agement of tuberculosis in Aboriginal people in the Northern
Territory, for example. In the 1950s the establishment of sanatoria
specifically for Aboriginal people with tuberculosis was discussed in
the Northern Territory. Prior to that time, tuberculosis was managed
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within the missions, later reserves: isolation of the infected, exclusion
from school and church and so forth, occurred within the already seg-
regated racial space.96 By 1953, just when antibiotic treatment was
rendering preventive-therapeutic isolation in the sanatorium for the
white populations of Australia irrelevant, the need to segregate
Aboriginal people with tuberculosis returned under the logic of dan-
gerousness and security. The diagnostic Mantoux test had been carried
out through the Northern Territory in the early 1950s, revealing much
higher incidence than previously thought.97 It was now considered
essential to ‘segregate’ and establish sanatoria at Darwin and Alice
Springs, ‘not only in the interests of the health and welfare of the
Aborigines themselves, but as a measure of security and protection of
the health of the European community’. This was directly related to
the (minimal) reduction in spatial policing on the reserves which was
taking place: ‘the Aborigine presents a direct chain of infection from
infected areas to the European community. With the relaxation of
restrictive control of Aborigines they are moving about more freely
and in greater numbers’, wrote Cook in 1953.98

For Cook and Cilento in the interwar years, infectious disease and
other forms of ill health were often produced by what they saw as ille-
gitimate movement and intermingling of racial groups: the migration
of people from their proper place to an improper place. Cook suggested
the containment of ‘pure’ Aboriginal groups as permanently separate:
‘In the virgin country of North Kimberley where the natives continue
in their pristine state, the disease [of leprosy] is quite unknown’.99

Conversely, the health of a community could be achieved by prevent-
ing such ‘illegitimate’ movement in the first place, by putting people
back where, in his view, they belonged. This had been partially
achieved by Queensland and Commonwealth immigration restriction
acts, as well as the deportation acts. In his major work The White Man
in the Tropics, Cilento warned readers about ‘the repeated emphasis
history places on purity of race’ as a way of maintaining the health of a
community.100 Racial purity was a public health issue, indeed a preven-
tive health strategy. The pressing issue for Cilento and for his under-
standing of tropical medicine as a way of purifying and populating the
north was racial integrity, both Aboriginal and white. This objective of
racial integrity involved a sense of spatial containment, at the very
least the control and monitoring of movement of Aboriginal people.
And it involved policing of heterogenous sexual contact, both within
the nation as we shall see, and without. Indeed the Australasian
Medical Congress resolved in 1920 that steps should be taken ‘to
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promote an understanding with neighbouring civilized races, other
than white, whereby the mutual advantage of the avoidance 
of hybridism and the perpetuation of pure races be made the basis of
inter-national agreement’.101

The system of reserves to contain Aboriginal people in this period
should be taken into account in arguing for the continuity of practices
either side of the cordon sanitaire of the lazarets. Leprosy-specific segre-
gating practices were considered and, in some cases, implemented on
the mainland. Indeed Cook went so far as to consider a blanket racial
segregation:

Segregation of the race, it would appear, would be an efficient pro-
phylactic measure … Nor is it entirely impracticable. The enforce-
ment of the existing prohibition against aborigines entering certain
areas occupied by coloured aliens in Western Australia and the
Northern Territory has not been seriously attempted. Even an
abortive effort would not be without its advantages where a disease
like leprosy is concerned.102

Even for those epidemiologists who argued against compulsory isola-
tion – against the system of island-lazarets – racial segregation in the
general community was nonetheless to be pursued as a public health
measure. For example, E.H. Molesworth was a leprologist keenly active
in the movement to abandon isolation. Yet in a heated debate with
Cook in 1927 he argued for the importance of ‘prevention of contact
on the part of whites … with aboriginals and Asiatics’.103 Moreover,
Molesworth conceptualised the advancing European frontier as a
macabre, indeed deadly, public health solution. He thought that the
colonisation of the north in the form of ‘settled’ white community
would eventually bring about the disappearance of Aborigines alto-
gether. So, while Aborigines were indeed considered the ‘cause’ of
leprosy, ‘with the rapid dying out of the aboriginals as a result of infec-
tion with tuberculosis, syphilis and other diseases and as the line of
settlement advances’, Molesworth argued, ‘this problem will probably
resolve itself.’104

In Western Australia the spatial projects of health and race became
almost indistinguishable. The government, through a recommendation
of its Health Department, passed the Native Administration
Amendment Act, 1941 ‘in order that the spread of leprosy within the
State my be limited’. It nominated a ‘boundary line’ which became
known as the ‘leper line’ – the twentieth parallel of south latitude. It
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stipulated that ‘no native who … is living north of the boundary line,
or who at any time thereafter shall have passed to that part of the State
north of the boundary line, shall pass to any part of the State south of
the boundary line’.105 Permits were granted for nominated exceptional
circumstances: firstly, the need for medical treatment, secondly the
need to appear at a legal proceeding and thirdly, if the person was
driving stock south with a ‘white Boss’. In such cases, Aboriginal
people could stay in the south no longer than three months, could be
required to return north at any time, were to submit to medical exam-
ination, and were forbidden contact ‘with other natives living south of
the boundary line’.106 Aborigines – not people with leprosy – who lived
north of the twentieth parallel were forbidden to travel south, a restric-
tion in place, if not enforced, until 1963. In these instances the spatial
management of health and race had become the same project: these
were truly racial cordons sanitaires.

Interior frontiers: sexuality, contact and race

The rigidity of segregation in Australia, and the extension of leprosy
management well into the domain of colonial race management
needs to be understood in the context of the peculiar theories of
transmission in circulation at the time. Cook and others considered it
to be transmitted sexually, more precisely through sex between races.
Ann Laura Stoler has written that in many colonial racial economies
‘cultural hybridities were seen as subversive and subversion was conta-
gious.’107 Sex between races had not always been culturally difficult,
but by the ‘degenerating’ and eugenic early twentieth century, it was.
It brought ‘ill-health and sinister influences … sources of contagion
and loss of the (white) self’.108 In Australia leprosy was a heightened
hybridising danger, for it was not only a highly stigmatised contagion,
but one associated with sex and with miscegenation.

The theory that leprosy was sexually transmitted existed as a minor
strand in international medical literature, often working in an inferen-
tial way through a linking with syphilis.109 Harriet Deacon has shown
how there was a strong belief in sex as a mode of transmission in the
Cape. Indeed on Robben Island, segregation by sex was more rigidly
imposed than segregation by race.110 In the 1860s the Royal College of
Physicians had asked the colonial medical officers: ‘Does the disease
seem to be transmissible by sexual intercourse?’ Nearly all the respon-
dents answered negatively, but it is clear from the question that there
was already an association.111 In Australia, there was a larger interest in
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the sexual transmission of leprosy than seems to have been the case in
other colonial and national contexts. At the 1884 Sanitary Conference
in Sydney, for example, the delegate from Western Australia confi-
dently stated that leprosy was spread by ‘the prevalence of prostitution
of white women to Chinese’. And a Queensland delegate argued that
‘we have never had the disease amongst the aboriginals in Queensland
… Simply because the black women will not cohabit with the
Chinese’.112 The strong connection in white Australian popular and
political culture between Chineseness, leprosy and national invasion,
which was not uncommonly represented as sexual invasion of virginal
white womanhood, may well have been the fertile cultural ground
from which these medical/epidemiological links were made.113

Cook offered the theory of the sexual transmission of the disease
thus: Chinese and Pacific Islander men, infected elsewhere, entered 
the Australian colonies as immigrants or as indentured labourers in the
nineteenth century. They had sex with Aboriginal women who later
had sex with Aboriginal men and with white men. For Cook the
conduit for the spread of leprosy was Aboriginal women. There was no
room in his theory for the possibility of sex between men or sex
between ‘coloured aliens’ and white women. He described what he
thought was the key to the whole question of leprosy in Australia:

The matter of aboriginal gins is much more important, since the
alien deprived of the society of women of their own kind, and
unable, except in very rare instances, to overcome the racial preju-
dices of the white women, fell back for conjugal relationship upon
the salacious aboriginal. In this way the races came into the most
intimate contact … herein lay the danger to the white … Although
the whites did not become directly associated with the Chinese and
kanakas, there was … a definite link between the two races by
means of which the diseases of the latter could be transmitted to the
former.114

The causative condition in this logic hinged on sex and race demo-
graphics, ‘the lack of an adequate white female population’ and the
‘presence of Aboriginal women’.115 Accordingly, Cook concluded that a
‘Chinese or South Sea Islander leper is, generally speaking, only to be
considered as constituting a menace to the white population where
there is (i) a considerable Aboriginal population, and (ii) a scarcity of
white women’.116 Thus, for Cook, the infection of the white population
could only happen ‘per medium of the aboriginal’.117
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Cook was involved in the business of sex and race from several per-
spectives: as infectious disease control; as part of interwar ‘race
science’; and as policy on ‘the Aboriginal problem’. His expertise per-
fectly fitted him for his powerful dual position of Protector of
Aborigines and Chief Medical Officer, because both of these domains
concerned sex, race and contact. When he embarked upon his research
for Epidemiology of Leprosy he had just completed a study of Aboriginal
people and venereal disease.118 More importantly, he was a central
player in Aboriginal policy in the 1920s and 30s which saw a general
shift from policies of separation and containment, to policies of assim-
ilation: half-caste children were to be brought into the white Australian
social body.119 The new policy of assimilation had begun about 1920
and was agreed upon in theory by all Australian states at a 1937 confer-
ence. One version of the assimilation program worked through sanc-
tioned programmes of sex and marriage between half-caste women and
working-class white men.120

At the 1937 Conference, Cook saw the Northern Territory Aboriginal
population under his nominal control as both piteously weakened and
as dangerous. If left alone, he said, ‘the aborigines would probably be
extinct in Australia within 50 years. Most of the aboriginal women
would become sterilised by gonorrhoea at an early age; many would die
of disease, and some of starvation’. However, he said to his colleagues, ‘if
aborigines are protected physically and morally, before long there will
be in the Northern Territory … a black race numbering about 19,000
and multiplying at a rate far in excess of the whites … their numbers
will increase until they menace our security’. On the face of it, Cook was
arguing that Aboriginal women should be left untreated.121 In the same
way that ‘full-blood’ and ‘half-caste’ lepers were to be distinguished in
their confinement with respect to leprosy, Cook proposed a kind of
sliding scale from assimilation to segregation for different Aboriginal
people in the programme of official hybridisation. The ‘coloured girls’
were to be made ‘acceptable to the whites’ (that is, white men), the
‘semi-civilized’ were to be kept under ‘benevolent supervision’ and the
‘uncivilized native’ was to be kept inside ‘inviolable reserves’.122 Cook’s
work and ideas show how both race and health management worked
within similar spatial systems: sometimes the aim was segregation,
purity, quarantine and isolation, sometimes the aim was a managed
contact, assimilation, merging, integration and hybridisation. In both
cases, health and race were governed in the first instance spatially, in
the second instance through the regulation of sexuality. This all came
together for Cook as the problem of leprosy.
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In studying the ‘slow’ disease of leprosy, connections and contacts
were traced epidemiologically into the sometimes distant past rather
than across the present as was the case with many other more virulent
diseases. Leprosy in a white man in 1930 was traced through only
several intermediaries to leprosy in a Chinese man in 1880. As Cook
saw it, the contamination of the nation from outside in the past had
left its traces very clearly in the internal present. The Chinese had been
excluded from the nation but in some ways lingered as a threat. Indeed
the question of leprosy can be seen as one of contagion between men
of different racial cultures. In this way, the contagion anxiety was not
only about unmanaged sexual relations between white men and
Aboriginal women, but also about a mediated sexual contact between
white and Chinese men over time. ‘Although the whites did not
become directly associated with the Chinese and kanakas, there was …
a definite link between the two races by means of which the diseases 
of the latter could be transmitted to the former’.123 This was about loss
of the white male self in a process of connections with unknown
others. It was about miscegenation, but it was also about a kind of
sexual contact/contagion, albeit at one remove, between white men
and Chinese and Pacific Islander men. From Cook’s perspective, ‘their’
diseases became ‘ours’ through illegitimate sex.

As we have seen, for race and health managers like Cilento and
Cook, public health could be attained by securing boundaries
between racial groups, by creating a newly permanent and stable
social system in ‘frontier’ and tropical Australia: contact between
races was prevented or discouraged except under the sanctioned pol-
itics of assimilation. One manifestation of this social plan was the
encouragement of ‘healthy’ numbers of white women to the tropics,
women who were influential in normalising and settling the prob-
lematic zone as racially and sexually stable. This interest in the
numbers of white women in the north worked at several material
and symbolic levels. Their sexual availability to white men suppos-
edly resulted in a reduction in inter-racial sex. The familial and
domestic cultures which they were meant to introduce represented
‘settlement’ and permanence in the tropics. And, as Anne
McClintock has argued of women in South Africa and elsewhere,
white women were markers of the nation at its precarious borders. In
many national cultures, white women often symbolised the purity of
an imagined community.124 Rather than being imagined as the
vulnerable white virgins open to sexual attack of outsiders they
would be solid and strong mothers and wives.
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This was part of the cultivation of the white self in tropical Australia,
the precariousness of which I detail in Chapter 6 – identity and differ-
ence constructed and performed in terms of conduct and moral systems.
The tropics needed securing as white, and this process of ‘settling’ in the
north involved not only being there, as it were, but feeling settled: 
the white self needed cultivating.125 This process might be thought of as
the development of ‘interior frontiers’, borrowing from the theorist of
nationalism Etienne Balibar. Analysing the early nineteenth century
political philosopher Fichte’s work, Balibar writes that an internal border
or interior frontier is that which constitutes a community through inter-
nalised individual identity; for Fichte the borders of a ‘spontaneous
linguistic community’, for Balibar ‘the inner nation, the invisible nation
of minds’.126 Or, as Ann Laura Stoler writes: internal borders mark ‘the
moral predicates by which a subject retains his or her national identity
despite location outside the national frontier and despite heterogeneity
within it’.127 Purity and integrity of an imagined national community
can be threatened externally or internally. If the external frontier of the
nation was secured by the Quarantine Act and the Immigration
Restriction Act, the interior frontier of whites especially in the racially
precarious North needed securing through other measures.

Cook wrote about the town of Derby in Western Australia as the type
of healthy community to be developed: ‘In Derby, being a permanent
European settlement, the sexes amongst Europeans are comparably
represented, and apart from that degree of association contingent upon
domestic service, there is no intimacy or fraternization between the
races’.128 The public policy of encouraging white women to the north
involved a range of ‘civilising’ and ‘domesticating’ meanings and
processes. White tropical conduct was to be effected by women, and to
be produced in and symbolised by, domestic arrangements. An indus-
try in instruction in Australian tropical domesticity flourished between
the wars, and it governed habit, conduct and attitude as well as man-
agement of the domestic environment. This included the minutiae of
daily conduct; diet, exercise, clothing, literature to be read, leisures to
be pursued, timetables for daily routine, as well as ‘Attitude towards
Native Assistants’.129 The authority of this instruction moved across
several domains of the human and social sciences, from psychology
(‘the problem of ‘tropical neurasthenia’) to ‘tropical hygiene’ (personal
and domestic practices).130 ‘Settlement’, Cilento said at one point, ‘rep-
resents to me the Frontier Legion in that army of occupation that is
seeking to make and keep Australia white’.131 This referred both to the
external threat that populated nations (Japan, China) would seek to
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use Australia’s ‘under-exploited’ and ‘empty’ lands, but also to the
internal threat of heterogeneity through social and sexual merging:
the spread of leprosy to the white community was an object lesson. In
this instance, as with so many hygienic imperatives, technologies of
the self and technologies of the nation and of colonisation were the
same. White Australia was only achievable through what Cilento
called at one point ‘personal prophylaxis’, the perfect expression of
individualising and totalising governmental power.132

Hygienic white women were understood, indeed simply assumed, to
effect a reduction in sexual contact between white men and Aboriginal
women. Cook based all kinds of conclusions on this assumption. For
example, studying leprosy in the Queensland town of Bundaberg he
concluded that the considerable numbers of European women indi-
cated ‘a degree of civilization and refinement in the community ren-
dering combo-ism (cohabitation between white males and aboriginal
females) highly improbable, even where there was a sufficiently
numerous aboriginal population to encourage it’.133 Race management
and race science in Australia in this period were a mass of internal con-
tradictions and inconsistencies and Cook’s own ideas exemplify this.134

On the one hand the assimilation program aimed to make ‘the
coloured girls acceptable as whites … the female can be accepted as 
the wife of a white man’.135 This required a very clear demarcation of
the half-caste ‘coloured’ girl. On the other hand, and with respect to
health and leprosy he suggested that a ‘natural aversion’ between
European and Aboriginal needed ‘fostering’. This would result from the
presence of white women:

As to the prevention of association between European and aborigi-
nal, it is to be feared legislative enactments will be unavailing. On
the other hand there exists in the white a natural aversion to these
practices, which is only overcome after prolonged familiarity with
degrading conditions and suppression of the sexual instinct. The
fostering of the natural antipathy and the encouragement of female
immigration such as will inevitably follow the development of the
primitive regions where these conditions at present prevail, will do
far more to segregate the races than a tome of prohibitive
Statutes.136

This report announced a separation of races secured not coercively or
through regulatory agencies, but rather through internalised lines of
hygiene and as modes of gendered conduct and raced interior frontiers.
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The presence of white women was perceived to socially separate the
white social body, first from the Aboriginal community, and second
from past invasion by Chinese men. Although this report suggested
that the radical and forced limitation of movement of Aboriginal
people was possible and desirable, the forced limitation of the sexual
practices of white men was understood to be less so.137 Rather, their
desires needed to be manufactured (away from Aboriginal women,
towards half-caste women or white women). In this way, the cordon
sanitaire between races was never clear and straightforward but con-
stantly reinvented.

While apparently effecting a reduction in sexual contact between the
races, white women were perceived to be able to properly manage
domestic and social contacts between Aboriginal people and the white
world in their supervision of domestic help. All this was part of the cul-
tivation of conduct specifically as white; the development of interior
frontiers through an understanding of conduct which began with the
domestic and the familial. It can be thought about as the introduction
of a ‘proper’ private sphere to the north, intended to displace the ille-
gitimate private, sexual conduct of white men and Aboriginal women
which had ostensibly resulted in contagion and ill-health. This was a
private which was performed in, and symbolised by, domesticity and
family. In Stoler’s words this linking of ‘domestic arrangements to the
public order, family to the state’ was imperial/national biopolitics at
work.138 This was, indeed, imperial hygiene – ‘colonisation by the
known laws of cleanliness rather than by military force’.139

Conclusion

Like the management of smallpox and tuberculosis, leprosy drew
into expert consideration movement and enclosures of space,
contact between humans and its regulation. These were questions of
citizenship. Here again, public health was about what and who cir-
culated dangerously, and how legitimately and effectively that circu-
lation could be controlled, eliminated or rendered safe. In the case
of leprosy this was intensified and amplified because the disease also
drew sex and race relations into official scrutiny. This joint manage-
ment of race, health and sex was undertaken through sets of spa-
tialised practices, involving boundaries, separation, quarantine,
isolation and protection on the one hand, and anxiety about and
regulation of contact, contagion, integration and assimilation on the
other. Any contagion implied illegitimate contact, a transgression of
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a line of hygiene in one way or another, but in the colonial
Australian context these were often racial cordons sanitaires. In such
ways, racial lines and lines of hygiene were often indistinguishable
in the boundaries of rule which governed both white and indige-
nous communities, and which constituted racial difference.
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5
Quarantine: Imagining the 
Geo-body of a Nation

The long history of the cordon sanitaire and of quarantine practice is
tightly bound up with the development of administrative government.
The capacity to detain ships, goods and people from elsewhere, in the
interests of one’s own city, community or nation both presumed and
tightened governmental authorities over commerce, health, and move-
ment: over exchange and circulation. These technologies of government
have been centrally concerned with the significance of population and
population health to modern states and especially nation-states as they
emerged over the nineteenth century. Public health and nationalism are
both modern projects connected with the complex emergence of political
economy and with the development of liberal democracy and concepts of
citizenship. In this chapter I enlarge my focus on cordons sanitaires from
analysis of the borders of bodies and urban spaces, to analysis of the con-
nection between national borders and quarantine lines. Nations in the
modern period always required mapped boundaries: they needed to be
imagined and enforced as ‘geo-bodies’. In Siam Mapped, historian
Winichakul Thongchai writes: ‘Territoriality involves three basic human
behaviours: a form of classification by area, a form of communication by
boundary, and an attempt at enforcing … The geo-body of a nation is a
man-made territorial definition which creates effects – by classifying,
communicating, and enforcement – on people, things, and relation-
ships’.1 The explicit turning into discourse of geographic boundaries as
well as the enforcement of these lines on-the-ground – their representa-
tion and administration – are part of what created spaces as nations, and
nations as ‘geo-bodies’. The national boundary came to be meaningful as
a site of commercial regulation and customs, as a site of medico-legal
border control and quarantine and, as I discuss in the next chapter, as a
closely related site of immigration restriction.
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Many histories of medicine and public health are framed in and by a
national context, but not many explore how public health manage-
ment itself sometimes shapes and informs national identities.2 My sug-
gestion in this chapter is that public health, in particular maritime
quarantine measures, enabled a particular geographic imagining of
Australia. ‘Australia’ itself was created at the beginning of the twentieth
century. In 1901 six colonies of the British Empire were brought
together into a new island-nation: the Commonwealth of Australia. 
A Commonwealth government thereafter overarched the state govern-
ments (the old colonies) and local governments throughout the new
country. The 1901 Australian Constitution nominated one major
public health power to be granted to the new Commonwealth
Government: the power of quarantine. In this way, quarantine was
(and still is) literally and constitutionally central to the knowledge/-
discipline and the institutional bureaucracy of national public health.
A national maritime quarantine ‘line’ was created, which was the
border of the new nation. What type of imagining of ‘Australia’ was
enabled, even required, by the idea and practices of quarantine? How
was a language of biomedicine – epidemic, contagion, immunity,
hygiene – tied up with a language of defence of nation – resistance,
protection, invasion, immigration? Part of the effect of quarantine was
the imagining of Australia as an island-nation, in which ‘island’ stood
for ‘purity’ but also therefore vulnerability to invasion by infectious
disease. The maritime quarantine line was seen to secure the nation at
its border: it was a major ‘measure of defence at the frontier’.3 I also
argue, then, that quarantine was culturally and imaginatively central
to an early twentieth century nationalism in that it drew attention to
the thresholds of the nation, one effect of which was the production of
Australia as a ‘geo-body’.

It is also significant that the period in which quarantine was 
being secured as the primary Commonwealth health strategy, it was
being tied to racialised practices of immigration restriction which I
discuss in detail in the next chapter. This period was one in which a
new citizenry was being deliberately shaped, and in which the health of
population was being articulated as a problem of national government.
The constitution of the Australian citizen was under discussion. The
layers of meaning of ‘constitution’ are significant here: who was to be
‘citizen’ or ‘subject’ in the Australian Constitution?; how was the
Australian citizen to be constituted – made, educated, created?; and how
to ensure the most robust constitution for each citizen – their health,
bodily vitality, capacity for reproduction, powers of resistance to
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disease? In the contemporary West, the good citizen is the healthy
citizen,4 and this early twentieth century moment was one in which all
kinds of agencies and expert knowledges disseminated desire for health,
the moment when the state became increasingly responsible for health
and welfare. This is true of other western nations, but what I think is
most interesting about the Australian context, is that the early twenti-
eth century was also the moment of self-conscious nation-forming and
citizen-making, processes which remained by nature and in intention,
deeply colonising with respect to the Indigenous population.

Quarantine and nationalism

Over the last half of the nineteenth century many public health and
increasingly microbiological experts participated in important interna-
tional sanitary conferences, in which ‘sanitary’ meant measures for pre-
venting infectious disease: mainly quarantine, but also vaccination and
to some extent ‘internal sanitation’ measures such as disinfection,
urban sanitary reform, housing sanitation. These were prompted
largely by anxieties about cholera epidemics in Europe and their
source, later plague and with the entry of the United States, yellow
fever.5 Movement of people, particularly between India, the Orient and
Europe, and within Europe itself, was heavily scrutinised. At the 1866
Constantinople Sanitary Conference the annual pilgrimage of Muslims
from India to Mecca was isolated as the major cause of the spread of
cholera, and especially after the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869,
newly stringent quarantining and screening measures were introduced,
at Indian ports, by the Egyptian Board of Health at the Canal, and in
European ports. Various national and colonial authorities sought (not
always successfully) to co-ordinate and standardise methods of infec-
tious disease prevention, in particular quarantine measures where co-
operation between governments had long been understood as
imperative.6 But the extent to which they could co-operate was always
limited by different understandings of how much intervention was
necessary to control the spread of disease, how much was desirable to
minimise disruption to trade and commerce, and especially with
respect to the post-1857 British policy of minimal intervention into
Indian indigenous custom, how much intervention was possible for
the British or Indian governments to impose without risking another
rebellion.7

Within Europe and along global routes between west and east,
blanket quarantine was imposed in certain years after a port was
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declared ‘infected’. By the turn of the century, and largely as a result of
the series of sanitary conferences, strict maritime quarantine as a
public health strategy was being loosened, even abandoned as med-
ically ineffective.8 Strict quarantine (which as we shall see continued
for some time in Australia) assessed risk and the need for quarantine
primarily on knowledge of the state of health of the port from which
the ship had sailed, and only secondarily on the physical state of the
passengers. The ‘International Bill of Health’ for example, which was
devised at an 1881 International Sanitary Conference in Washington
DC, was a bill of health of and for the vessel, not individual passengers,
based on the presence or absence of epidemic disease at its originating
port.9 Under this system (already seen by many to be outdated by
1881) the presence of cholera, for example, at the port of embarkation
would require a period of quarantine of the ship, its goods and its pas-
sengers at port of disembarkation, whether or not there were any
symptomatic passengers. Partly as commercial interests opposed strict
quarantine, and partly as knowledge of incubation periods and modes
of transmission changed, ‘rational’ or ‘limited’ quarantine developed
whereby the need for detention was qualified to some degree by
inspection of the ship and its passengers at port of entry. Medical
inspection as a substituting strategy of control meant that irrespective
of disease at the original port, if passengers, vessel and goods were
assessed as healthy they were allowed to disembark. ‘The system’, it
was noted ‘isolates the sick, allows the healthy passengers to go free
after taking their names and destinations, and detains the ship only
long enough to permit of the necessity of disinfection’.10 In most coun-
tries, then, quarantine was in decline compared to other preventive
measures.11 As Dr Charles Mackellar put it to the Royal Society of New
South Wales in 1883, ‘a much modified system seemed to be viewed
with most favour – rather a system of inspection and purification than
one of detention during the incubatory period’.12 Authorities for
England and Wales had abandoned strict maritime quarantine at their
ports with respect to cholera in 1873 (but not for yellow fever or
plague) and had put in place a system of medical inspection. From
1896 in England and Wales, medical inspection became the practice
with respect to all infectious diseases.13

In his book The Invention of the Passport: Surveillance, Citizenship and
the State, John Torpey studies the development of passport controls ‘as
a way of illuminating the institutionalisation of the idea of the “nation-
state” ’.14 He begins his fascinating book with the role of the passport in
regulating movement in ancien régime and then revolutionary France,
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that is, at the birth of the nation-state. Documents regulating move-
ment had been required earlier, he shows, but in this summary of pre-
modern as well as his detailed work on the modern’s state’s
monopolisation of the authorisation of movement, inclusion and
exclusions, quarantine and infectious disease measures are barely men-
tioned.15 Yet as much of my book shows, infectious disease, migration
and movement have long been jointly regulated by mercantilist states
and by modern biopolitical states. More to the point, this regulation
produced identity documents showing clean health status of individu-
als seeking free movement. These are in fact old devices, suggesting the
combined histories of commerce and quarantine, and one appropriated
by new nation-states alongside, and increasingly as part of documents
of citizenship and the passport. As we have seen, for example, docu-
ments showing vaccination and even inoculation history and status
have been intermittently both produced and required by states, as indi-
viduals seek entry or exit. Over the twentieth century, the ‘bills of
health’ once granted according to the health of a vessel, were increas-
ingly individualised and became bills of health for each family, and for
each person, classifying and subjectifying not only in terms of nation-
ality and race but in terms of cleanliness, fitness and health. Often, as I
discuss in the next chapter these were conflated categories as the
biopolitical state became increasingly racialised, and as an ‘interna-
tional hygiene’ became increasingly eugenic.

Quarantine, both as procedures for the entry of ships, their goods
and people, and as we have seen as an emergency measure in times of
epidemic for domestic populations, was well established in each of the
Australian colonies. The original New South Wales Quarantine Act
(1832) had been passed as a response to cholera in England, when the
Imperial government was still sending transported convicts as well as
settlers. Over the 1880s and 90s and as part of the discussion about
new Commonwealth responsibilities after 1901, many authorities
agreed that Australia should both harden and standardise its maritime
measures, that is, eschew the reduction of quarantine measures which
characterised ‘our Imperial sanitary authorities’.16 Over these decades,
Australian authorities devised and passed new quarantine acts, estab-
lished complex new quarantine administration and practices, sites,
regulations and enforcement agencies. The system of detaining all pas-
sengers if infectious disease had been present en voyage in any of them
was generally advocated. By the same token, it was unsustainable in
Australia to administer quarantine strictly on the principle of health of
the port of embarkation, simply because many disease endemic in, say,
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Ceylon, were not only not endemic on the Australian continent, but
entirely absent. This would mean, logically but impossibly, that every
ship would be quarantined.

In an under-recognised way, discussion about co-operation between
the Pacific and Australian colonies (Fiji, New South Wales, Victoria,
South Australia, West Australia, Queensland, Tasmania, New Zealand)
on the question of quarantine became entwined with the movement
for their political federation. Ideas had been mooted for the joining of
the Australasian colonies (at various times including New Zealand and
Fiji) from the middle of the century, initially by Colonial Secretary Earl
Grey in 1847. In 1885 the Imperial Parliament passed the Federal
Council of Australasia Act creating a formal body for the colonies to
confer and possibly to legislate jointly. Various councils, conventions
and referenda were held in the 1880s and, ‘90s, and in 1900 the new
constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia was passed by Act of
Imperial Parliament, and assented to by Queen Victoria. In 1901 the
new nation was constituted, joining the colonies of New South Wales,
Victoria, Tasmania, South Australia, West Australia, and Queensland.17

The Federation Conferences of the 1880s and ‘90s are famous in
Australian political history, but there was a less recognised yet contem-
poraneous string of intercolonial Australasian conferences dealing with
sanitary questions, in particular with the desirability of co-operative
federal quarantine.18 Not only military defence (which is usually
referred to in the historiography) but the related domain of maritime
quarantine was one of the early rationales for administrative co-
operation between the colonies. In 1883, the president of the New
South Wales Board of Health Charles Mackellar published an oft-cited
article ‘Federal Quarantine’, in which he presented an argument for a
federal system, based on many years experience of inconsistent and
inadequate quarantine measures by different colonies. In his opinion,
agreement on quarantining measures and some level of joint adminis-
tration was imperative ‘for our common weal’, as he put it.19 Mackellar’s
efforts centrally informed the important 1884 Australasian Sanitary
Conference held in Sydney, at which it was resolved to pressure the
colonial governments to consider a jointly administered quarantine
system accompanied by uniform as well as compulsory vaccination
across the colonies. The 1884 Conference resolved that a Quarantine
Bill be drawn up, and be recommended for adoption by each of the
Colonies under the title of The Federal Quarantine Act of Australasia.20

This did not occur under the colonial system of rule, but the power
of quarantine transpired to be the one and only constitutionally
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named public health power granted to the new Commonwealth
(section 8). All other health powers were left with the States, largely to
be implemented in concert with local government.21 In 1908 
the Quarantine Act was passed, and this brought about the creation of
the Federal Quarantine Service in 1909, a bureaucracy significantly
located in the Department of Trade and Customs. Already, then, there
was a telling tracing of concerns of health and population with
economy and security. The Commonwealth Department of Health was
established in 1921 and originated institutionally from this Federal
Quarantine Service.22 Both in terms of the Constitution, then, and in
terms of this bureaucratic genealogy, the administration of the public
health of the nation had its origin in quarantine.

From the original quarantine power many other responsibilities were
argued for and justified. For example, the effective co-ordination and
assessment of quarantine measures were immediately taken to require
(or made to require) the collation of data: vital statistics. At the 1904
Commonwealth Quarantine Conference, where the specificities of a
Commonwealth approach were nutted out, it was recommended that
the work already carried on by the State statisticians in the collection
of vital statistics should be made available to the Director-General of
Quarantine, who could collate them for the nation.23 There was a
marked expansion of the reach of Commonwealth health powers in
the hands of an extraordinary public servant, Dr John Howard Lidgett
Cumpston, Director-General of the Quarantine Service from 1913, and
long-time Director-General of Health. On appointment he controver-
sially enlarged these quarantine powers vis-à-vis the States, and
expanded the scope of responsibility for health that might legitimately
fall to the Commonwealth within the confines of the Constitution.
Cumpston wrote that the immediate reasons for the creation of a
Commonwealth Department out of the Quarantine Service were the
influenza pandemic in 1918–19, health issues related to the intake of
refugees and the return of soldiers after the First World War, as well as
the consideration of the 1916 Report on Death and Invalidity by the
Commonwealth.24 By 1921 when he successfully argued for depart-
mental status, the functions of the Department of Health were ordered
as follows: Administration of the Quarantine Act; the investigation of
causes of disease and death; the establishment and control of laborato-
ries for this purpose; the Control of the Commonwealth Serum
Laboratories and the commercial distribution of the products manufac-
tured in those Laboratories; the collection of sanitary data, and the
investigation of all factors affecting health in industries; the education
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of the public in matters of public health; the administration of any
subsidy made by the Commonwealth with the object of assisting 
any effort made by any State Government or public authority directed
towards the eradication, prevention, or control of any disease; the con-
ducting of campaigns of prevention of disease in which more than one
State is interested; the administrative control of the Australian Institute of
Tropical Medicine.25 By 1928, the Commonwealth Department of Health
managed a medical officer at the High Commission in London and Chief
Quarantine Officers in each State. There were separate Divisions of
Marine Hygiene, Industrial Hygiene, Public Health Engineering,
Epidemiology, Veterinary Hygiene, and Plant Quarantine, a Cancer
Division and a Division of Tuberculosis and Venereal Disease. The
Division of Laboratories managed the Commonwealth Serum Laboratory
in Melbourne, and eight other Public Health Laboratories.26

Cumpston lived between 1880 and 1954, thus working, writing and
thinking precisely within the decades which were most crucial in the
development of bureaucracies of public health, not only in Australia,
but in North America, France, and Britain. This was, as we have 
seen, the period of new social government in the forms of new liberal-
ism, progressivism, or welfare. Cumpston’s extraordinary career also
traversed the formative moment of Australian nationalism, the consol-
idation of a new federal Australian political structure, and the develop-
ment of independent Australian relations with other sovereign nations,
as well as international bodies like the League of Nations Health
Committee and the Rockefeller Foundation.27 He was educated in and
worked through the period which saw bacteriology and laboratory-
based medical and public health knowledge more or less displace older
theories and methods, and he saw himself very much as a ‘modern’
and progressive thinker in questions of health.28 Educated in medicine
at the University of Melbourne, he travelled to Japan and the
Philippines where he was introduced directly to tropical medicine
scholars and issues. He went to London in 1906 to undertake a
diploma of public health, visiting the Lister Institute of Preventive
Medicine and the Pasteur Institute, and attending various international
conferences including the Berlin International Congress on Hygiene
and Demography in 1907. In 1908 he took a position in the Western
Australian public health service, later moving to the position 
of Director of the Quarantine Service where, in the rigid segregation of
Sydney in a smallpox outbreak in 1913, he immediately flexed new
Commonwealth muscle over the States, putting their relative powers and
jurisdiction to the test. Not only was Cumpston singularly influential in
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the shaping of public health and national schemes of hygiene over the
first half of the century, he wrote a stunning series of medical histories,
compiling vast quantities of data into the epidemiology of almost
every disease of import at the time, as well as comprehensive histories
of his own Department.29 Cumpston, like many of his public health
colleagues, needs to be seen understood as a ‘progressivist’, as Michael
Roe has argued, imbued with the values and mission of early twentieth
century national efficiency.30 In Cumpston’s hands, as well as other
experts driven by the connections between health, colonisation,
nation and government (for example J.S.C. Elkington, Raphael Cilento,
Cecil Cook) health and hygiene were readily linked to nationalism and
national efficiency. And as I discuss in the next chapter, ‘hygiene’ in
this period moved fairly seamlessly into ‘racial hygiene’ and the
foundational national policy of white Australia.

The island-nation: marine hygiene and the national border

Quarantine, more than any other government technology is the
drawing and policing of boundaries. Quarantine and nationalism
imply each other because both are about the creation of spaces. They
determine an internal and an external, often nominated as clean and
dirty, through the administration of a boundary. Boundaries are
required for the creation of nations in a modern Western sense, and
quarantine is in essence the putting of these boundaries to a particular
use by the administrative nation-state. Not infrequently, quarantine
and national administration produce and monitor the same space: that
is, the border of a nation has often been where a quarantine line was
drawn. This same border might well have a military, political and eco-
nomic significance; the place of potential invasion and defence as well
as commercial traffic and exchange. Sometimes such a border recom-
mended itself for all of these functions – nation-marking, quarantine,
commercial exchange, defence, as well as immigration regulation –
because of a particular geography: a range of mountains, a river, a sea.
Geography in part determined the possibility and efficacy of quaran-
tine measures, this in itself underscoring the arbitrary nature of
national lines. Often enough, permanent quarantine lines were con-
flated with national borders because, simply, those borders were
already there. National borders were places where, by definition, gov-
ernment powers were already exercised; the border was already policed
and administered; it already had a governmental and bureaucratic sig-
nificance. The microprocesses of government which monitored the
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exchange of goods, the inspection of people for disease, the regulation
of prospective immigrants, intensified the effect and significance of
already established borders.

But national borders, like quarantine lines, are not necessarily places
of total exclusion or enclosure. ‘The frontier is both an opening and a
closing’, wrote Edgar Morin. ‘All frontiers, including the membrane of
living beings, including the frontier of nations, are, at the same time as
they are barriers, places of communication and exchange. They are the
place of dissociation and association, of separation and articulation.’31

Many borders aim to regulate and control movement, flow and
exchange, not stop it all together. This is a useful idea for quarantine
boundaries in particular, as, unlike military defence for instance, quar-
antine is a technology of government which is as much about regulat-
ing entry as it is about keeping people and microbes out. National
quarantine lines are often less an impassable barrier than a net which
screens.32 Indeed the metaphor of the net, not uncommon in early
twentieth century conceptualisations of maritime quarantine, captures
the idea of ‘screening out’ unwanted people and things, while permit-
ting entry to the fit and healthy. It also captures the constant anxieties
about ‘holes’ and ‘leakiness’, about the undesirables slipping through.

The idea of quarantine was one of the means by which nations imag-
ined their integrity; quarantine lines made otherwise often abstract
national or colonial boundaries very real. This has been richly argued
by Alexandra Minna Stern of the US-Mexico border, and by Heather
Bell of the colonial constitution of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan.33 In
these cases, the boundary was a hyper-administered, but essentially
arbitrary line on contiguous ground. This facilitated legal and illegal
crossings and re-crossing of customs, immigration and quarantine
borders. These borders were, to cite one political geographer, the places
where ‘the vertical interfaces between state sovereignties intersect the
surface of the earth’.34 Quarantine in Australia was similarly important
to the creation of a sense of national boundary, but in a markedly dif-
ferent way. As an island-nation the ‘vertical interface’ was never a
direct interface with another sovereign entity. The Australian national
border did not intersect with earth but with water: it was never a line
on the ground, but a vast expanse of ocean to the west, east and south,
and, importantly, a not-so-vast expanse to the Asian north. Writing of
the international sanitary conferences, W.F. Bynam has noted, ‘The
AIDS pandemic has reminded us starkly that no man or his nation is
an island’.35 Bynam means, of course, that microbes do not respect
borders, that we live in a world where borders are crossed and recrossed
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with increasing rapidity, a world, which is becoming increasingly bor-
derless with some significance for the movement of communicable
disease. Yet his comment gets to the heart of the matter for the new
Australia. The nation was an island, and an isolated one at that. 
A national maritime quarantine line was created by the Commonwealth
government and its new Quarantine Service: this outlined the new
island nation, enclosed it, segregated it, and integrated it.

The geographical borders of the continent seem now to recommend
themselves in an obvious and commonsense way for the integration of
the previously separate British colonies. Yet as historian Helen Irving
has shown, this was by no means the only or the obvious territorial
configuration of the Australasian colonies. In some incarnations of a
federal plan, for example, the crown colony of Fiji and New Zealand
were incorporated, in others Queensland and Western Australia were
excluded: ‘the nation’s borders were not predetermined. They too had
first to be imagined’.36 The maritime quarantine line was one impor-
tant way of imagining Australia as a whole, as the island-nation it was.
A string of new federal quarantine stations dotted the thresholds of the
nation and a ‘net’ strung between them was thought of as a protective
barrier – a defence at the frontier. This metaphoric ‘net’ was repre-
sented on maps, and as a legal line, but it was also concretised in the
day-to-day practices of customs and quarantine (and, as we shall see,
immigration) officers and agents. The geography which formed the
nation – the island – also protected it from diseased others.

Civilised countries nowadays keep themselves free of dangerous epi-
demic diseases by keeping them out. Quarantine has been organ-
ised, as all public services have been organised, until it is now a very
fine-meshed net stretched round a country so that all disease, whose
introduction might have serious consequences is caught and
stopped from entering.37

Countless maps of Australia were produced by Cumpston’s bureau-
cracy which mapped, in epidemiological style, the spatial clustering of
infectious disease. The clustering of disease along the coastline-margin
at once outlined Australia and underlined the necessity for quaran-
tine.38 In this process, attention was drawn to the vulnerable points of
entry and exit. New quarantine stations were deemed imperative for
Thursday Island and Townsville in the north, Albany for ships coming
from Europe and India in the west. The major cities had long func-
tioned as the quarantine focus, in a geographic imagining structured
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by interests and imperatives of the separate colonies. But once the
island of Australia began to imagined as a commercial and political
whole, the peripheral sites of Thursday Island and Albany became
newly significant. That is, if Sydney or Melbourne or Perth were under-
stood as ‘points of entry’ in a colonial imagining, Thursday Island and
Albany were the points of entry in a federal imagining, points of vul-
nerability and therefore points to be secured.39 In particular, the tiny
Thursday Island, the northernmost part of Australian territory border-
ing on what is now Papua New Guinea and East Timor, held a new
national significance as a truly threshold site.

The quarantine ‘net’ protected and defended, and thus in part
created, an Australian island-nation imagined as uninfected and
‘virgin’; that is, as pure and white. There was considerable investment
in medical, epidemiological and governmental discourse in imagining
the island-nation of Australia as ‘new’, ‘clean’ and ‘healthy’; as the
only continent free from endemic forms of certain infectious diseases.
In discussions on federal quarantine in 1895 for example, it was argued
that a ‘code of sanitary regulations for Australia … would give the
colonies the best chance of still retaining the proud title of the virgin
continent’.40 In arguing for the maintenance of strict quarantine, and
not following the British and European path of diluting, or abandon-
ing maritime quarantine, this image of the continent as free of disease,
as ‘clean space’ was mobilised over and over again. The 1884 Sanitary
Conference reported, for example: ‘we have here a virgin country that
has never been visited by these disorders, and the interests involved are
so vast that I do not think we can be too rigorous in dealing with
cholera’.41 The clean and white space of Australia is graphically repre-
sented in a 1912 Commonwealth Report on Quarantine, in which
several maps indicated the global distribution of cholera, smallpox,
and plague marked in black. Australia, at the centre of the map is free
of disease, white and clean (see Figure 5.1).

Australia was imagined as having, indeed did have, a geographic pro-
tection by virtue of its global distance from Old World centres of
disease: ‘In Australia we are happily situated at such a distance from
other countries that most diseases have time to develop en voyage.
Nature has thus established a sort of prophylactic quarantine’.42 While
this distance from the Old World was in this context seen to be fortu-
nate – Australia was new, pure, healthy and white – it was precisely this
same distance which located white Australia in an Asia constructed as
dirty, diseased and all that was not white.43 In an article titled ‘The
Protection of our Frontiers from Invasion by Disease’, Cumpston
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Figure 5.1 Australia – clean and white
Source: W. Perrin Norris, Report on Quarantine in Other Countries and on the Quarantine Requirements of Australia, Government Printer, Melbourne,
1912. Courtesy, Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales



warned: ‘[Australia] is fortunate in that it is protected on all sides by
the open ocean, and unfortunate because of its close proximity to
numerous endemic focci of communicable disease: Egypt, India,
China, Malay Peninsula, the Philippine Islands are in close and con-
stant communication with Australia.’44 Quarantine in Australia was in
large part shaped by this particular geographics. While in many cases
the presence of endemic disease in these places was epidemiological
and microbiological fact, it was never just that to Australian authorities
and experts. Rather, as I discuss in the next chapter, this was always
(and arguably still is) a racialised geographics heavily connected with
the imperative of ‘white Australia’.

The complicated logic of purity and impurity, susceptibility and resis-
tance which I discussed with respect to vaccination and isolation in pre-
vious chapters, came into play as part of the imagining of the geo-body
of Australia. The very ‘purity’ of the continent in some ways weakened
it, rendered it vulnerable and susceptible to infectious disease. For some,
this made large scale and compulsory vaccination absolutely necessary.
Precisely because smallpox was not endemic, it was argued that the
population of the country, Indigenous and non-indigenous had no
natural resistance to it. Further, if vaccination was compulsory, quaran-
tining ships and immigrants for smallpox would be unnecessary, an
argument strongly favoured by commercial interests. The highly
respected J. Ashburton Thompson argued, with reference to a disastrous
epidemic in Montreal, that quarantining for smallpox was simply out-
dated and irrelevant when the ‘true protection’ of vaccination was at
hand.45 At the 1884 Australasian Sanitary Conference, attended by 
the Australian colonies as well as the government medical officer of the
Crown Colony of Fiji, it was agreed that ‘by producing personal insus-
ceptibility of the people at large by vaccination … the necessity for a
Quarantine against small-pox and for the detention of persons not actu-
ally sick would be removed. Indeed Quarantine against small-pox is, at
this date, an anachronism; yet it is absolutely necessary that it should be
maintained with great strictness in all part of Australasia as long as the
population in any part remains imperfectly vaccinated’.46 Others argued
to the contrary and along the lines discussed in Chapter 1, that the
vaccine itself was a contagion, that the population of Australia should
not be vaccinated at all, thus keeping the continent and population
pure and isolated, and that the strictest measures of maritime quaran-
tine should be relied upon.47 Indeed it seems that amongst anti-vaccina-
tionists internationally, Australia had a misconceived reputation as an
unvaccinated country that also had no smallpox. In the 1920s
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Cumpston’s new Department received numerous requests especially
from US public health bodies as well as anti-vaccination organisations,
to supply information about the legal situation and the implementation
of vaccination as well as quarantining measures in Australia.48

Altogether, it is important to recognise the extent to which the relative
absence of smallpox on the Australian continent meant that vaccination
and quarantine were often discussed together, as twin issues, involving
complicated and multidirectional lines of hygiene. For Cumpston,
indeed, vaccination and quarantine were not alternatives to one
another, but rather a first and second line of defence.49

This military language of defence and invasion was a common way
of comprehending and articulating public health work in the early
twentieth century.50 In the new Australia, this contributed to the
intense nationalism of the period. While nothing quite mobilised
nationalist sentiment like war, invasion by disease not uncommonly
stood in for the threat of actual invasion. Quarantine, then, was one
strategy by which the new government could imagine itself at war with
its region, as it were, thus defining the new Australia geographically,
politically and racially against Asia. Although smallpox and plague
were sometimes understood to be ‘imported’ (the secondary discourse
here was commercial), most commonly they ‘invaded’. Cumpston
wrote that ‘hygienists in Australia will look on the seaward frontiers as
the places which must be fully manned and equipped with the most
modern armamentaria in order that the possibility of invasion by
disease shall be reduced to an absolute minimum’.51 The cultural geog-
raphy of the Quarantine Station at North Head in Sydney is telling
here. Always a place where the administration of immigration and the
production of national health came together, it was also a place desig-
nated to the military defence of the nation: the peninsular came to be
shared with the Commonwealth Army. Military forts for the domestic
protection of the continent in war and the old Quarantine buildings
still sit side-by-side in the liminal space between the city and the
ocean. They are concretised examples of this mutuality of military and
biomedical discourse, and of the ever-present significance of Australia’s
island-ness, the oceans as both isolation and security, at once permit-
ting and requiring defence.

Imagining Australia in space and time

While the original meaning of quarantine implied the primary signifi-
cance of time – forty days isolation – in the late modern period the
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prominence of spatiality in problematising disease produced a notion
of quarantine which always turned on questions of both space and
time, and, if anything attributed a primary significance to geography,
the element of ‘isolation’. Epidemiology as an evolving modern knowl-
edge was also driven by the confluence of space and time. On the one
hand, it drew from the techniques of urban spatial mapping and classi-
fying which characterised the nineteenth century social surveys from
Chadwick’s report, to Snow’s maps of urban cholera distribution, to
the Booth map of London class.52 On the other hand, epidemiological
knowledge was driven by the axis of time, which in part was used
historically and in part predictively, to assess risk in the future.
Epidemiological knowledge, especially in the nineteenth century was
organised characteristically through the all-important ‘t’ axis, the
interpretive usefulness of incidence-over-time, rather than prevalence
at a cross section of time.53 This confluence of time and place is neatly
suggested in the title of the nineteenth-century epidemiological
journal Geographical and Historical Pathology. The government technol-
ogy of quarantine and the expert discipline of epidemiology were
epistemologically similar, both working from and toward knowledge of
individual, population and microbe in terms of geography and
temporality: the natural history of a disease in a person as well as the
location and movement of that individual; the natural history of an
epidemic in a population as well as its mapping; and the all-important
question of incubation period and the tracing of contacts within that
period of time.

Because of the insular geography of the new Australia, the continent-
nation was strongly imagined by experts in terms of this space-time
delineation characteristic of both epidemiology and quarantine. Put
another way, epidemiology and quarantine were joint knowledge-
practices through which ‘Australia’ was imagined. The rationale for the
1884 Sanitary Conference was proclaimed thus: ‘The countries which
together constitute Australasia are separated from the rest of the world
by a barrier of time-distance’.54 The time-distance between various
European nations, by contrast, was so minimal that ‘so far as quaran-
tine was concerned, [Europe was] merely one country’.55 The pressing
question for public health bureaucrats and the administrators of quar-
antine, was, of course, the number of days between various ports and
the ports of arrival in Australia. This time was placed against, and drew
its significance from, the time in which any given disease revealed
itself symptomatically, as rash, fever, or pustules: its incubation period.
For the so-called Far East, however, this was not necessarily the case,
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and health, customs, immigration and quarantine officials were con-
stantly concerned about ships arriving in Thursday Island, Queensland
ports and in Darwin, from the nearby Straits Settlements, Singapore,
China, and the Dutch East Indies.

The mapping of Australia for quarantine purposes drew much atten-
tion to this temporal dimension. The isochronic charts developed by
the Commonwealth Department of Health located Australia explicitly
in both space and time relative to its region, marking out the time-dis-
tance by ship between the northernmost part of Australia and these
Asian ports further north (see Figure 5.2). The isochronic chart once
again reveals the special significance of Thursday Island in the new
geo-body of Australia, as the liminal point of entry and exit, of
exchange and articulation with Asia. On the other hand, ships from
Europe came via India and Ceylon and for much of the nineteenth
century, when ships were slower, there was a certain confidence in the
natural protection of the ‘barrier of time-distance’: ‘Australia is in a for-
tunate position. Our principal ports have between them and the big
Old World centres of population and disease a sufficient sea space to
enable all disease to make itself known before arrival here’.56 What had
been seen to protect Australia, to give it its purity (but also therefore its
vulnerability) was the fact that the time to sail from European, African
and Indian ports from the west and American ports from the east, to
Australia was more than the time taken for smallpox, cholera or yellow
fever to appear in an individual. But this was changing. Australian
public health experts kept a very close microbiological eye on develop-
ing understandings and estimates of incubation periods of cholera,
yellow fever, smallpox, plague. And as I discuss below, they kept an
extremely close epidemiological eye on communicable disease at
Indian ports and at Colombo. In particular, health bureaucrats like
Cumpston monitored with concern the increasing speed with which
steamers were arriving at Australian ports.

The technology of quarantine in the early twentieth century was
shaped by the central questions and developments of modernity: the
increasing speed and changing modes of travel, the complexity of com-
munication, the shrinking of space and time, the development of
global information paths enabled by wireless and by telegraph.57 Every
year the protective area around Australia was not only shrinking, but
changing form: ‘As the speed of ships advances, the risks to which
Australia is exposed must increase … modern travel improvements
mean danger to Australia’.58 And the logic was that if the ‘natural pro-
tection’ of the time-distance barrier was being breached or weakened
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Figure 5.2 Australia in space and time
Source: Isochronic Chart, from Health, 5 (1927): 46. Courtesy Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales



technologically, then the government defense of quarantine needed to
be strengthened administratively, legally, and imaginatively. By the
1920s air travel changed this temporal and therefore spatial under-
standing of microbial danger again. The 1919 flight of Ross Smith From
England to Darwin prompted a change to the meaning of ‘vessel’ in
the Quarantine Act.59 And a 1928 issue of Health, the Commonwealth
Department’s intriguing internal journal, detailed the significance of
Kingsford Smith’s flight from San Francisco to Brisbane. It had ‘perhaps
done more than previous overseas flights or even wireless to break
down our ideas of time and space. Our sense of security from a
geographical isolation has received a shock’.60 Air travel raised
questions of compulsory vaccination once more, and precisely in terms
of the ‘removal of the old barriers of time and distance between
Australia and other countries’, which resulted from air travel.61

The cultural historian Stephen Kern notes the way in which air travel
in the early twentieth century was written about as dissolving national
borders. Air travel ‘sundered protective frontiers and created new spatial
dynamics’.62 Aeroplanes reordered the significance of islands as places of
immunity or isolation. Gillian Beer writing of Gertrude Stein’s musings
on air travel, suggests that this reordering ‘does away with centrality and
very largely with borders. It is an ordering at the opposite extreme from
that of the island, in which centrality is emphasized and the enclosure of
land within surrounding shores is the controlling meaning’.63 All the
more reason, then, to shore up the borders, to reinforce them and make
them visible and meaningful with the multitude of micro-practices of
quarantine enforcement, in the Australian case.

But the modern technology which brought dangerously invisible
microbes to Australia with increasing rapidity also provided potential
new means for resistance and control in the space-time race. In partic-
ular, revolutions in communication and information collation and
generation were brought to the battle against communicable disease.
Receiving, distributing and generating information about global and
Australian cases and epidemics of communicable disease became a
primary function of the Commonwealth Department of Health under
its quarantine power. The Department became part of a new network
of health organisations which aimed to make epidemic disease globally
traceable, predictable and therefore, it was imagined, preventible.

These international organisations had their origins in the interna-
tional sanitary conferences of the nineteenth century. The Office inter-
national d’hygiene publique was established in 1907 with conventions
and procedures aimed against the spread of cholera between European
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nations and between Europe and America. The Rockefeller Foundation
was established in 1913 to promote public sanitation as well as ideas
about scientific medicine. With the new possibilities of, and drive
toward internationalism after the First World War, the range of agree-
ments, organisations and communications proliferated. Various inter-
national incarnations of Red Cross Societies were reinvigorated. Most
importantly after 1921 the Health Committee of the League of Nations
was created. With the co-operation of ratifying governments, the latter
had the resources and the rationale to create a ‘Service of
Epidemiological Intelligence and Public Health Statistics’ in Geneva,
creating an international epidemiological database which the World
Health Organization inherited after the Second World War.64

Particularly significant in this respect was the establishment by the
Health Committee of its Eastern Epidemiological Bureau in Singapore
(1925) funded in part by the Rockefeller Foundation.65 In the next
chapter I discuss all this as ‘International Hygiene’ and relate it to the
growing network of immigration restriction acts. For the moment,
though, I want to suggest Cumpston’s Department as deeply enmeshed
in this network, and the knowledge produced not only justified his
ever-growing Department, but was part of an imagining of quarantined
Australia in space and time.

Between participating nations and colonies passed a vast amount of
what was called ‘epidemiological intelligence’. The information which
indicated that a ship or an individual was infected, needed to reach
quarantine bureaucrats and administrators before the infected vessel or
person reached the borders of the country. Thus any given health
bureaucracy would have knowledge of potential and actual cases of
communicable disease prior to a ship arriving in their port; the need
for quarantine was known in advance. Cumpston detailed the process
thus:

Each week a code message is broadcasted by radio from Saigon
and other wireless stations. This message contains the substance
of information received regularly over a very large area extending
from Greece, Egypt, and the East Coast of Africa, through Arabia,
Persia, India, Ceylon, Siam, China, Japan, Siberia and the East
Indies to Australian, New Zealand, Fiji and the Western Pacific
Island groups … The message is received each Friday in Sydney,
decoded in the Sydney office of this Department and then relayed
to the Central Office at Canberra and to all branches of the
Department.66
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He then produced an example of the message in code and decoded.67

The question of the speed of this intelligence, of this international
communication, was crucial to the public health defenders 
of the nation such as Cumpston. For it was imperative that the speed
of the information be greater than the speed of the disease (that is, of 
the ships). Information literally jumped over (via airwaves) or under
(via cable) the ships which carried the infected case, the carrier or the
contact. This information increasingly made redundant the old ‘Bills of
Health’ which each vessel was granted on entry to a port. Indeed these
were abolished by the Australian government in 1929.68 This notion of
‘intelligence’, of coded communication between governments and
their agents betrays the politico-military genealogy of the Bureau, the
Health Committee and the League itself. As Manderson has written:
‘whilst the primary enemy in epidemiological surveillance was disease
– especially plague, smallpox and cholera – the implicit enemy was the
outsider, and tensions of autonomy, empire and territory were played
out literally and metaphorically in the work of the Bureau’.69

‘Intelligence’ intensified the shared meanings between the defence of
the public health and the politico-military defence of the nation; the
significance of ‘health’ for ‘security’, and the significance of ‘security’
for ‘identity’.

Conclusion

Quarantine was a significant aspect of the geo-body of the new twenti-
eth century nation, Australia. But it was also necessarily about the mul-
tiple crossings of the nation’s new boundaries, that is it produced
international relations too. Nationalism, always involves a ‘two-way
identification’.70 Quarantine measures were an important site where
concepts and practices of international relations and border control
developed over the nineteenth century, as nation-states were created
and became more regulated and policed. As I discuss in the next
chapter, quarantine measures often doubled with diplomatic, immigra-
tion and customs measures, all of these being means by which nations
defined themselves and imagined themselves as (more) secure. National
administration of quarantine and disease prevention forced the evolu-
tion of international relations in increasing administrative complexity
and sophistication. As the Australasian Sanitary Conference foreshad-
owed in 1884: ‘the health of any nation is dependent not only upon its
own efforts, but that the obligation to carry on the work of sanitation
is in the nature of things an international obligation’.71
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As border sites, national quarantine lines – not least as lines of immi-
gration – are always significant places, dense administrative sites which
often betray those ‘differences’ which are permissible within a nation
at any given moment, and those which are deemed undesirable. All
this, of course, creates identity. But the Australian case is unique and
especially telling here because this was a nation being created and con-
sciously creating itself – constitutionally, physically, administratively,
spatially, and as we shall see, racially – at the same time as health mea-
sures were newly implemented at a national level. Maritime quarantine
was not only part of this process, it enabled an imagining of the new
nation as the island it was, as an integral whole. The geographical
borders of the island, which bounded the new nation and made it one,
were the borders pressed into use in quarantine. All of this administra-
tive focus, this mapping and enforcing of the quarantine line which
literally outlined the nation, worked toward the production of
Australia as a ‘geo-body’. Maritime quarantine was part of a national-
ism figured not only through culture – cultural difference from Asian
countries and in a different way, from Britain – but a nationalism
figured through an insular territoriality.
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6
Foreign Bodies: Immigration,
International Hygiene and White
Australia

In this chapter, I look again at the borders of the geo-body of the new
nation of Australia and examine how the quarantine line was also a
racialised immigration restriction line. The maritime quarantine line
secured the (insecure) geo-body and civic body of white Australia as
part of the racialised defence response to an ‘invasion narrative’ which
governed much law, literature, culture, and policy of the early twenti-
eth century.1 This was the moment when the health of the Australian
nation – national purity – was being realised as racialised aspiration. It
was a moment when a racial politics was institutionalised and legiti-
mated, that is, rendered into law: the Immigration Restriction Act and
the Pacific Island Labourers Act, both passed in the first year of
national government, 1901, formed the basis of what became known
popularly as the white Australia policy. Here, I draw the relations
between white Australia and international hygiene

The deep cultural as well as legal connections between quarantine mea-
sures and immigration restriction measures formed part of an ‘interna-
tional hygiene’, as it came to be called in the interwar period, interlocking
legislative tools for the inspection and restriction of imperial and global
movement, mainly of non-British, non-white people. Beginning around
the 1880s, these restrictions tightened until the post Second World War
revisions of sovereignty, race discrimination and human rights
covenants. These developments may be understood as ‘international
biopolitics’: the modern nation implementing not only an ‘administra-
tion of life’ internal to itself, as biopolitics is conventionally considered,
but an administration of life oriented externally: the regulation of immi-
grants, refugees, indentured labourers, tourists, students.2 International
biopolitics is that which governs and administers ‘life’ and ‘population’
across and between sovereign states, not just within them. One line of
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the genealogy of this international biopolitics can be traced to the
sanitary conferences of the nineteenth century, the race- and health-
based immigration restriction of the 1880s to the Second World War, and
the gathering of these systems under the rubric of international hygiene.

The Australian instance is important in this international history of
borders, hygiene and national/racial identities because it was essen-
tially the test-case on race-discrimination and national sovereignty at
the Peace Conference after the First World War. The ‘white Australia
policy’ therefore became, and remains, internationally infamous. Yet it
is important to contextualise Australian immigration law and policy
within this much larger international hygiene, this developing interna-
tional biopolitics. The Australian case is unique, but not, I argue,
because ‘coloured aliens’ were excluded from its territory and body
politic: such legislative moves of race- and health-based nation build-
ing were more ordinary than extraordinary for the period. Rather its
uniqueness stems from the simultaneity of the adoption of such racial
exclusions with the moment of nation-formation. The racial exclusions
were the defining act of the new nation in 1901. Thus, although most
other colonies of British (white) ‘settlement’, as well as nations in
North and South America also legislated to exclude racially, that this
happened at the moment of nation-formation in the Australian
instance makes the connections between racial hygiene, national
hygiene and the constitution of a white civic body by exclusion (as
well as selective inclusion) both formative and tight.

To draw connections between race, nation and hygiene is in many
ways an unsurprising if necessary set of historical observations. This is
all problematically familiar in the histories and historiographies of
numerous white ‘settler’ societies and the Chinese diaspora, as well as
the national and racial hygiene programs of Nazi Germany.3 Here my
purpose is not simply to offer a further rendition of the way in which
metaphors as well as policies of (racial) purity and contamination
played out in another context, but also to argue for the technical and
legal ties between health management and race management, espe-
cially medico-legal border control. The question of ‘foreign bodies’ in
Australia demonstrates the modes of spatial governance which racial
discourse and health discourse shared, especially in eugenic rendi-
tions, a topic I take up in both this chapter and the next. The state
apparatus for maintaining the borders of the nation, for managing
quarantine and for implementing immigration restriction were more
or less the same. The example of white Australia and its production
through combined quarantine/immigration measures shows how
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‘whiteness’ was technically implemented as well as culturally imag-
ined through, and in concert with, public health. ‘White’ was not
only a racial identification in this period, it also signified purity,
hygiene, cleanliness.4 ‘Whiteness’ then, was the business of public
health, and immigration regulation was one site where this national
purity was sought and implemented. By these means the Australian
population was shaped, borders were ostensibly secured and the
health of the nation – national purity – was pursued by government as
a racialised objective.

When Dr A. Wallace Weihen spoke to the Australasian Medical
Congress in 1911 he framed his talk, ‘The Medical Inspection of
Immigrants to Australia’, in terms of a segregative imperative long-
standing in public health but given new expression through eugenic
ideas: ‘In these days of eugenics we must recognise that, apart from
education, any attempts to improve race-stocks are limited to two main
directions: First – Segregation within the limits of a country. Second –
Segregation by refusing entrance to undesirables from without’.5

Throughout the book, I have examined several sites of ‘internal segre-
gation’ in operation from the 1880s. Here I focus on, as Weihen put it,
the segregation of ‘undesirables from without’. This worked simultane-
ously through joint biopolitical measures of quarantine and immigra-
tion restriction, first, by excluding many ‘coloured’ people through
racial pathologisation, and second, through border screening of
healthy from unhealthy Britons. The classificatory and segregative
impulse – the clean from the dirty, the fit from the unfit, the desirable
from the undesirable – crossed over the domains of race management,
public health and eugenics, but in no straightforward way. The
Australian exclusionary immigration acts of the turn of the century
were intended for, and indeed effected the exclusion of ‘coloured
aliens’, especially Chinese people, as foreign to the territory and body
politic of Australia: this was the white Australia policy. Thereafter,
however, the whiteness of white Australia came to be as much 
a eugenically defined as a racially discriminatory pursuit, seeking in a
multitude of sites, the enhancement of the quality of the whiteness of
the nation. This was the racialisation of the biopolitical state.6 The
‘hygiene’ at issue here was the border-exclusion of the biologically,
mentally or morally unhygienic and contaminating Briton: these were
the ‘undesirables’ to whom Weihen referred. Unhealthy Britons, not
just racially other ‘coloured aliens’, were also ‘foreign bodies’, imagined
through, but not identically situated in, the same broad cultural and
legal system of hygiene, race and nation.
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In the northern zones of the nation, however, even the fittest and
healthiest white-Briton was marked by the powerful discourse of tropical
medicine and hygiene as climatically, geographically and constitution-
ally out of place. This is the final, ironic turn in thinking about
Australian health, race and immigration politics in terms of ‘foreign
bodies’. Tropical medicine, as well as the growing literature on ‘interna-
tional hygiene’ of the interwar years, studied and problematised global
racial distribution and redistribution through migration and systems of
indentured labour. The un/desirability of such movements were partly
governed by economic needs, and partly by strongly held ideas on the
necessary relation between racial constitutions and environment or
climate: there were places where white people belonged biologically-
speaking, and places where they did not. This had long posed a problem
for British imperial aspirations, a problem for the ‘diaspora’ of white
British bodies which constituted the British Empire. As one commenta-
tor put it in an article titled ‘The Influence of Race on Climate’, the
English are ‘masters, for the present at any rate, of countries situated in
almost every degree of latitude’.7 This came to be dealt with through the
institutionalised imperial discipline of tropical medicine. In one of the
great ironies of the modern colonial period, the exclusion of ‘coloured’
labour from the colony-nation of Australia in the obsessive pursuit of
whiteness, came up against a counter-problem: the idea entrenched in
the colonial discourse of tropical medicine that ‘white man’ is foreign to
the place of the tropics. After the exclusionary immigration Acts in
Australia, their vehement defence internationally after the First World
War, and the intensely nationalist eugenic efforts to populate the
continent with desirable Britons, a question still haunted public health
policy-makers, plantation owners and investors, government bureaucrats
and ministers, academics in geography, microbiology and physiology: ‘Is
White Australia Possible?’8

Much of this chapter focuses on the interwar period, the years in
which discourses of degeneracy and nationalism dovetailed as eugenic
organisations and ideas, and entered broader English-speaking culture
as a eugenic mentalité.9 My aim is not only to draw, but also to com-
plicate, the relations between race, whiteness and the eugenic mental-
ité, and to explore their constant connections with public health lines
of hygiene. The shifting meanings and categorisations of ‘race’, the
flexibility between concepts of blood, nation, geography, and civilisa-
tion have been richly discussed.10 Yet the connection between chang-
ing ideas of race and racial difference on the one hand, and eugenics on
the other is not at all straightforward. Not infrequently these different
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(if related) ideas are analysed as too seamlessly similar. This has been
challenged by several Australian scholars, writing from a national
context with extremely complicated historical trajectories of race:
explaining the connections and the differentiations between eugenics,
the ‘management’ of Indigenous populations, the exclusions of
Chinese, Indians, Pacific Islanders and others, and the vigorous project
of whiteness in a settler colony demands a careful historical touch.
This is a far more complicated cluster of racial and national problems
than Dan Stone addresses in his recent argument for the significance of
‘race’ in British eugenics.11 For example, Australian historians Stephen
Garton and Russell McGregor suggest that eliding eugenics with poli-
cies of assimilation or absorption of Indigenous people into the white
population is mistaken, historically and analytically.12 Developing such
nuanced analysis here and in the next chapter with respect to sex, 
I seek to understand the distinctions between the ideas of racial differ-
ence in operation in the period – in this case white Australians vis-à-vis
Chinese people – and the use of ‘race’ to signify ‘nation’ or ‘British’,
whereby ‘internal enemies’ were problematised eugenically.13

Specifically, I examine through the Australian case the relatedness, but
also the distinctions, between the race-discrimination of the immigra-
tion acts (and their health rationales) which was their initial driving
purpose, and the subsequent eugenic ambitions in screening out
healthy from unhealthy whites, which came to be their effect, espe-
cially in interwar implementation. The interchangeability (or not) of
‘race’ and ‘nation’ has also drawn considerable historical attention in
the European context. Race was not a synonym for nation, argues
Stone, ‘unless one accepts that the word “nation” itself carried implicit
racist assumptions’.14 But this is precisely what ‘nation’ in Australia did
mean, and not just implicitly, but explicitly in terms of law, culture,
science and politics. This is why the white settler colony-turned-White
Australia is critical for recent scholarship on eugenics, nationalism and
race: whiteness was the national identity of this particular twentieth
century imagined community.

International hygiene

In the last chapter I examined the growing international systems gov-
erning the global movement of ships in the nineteenth century: the
quarantining measures, the bills of health, the certificates of free move-
ment. Beginning largely as methods for the regulation and inspection
of vessels, these inter/national systems increasingly came to govern the
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movement, restriction, identification and inspection of people. As 
I have discussed, they became an integral part of national and interna-
tional means of identification and surveillance, part of, indeed ‘the
invention of the passport’.15 The sanitary conferences of the nine-
teenth century, attempting to standardise quarantine, grew into
national systems of medico-legal border control which shaped popula-
tions in terms of race and health. By the interwar period, the need for
international communication and agreement on public health issues
developed into various international health organisations, for whom
quarantine was but one aspect of new attempts at a global administra-
tion of life. There were increasingly complicated and criss-crossing
communication networks between different configurations of national
and colonial powers: the imperial communication on disease and epi-
demic from British colonies to the Colonial Office, the League of
Nations’ Health Committee networks, the Pan-American Sanitary
Bureau, the Pan-Pacific network involving the Rockefeller
Foundation.16 Like national public health systems that governed
contact and movement, in the twentieth-century field of international
hygiene, whatever circulated globally was considered dangerous. For
example, the problems of opium traffic as well as the ‘traffic in women
and girls’ were as much hygiene problems as anything else.
International Hygiene agreements also regulated and discussed the
movement of merchant seamen who constantly travelled and con-
nected the maritime globe, spreading venereal and others diseases.
‘The Health of Seamen’, for example, was one of C.W. Hutt’s chapters
in his International Hygiene, along with ‘The Hygiene of Emigration and
Immigration’, ‘Venereal Disease’, and ‘Land Frontiers and Infectious
Disease’.17 The International Hygiene bodies created new classification
systems including the International List of Causes of Death,
International Code of Zoological Nomenclature, and a set of interna-
tionally agreed ‘Signals’.18 But the central problem of International
Hygiene was the global movement of immigration and emigration, its
micro- and macro-biological effects, and the various national and inter-
national systems for its regulation. This was all the international
biopolitics of the twentieth century.

Originally under the rubric of ‘race’, and increasingly under the
broader (but still racialised) rubric of un/fitness, people were newly
classified and excluded by law in many national and colonial contexts
between the 1880s and the Second World War.19 If the cholera epi-
demics drove much of the nineteenth century international quaran-
tine measures, the sudden concern about leprosy and especially its
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connection with the Chinese diaspora from about the 1880s coincided
with the new (but related) immigration and emigration restrictions
which appeared classically in the Australian colonies, but also in
many other contexts.20 This ‘hygiene of emigration and immigration’,
as C.W. Hutt put it, was about both public health and changing
configurations of race.21

There was, then, a sudden rush of race-based immigration restriction
in the 1880s. A Canadian Immigration Act of 1885 imposed a restric-
tive head tax on Chinese people and a more exclusive Act was passed
in 1923. In 1881 New Zealand brought in a Chinese Immigration
Restriction Act, with a further Act of 1908. Also in 1881 fairly uniform
Chinese exclusion acts were in place in New South Wales, Tasmania,
Queensland, and South Australia. By 1888 the self-governing colony of
Western Australia also had a severely restrictive Act.22 Likewise in the
United States there was statutory exclusion of Chinese people specifi-
cally from 1882.23 Partly because of these new exclusionary acts
appearing in the self-governing colonies of white settlement, the
Imperial Government in London began to express caution about pro-
hibiting Chinese and especially Japanese people from the space of the
British Empire. As the one time governor of Hong Kong John Pope
Hennessy put it, ‘the common opinion in Parliament is that the gov-
erning classes in China as well as the people of China would be
offended if we prohibited Chinese immigration into a British colony’.24

British concerns were about the security of commercial relations with
China, and the viability of what were by then intricate networks of
especially Chinese contract labour throughout the Empire.25 Possibly
more importantly, the Imperial British government was concerned
with the security of military and diplomatic relations with Japan. And
finally, there was the perennial issue about the legitimacy of limiting
the movement within the Empire of ‘coloured’ subjects of the Empire –
in particular Indians.26

As we shall see, Imperial anxieties about racial exclusion strongly
shaped Australian legislation, but the general discussion about race,
exclusion and the concept of racial equality went to another level alto-
gether after the First World War. It was Australia’s exclusionary law,
the Immigration Restriction Act of 1901, which was essentially the test
case at the Peace Conference. The Japanese delegation strongly
opposed the principle and the practice of race-based exclusionary law,
seeking the inclusion of the Racial Equality Clause into the covenant of
the League of Nations.27 Under major debate was the whole question of
whether a sovereign nation should have the right to exclude certain
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people on the basis of race, or to put it positively, to determine its
future racial development by enacting such immigration laws as it saw
fit, and as a solely domestic concern.28 The ‘international’ decision to
permit sovereign determination of racial exclusion was a difficult one,
and not just because the Japanese view was so strongly represented.
The concern was also the longstanding one especially for the British
Imperial government, that exclusionary laws opposed principles of
liberty of movement. As J.W. Gregory, Professor of Geology at the
University of Glasgow put it in 1928, ‘the right of any person to move
from one country to another has been widely regarded as indispensable
to personal liberty’.29

A trend is evident internationally, from the explicit nomination of
nationality or race in the exclusionary acts of the 1880s (in which
health, hygiene or a threat of contagion is implicit), towards other crite-
ria of ‘undesirability’, including health and hygiene criteria, in which
race is implicit. In other words, explicit racial categorisation of the late
nineteenth century was often declined by later legislators, and
exchanged for implicitly racialised categories of infectiousness or unfit-
ness, or for technical means of exclusion without specifying race. For
example, from 1910 Canadian immigration agents were able to exclude
people determined to be ‘unsuitable for the climate’ – that is, Afro-
Caribbeans largely from the United States or the West Indies. They
might also be excluded as ‘undesirable owing to their peculiar customs
or modes of life, or because of their probable inability to become readily
assimilated, or to assume the duties and responsibilities of Canadian citi-
zenship’.30 In South Africa the Immigration Restriction Act of 1913 also
drew on unsuited ‘standards or habits of life’ as the flexible device of
exclusion.31 Australian legislators could hardly use the ‘climate’ option,
given the problematisation of the tropical climate for the ‘white man’ –
as we shall see, a considerable difficulty in itself. Rather, they used the
idea of a dictation test in any European language, in which an immigra-
tion (or as it turns out, quarantine) officer would specifically choose a
language not that of the prospective immigrant.32 This ‘dictation’ or ‘edu-
cation test’ had already been used in prior immigration restriction acts in
the colonies of Western Australia, Tasmania and New South Wales as
well as in Natal.33 The New Zealand immigration restriction act also
employed the ‘dictation test’ mechanism, but interestingly did so with
the use of a negative race identification, the specification of any person
not British-white as requiring the test: ‘Any person other than of British
or Irish birth and parentage who, when asked so to do by an officer
appointed under this Act by the Governor, fails to himself write out and
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sign, in any European language, an application’ was deemed
prohibited.34 A broad move away from racial specificity is evident in
nearly all of these examples. As explicitly race-based exclusionary laws
became more difficult to sustain – for whatever reason – discriminatory
practices were constituted in coded ways (assimilability, climate and
constitution, habits of life) as well as technically evasive ways (the need
for a continuous voyage, the impossible dictation test).

By the interwar period, international migration was comprehended
– and regulated – as a biological issue. Under eugenics and early
genetics, the social body of early to mid twentieth century states was
imagined much more literally (that is to say biologically) than had
been the case in the nineteenth century. Indeed the connections
between migration, population, eugenics and genetics were to con-
tinue through much of the twentieth century.35 The regulation of
immigration, like public health, was a biopolitical measure, a measure
in which both the quantity and nature of the population was
managed in a calculated way. But it was done so, as both national and
international biopolitics. Because immigration shaped populations,
sometimes in very marked ways, and created through reproduction
the possibilities for better or worse, more or less fit populations in the
future, policies about the movement of people within the Empire and
Commonwealth, as elsewhere, came to be considered within a
eugenic logic. Eugenic sensibilities as well as more formalised eugenic
programmes contributed to this biological constitution of migration
in the interwar period, re-imagined in terms of the loss or gain of
good or bad ‘stock’ into differently imagined and bounded popula-
tions. As W.E. Agar, Professor of Zoology at the University of
Melbourne put it in 1928, ‘The future population of Australia will be
derived from two sources – from the descendents of those already
here, and from immigration’.36 And in Britain, ‘alien immigration’
was similarly considered undesirable by the Eugenics Society for two
reasons: ‘1) as altering the racial type by the influx of foreigners who
in other respects are not undesirable persons, and 2) as introducing
persons, who, quite apart from their race are undesirable’.37

Here the two faces of ‘race’ are evident: the concern about colour and
racial difference, and the subsequent concern about ‘internal enemies’
within the nation or within the ‘white race’. Internal enemies were
those who carried bodily conditions which could spread – communica-
ble diseases like tuberculosis, syphilis and gonorrhoea. But also in this
period, there was a biologising of previously moral states and tendencies
– criminality, homosexuality, imbecility. That is, these conditions could
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‘infect’ the next generation, a point I extend in the next chapter.
Moreover, these years saw increasingly detailed distinctions between
categories and criteria of mental health and hygiene. In Australia,
Canada, the United States as well in Britain itself under its Aliens Order
of 1920, mental health and hygiene criteria were ever more finely
written into immigration law and regulation.38

The eugenic discussion of migration imagined different kinds of
bounded and segregated populations. For British organisations, the
bounded population at issue was sometimes Britain itself, as the fit
moved to other parts of the Empire (especially Australia and Canada),
or as the ‘unfit’ were repatriated home from the Dominions. At other
times the bounded population at issue was trans-national – the white
race within the Empire itself. Eugenicists and public health authorities
sometimes sought to implement policies which safeguarded the quality
of whites within the heterogenous racial population which was the
twentieth century British Empire. The ‘problem’ of coloured British
subjects’ right of movement which had so troubled the Canadian,
Australian, New Zealand, and South African governments in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as they implemented various
exclusion acts, was now refigured squarely as a eugenic issue. The
London-based Eugenic Education Society, established in 1907,39

objected to the right of any British subject to move freely within the
Empire, especially into Britain: although ‘British’ subjects, they were
not necessarily of the same race. The Society was concerned that ‘only
nationality’ and not ‘race’ was recorded on official documents. Thus,
they argued, people became officially ‘British persons who are racially
foreigners’.40 The distribution of the white population within the
Empire was one issue which the British Eugenics Education Society
took up directly with emigration authorities in Britain. It both sought
information from, and wanted to advise Dominion governments on,
three main issues: inter-marriage between races; the effects of climate
on fertility; and ‘the home origin, and subsequent distribution, of emi-
grants to the Overseas Dominions’. As it was put in one letter to the
‘Colonial Premiers’ in ‘all the great self-governing countries which in
confederation constitute our Empire’ these three major issues affected
‘the quality of the population of the Empire as a whole’.41

The movement of populations over borders was a biological issue
which made it both a public health matter in this period, and a
eugenic matter. The problem of ‘population’ in Australia and in imper-
ial Britain was not only about the regulation of reproduction but also
the biopolitical management of migration. This was problematised and
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implemented within imagined geographies which were sometimes
national, sometimes imperial, and sometimes the racial interior fron-
tier of Empire which bounded white from non-white. Moreover, as
international biopolitics, this hygiene did not function only at the
level of national and international relations, but increasingly governed
individuals: their movement, their sense of national citizenship and,
through growing bureaucratic systems of documentation, their official
‘identity’ as British Subject, Foreign National or Coloured Alien, for
example. But national or raced identity was heavily circumscribed by
bodily/health classification and documentation. Thus, as I have shown
in previous chapters, people were also vaccinated or unvaccinated, car-
rying tuberculosis or never exposed, from a clean or a diseased region,
mentally sound or feeble-minded. Classification (and subjectification)
then, were not only presented in terms of nationality and race but in
terms of cleanliness, fitness and health.

Racial imaginings and white Australia

Australia’s Immigration Restriction Act (from 1912, the Immigration
Act) was exemplary in respect of this international trend from explicit
to implicit racial reference in immigration law and policy, from a dis-
course of racial difference to eugenic discourse on the (moral, physical
and mental) hygiene of whites. Indeed it might be seen as the hinging
Act of the period. Passed in 1901, it inherited the spirit and the inten-
tion of the race-based exclusions of the 1880s and 90s, but it was also a
foundational Act for the new ‘eugenic century’ in its subsequent use as
a way of discriminating between whites.

The idea of white Australia was developed and entrenched around the
problematisation of Chinese men in the colonies. Many Chinese people
had arrived in the Australasian colonies with the gold rushes in Victoria
and New South Wales from the 1850s, and in Queensland from the
1870s. Entrants were almost exclusively single Chinese men: for
example in New South Wales in 1878 there were 9,616 Chinese (181 of
whom, incidentally were married to white women) in a much larger
populations of whites. In 1888 in the Northern Territory (at that point
part of the colony of South Australia) however, there were about 7,000
Chinese and fewer than 1,000 whites.42 By the 1880s, particularly in
Queensland, virulent anti-Chinese agitation centred on questions of
labour and unwanted competition, and the trade unions and the new
Labor Party itself validated the anti-Chinese stance. ‘Australia for the
White Man’ was a maxim which expressed masculinist working-class
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identity, national identity and racial identity simultaneously.43 Sir
Henry Parkes, Premier of New South Wales, offered many statements
on Chinese immigration, one speech summarising widespread ideas –
his speech on the Influx of Chinese Restriction Bill in 1888:

I contend that if this young nation is to maintain the fabric of its
liberties unassailed and unimpaired, it cannot admit into its popula-
tion any element that of necessity must be of an inferior nature and
character … we should not encourage or admit amongst us any class
of person whatever whom we are not prepared to advance to all our
franchises, to all our privileges as citizens, and all our social rights,
including the right of marriage.44

These comments illustrate the early nationalism which anti-Chinese
sentiment encouraged, the way in which early expressions of ‘white
Australia’ were about whiteness and Australian nationalism, as well as a
thoroughly British cultural, social and racial identity determined
through freedoms and liberties, through civic rights and duties.

A significant articulation of this racial politics was bodily and
biomedical; a language of contamination which conflated the moral and
physical. In 1901, for example, the Labor Party leader J.C. Watson argued
that ‘the objection I have to the mixing of the coloured people with the
white people of Australia … lies in the main in the spoilibility and proba-
bility of racial contamination’.45 Isaac Isaacs, later Governor General and
High Court Justice, spoke of ‘the contamination and the degrading
influence of inferior races’.46 There were two dominant images of Chinese
men which became widespread from the 1880s: first, as sexual and moral
threat to white women, thus a threat to national integrity; and second, as
purveyors of disease. These were to some extent contested images.47 But
over and over again in dominant representations of the future of the
colonies and the new nation, fear of unrestricted immigration and even
of invasion was enunciated as fear of disease, of smallpox and especially,
as we have seen, of leprosy.

Many historians have detailed the history of anti-Chinese activity,
law and policy, the difficulties of indentured Pacific labourers, and the
relation between the white Australia of immigration restriction and
policies aiming to manage Indigenous populations.48 My concern is
specifically the exploration of the ways in which this dovetailed with
questions of health and infectious disease control, in particular quaran-
tine and international hygiene, and what this meant for the imagining
and technical implementation of Australian ‘whiteness’. But two
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aspects of racial management in Australia are important to note first.
While there were other policies which managed Indigenous people
through health measures some of which I have examined, the ‘white
Australia policy’ was considered at the time a separate policy dealing
specifically with immigration and naturalisation. As it was put in the
The Empire Review in 1909: ‘it was not intended, of course, to operate
against the native aborigines, but these are rapidly and naturally
dying out’.49 This dominant idea of the decline of Aboriginal popula-
tions was problematic in all kinds of ways,50 but it is important to
recognise that many white individuals and groups, as well as experts
and government distinguished quite clearly between the idea of
‘white Australia’ and the ‘Aboriginal problem’.51 Second, exclusion on
the basis of race was never total: indeed, like the quarantine regula-
tions, immigration regulation was ‘leaky’ in practice, sometimes
intentionally sometimes unintentionally. Numerous Chinese people
stayed in the country after the various restriction acts, others came
and went, ‘slipping through the system’.52 And many Pacific Islander
communities both chose to and eventually managed to stay in north-
ern New South Wales and Queensland in the early twentieth
century.53 Officially, certificates of exemption from the dictation test
could be and were granted, for example to Chinese merchants and
traders or Indian students or Japanese pearlers. There never was, then,
a ‘white Australia’. Nonetheless, it was almost universally believed by
Europeans in Australia that the new nation should be ‘white’, and
must not be ‘Chinese’.54

Like the desire for uniformity of quarantine measures across the
colonies, an 1888 Intercolonial Conference successfully exerted pres-
sure on colonial governments to create uniform immigration restric-
tion law and policies.55 The conference was led by Sir Henry Parkes
who in the 1881 smallpox epidemic in Sydney had tried to exclude
Chinese en masse through quarantine measures.56 At an 1896
Intercolonial Conference, it was agreed that the colonies should
extend their anti-Chinese legislative measures to incorporate all so-
called coloured races, and that the exemptions for ‘coloured’ British
subjects should be withdrawn.57 Initial drafts of a federal Australian
immigration restriction act specified race and colour. But a series of
Imperial secretaries and ministers opposed this. As contemporary
commentator and geographer Persia Crawford Campbell put it, ‘the
only check on their [the Australian government’s] determined action
being the interference of the Imperial Government’.58 The Colonial
Secretary Joseph Chamberlain indeed interfered strongly and
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successfully in 1897, indicating that immigration restriction should
be legalised but only ‘without placing a stigma upon any of Her
Majesty’s subjects on the sole ground of race or colour’.59 All this
meant that the Australian act never mentioned race.60 But it did not
need to: by 1901 the rhetoric and politics of ‘White Australia’, one
of the world’s most resilient national slogans, was widely recognised,
nationally and internationally.

On a surface reading of the Immigration Restriction Act, discrimina-
tion on some sort of biological or bodily definition of race was rejected.
But of course at the level of implementation, the assessment of race by
government officers was precisely a bodily/visual mode of discrimina-
tion between potential immigrants: it was on those unstated grounds
that the dictation test was ordered. But there was another mode by
which the biological and the bodily were foregrounded in the working
of Act, and one which has been obscured by scholarly interest in the
device of the dictation test. Written into it were public health ra-
tionales for the prohibition of entry of any individual. In addition to
the exclusion of ‘any idiot or insane person’, criminals and prostitutes,
Section 3d of the Act named as a prohibited immigrant ‘any person
suffering from an infectious or contagious disease of a loathsome or
dangerous character’.61 Immigration regulations then, were quite liter-
ally health regulations.

The reverse was also the case in this period. Cumpston, as we have
seen, nominated quarantine as the premier strategy in government
pursuit of ‘national cleanliness’ and he did this specifically in racial
terms. The whole object of quarantine, he wrote, ‘is the keeping of our
continent free from certain deadly diseases at present unknown
amongst us. And secondly, the strict prohibition against the entrance
into our country of certain races of aliens whose uncleanly customs
and absolute lack of sanitary conscience form a standing menace to 
the health of any community’.62 One of the designated functions of
the Division of Marine Hygiene of the Department of Health discussed
in the last chapter, was the medical inspection of passengers and crew
under the Immigration Act. Conversely, it was understood that the
public health grounds of the Immigration Act would be used to remove
from Australia people with longer term infectious diseases, like vene-
real diseases or tuberculosis, which were not, or could not, be ascer-
tained at quarantine inspection. It was stated that ‘The responsibility
of the Commonwealth for the exclusion of communicable diseases
from Australia or from any clean State may … reasonably be recognised
under the Quarantine and Immigration Restriction powers’.63 In many
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ways these were approached as twin statutes. The statutes which delim-
ited and defined the practices of quarantine and the practices of immi-
gration restriction explicitly referred to, and required, one another.64

One can see this at work in those few sites on the edges of the nation
where ‘coloured’ labour was permitted, where exemptions to the
Immigration Act were made. At Thursday Island in the north and at
Broome in the west, such exemptions were common in the interests of
the pearling industry which relied on indentured labour. Since the
immigration regulations were loosened, the health powers were tight-
ened. As Cumpston put it in a memo to the Department of Home and
Territories, ‘amongst the conditions under which indentured coloured
labor is permitted is one to the effect that medical certificates, showing
that the laborer is free from disease, are to be produced’.65 Here, the
Empire was bureaucratically at work. Those labourers arriving from
colonies or territories of the British Empire – Singapore or Hong Kong
for example – were supplied with certificates of freedom from disease
and fitness for work from medical officers in those ports. These certifi-
cates accompanied their contract for labour. For those arriving from
Koepang, Macassar, or Japan, or places where there was no medical
officer, the quarantine officer would subject the indent to ‘a very criti-
cal examination before being allowed [to] land’.66 Evident here is the
relation between immigration regulation and health regulation, the
clear sense in which both statutorily and in practice, these were twin
and complementary regulatory mechanisms.

One journalist wrote of Cumpston’s powers thus: ‘He controls the
quarantine service and conducts a ceaseless war against the foreign
germ declared by his department to be a prohibited immigrant’.67

Here the germ and the immigrant were conflated. Quarantine dealt
with both, and immigration restriction dealt with both; there was a
range of ways in which they were conceptualised as the same thing.
But precisely because the Immigration Act was implemented to
exclude the ‘coloured alien’ from the territory and the body politic of
Australia, the real work of this medico-legal border control was under-
taken on those who were seeking entry, and indeed who were sought
by Australian governments – whites.

Imperial migration and racial hygiene

The racialised aspiration of white Australia was only partly about
processes of exclusion. Although the conflation of disease especially
with Chineseness at the turn of the century clearly came into play in
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both quarantine and immigration restriction, the restrictive Acts them-
selves meant that thereafter the implementation of these policies was
about monitoring and policing the health of Britons seeking entry: it
was primarily a eugenic ambition of public health. And one of the
rationales for the exclusion of would-be immigrants was the exclusion
of the ‘undesirable’ on medical grounds: the infected, the mentally
unsound, those with contagious ‘tendencies’. While the original ratio-
nale of the Australian Immigration Restriction Act was to exclude
coloured aliens, it was also, and in an increasingly refined way, a
mechanism for screening white entrants through what might be
thought of as the mental hygiene and the physical hygiene sections of
the Act. As they were implemented over the first half of the twentieth
century, then, the medico-legal border systems of both quarantine and
immigration in the new Australia were largely implemented with
respect to the moral and physical quality of aspiring British (and other
white) entrants.68 In practice, it was not ‘coloured aliens’ who were
subject to medico-legal border control, because they were refused entry
under other sections, but rather white-British people who were subject
to the increasingly detailed procedures: medical examinations, mental
health tests, compulsory vaccination, genito-urinary examination for
venereal diseases and later chest x-rays for tuberculosis.

In the nineteenth century colonial period, systems of inspection
were constantly changing and were haphazard. Non-assisted immi-
grants seldom required medical examination at point of departure in
Britain, but assisted immigrants did. With varying levels of compulsion
then, a certificate of health from any doctor needed to be presented to
the Agent-General of the Colonies in London, in order to secure
passage. This needed to be

signed by the Medical Officer of Health for the district from which
they come declaring the state of the Public Health in that district as
to infectious disease … if small-pox is epidemic in the district from
which any emigrant comes every such emigrant shall be vaccinated
or re-vaccinated as the case may be before he shall be allowed to
embark.69

Significantly, these ‘inspections’ were less concerned with the actual
state of health of the person, than a statement about the presence or
absence of infectious disease in the area from which they originated.
This was to change to a more individualised surveillance, where health
identity and personal identity merged. By 1913, for example, not only
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medical officers at point of departure, but ships’ masters and medical
officers were asked to certify the health or ill-health of each individual
passenger, indicating ‘whether he or she is insane or medically defec-
tive … suffering from epilepsy, pulmonary tuberculosis, trachoma, or
any loathsome or dangerous communicable disease’.70

There was a series of amendments to the Australian Immigration
Act in 1912 which reflected and enforced a growing bureaucratic
structure surrounding movement between nations. The initial general
prohibition against ‘idiots and insane people’ became ‘any idiot,
imbecile, feeble-minded person or epileptic’. A general prohibition
against those with loathsome or contagious diseases became 
‘any person suffering from a serious transmissible disease or defect;
any person suffering from pulmonary tuberculosis, trachoma, or with
any loathsome or dangerous communicable disease, either general or
local’. Moreover, entry thereafter positively required a prescribed and
standardised certificate.71 Also in 1912, a Commonwealth Medical
Bureau was provided for to streamline the haphazard procedures of
the old colonies (now the States) and to add a Commonwealth 
of Australia governmental presence, not just a State governmental
presence in London.72 Notwithstanding the status of a person’s health
certificate, under Quarantine powers any immigrant, crew member or
visitor could be medically examined, detained and/or vaccinated on
arrival at an Australian port for any disease or condition nominated
under the Quarantine Act or the Immigration Act.73 These did change
periodically, but in 1915, for example, the infectious diseases specifi-
cally nominated were smallpox, plague, cholera, yellow fever, typhus
fever, leprosy, anterior poliomyelitis, cerebro-spinal meningitis, malta
fever, scarlet fever, chickenpox, measles, whooping cough, gastro-
enteritis, typhoid fever, diphtheria, malarial fever, gonorrhoea and
syphilis.74 In 1917 tuberculosis was added, in line with the
Immigration Act, as well as soft chancre and venereal bubo because of
the increased awareness of venereal diseases in the War.75 And in
1919, separate regulations altogether were enacted in relation to the
influenza pandemic then sweeping the world.76

The logic of restricting entry was in the first instance a public health
quarantining one: a means to stop the entry or spread of communicable
diseases. But, especially for the chronic diseases of tuberculosis, syphilis
or gonorrhoea, as well as the moral and mental criteria, the logic was
eugenic. The imperative of white Australia was effected as much by a
eugenic screening out of ‘undesirable’ Britons, as the more comprehen-
sive screening out of various Asian individuals and populations on the
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basis of race. In this sense, the ‘whiteness’ of white Australia was not
only a whiteness understood through racial difference, but also a
whiteness understood and sought, eugenically. The ideas and activities
of the Racial Hygiene Association of New South Wales illustrate this
well. They show the almost complete identification of race and nation
in Australia in this period, and the ways in which the ambition of
racial hygiene drew immigration into direct consideration as a site of
public health governance.

Originating as a feminist organisation (and becoming the Family
Planning Association),77 this group was the equivalent of the British
Social Hygiene Council: their driving problem was the social and
educative prevention of venereal diseases. For such associations and for
the related industry in birth control, the interchangeable use of ‘race’
and ‘nation’ was common. So when Marie Stopes dedicated her Wise
Parenthood ‘to all who wish to see our race grow in strength and
beauty’, she meant British society or the nation.78 Yet in the Australian
context and for the Racial Hygiene Association, race and nation were
not just equivalent, they defined each other as political projects: they
had a slogan – white Australia.79 For the Racial Hygiene Association,
‘national hygiene’ always presumed racial specificity because of the
exclusionary aspect of the Immigration Restriction Act: ‘the national
health of whites’ was the presumed understanding. But to read ‘racial
health’ as securing white identity only vis-à-vis an Asian other which
threatens its purity, is to miss the point. This may have been the case
in the 1880s and ‘90s when white Australia was first being promoted.
But by the interwar period, the (imagined) racial homogeneity of
Australia was a cultural and political given. In its own terms, racial
hygiene was about whitening and purifying Australia from the contam-
inations of other (but tarnished) whites. This was the case not only
with respect to those ‘native’ to, or naturalised within the territory and
social body of Australia,80 but also, even especially, those Britons
seeking entry whose health threatened to diminish rather than
enhance the quality of whiteness of the nation. ‘Race and health’ (or
‘racial hygiene’ for this Association) meant intervening in the quality
of national whiteness.

I take up racial hygiene in terms of venereal disease and reproduc-
tion in the final chapter, but here I am interested in this group’s
engagement with immigration. Importantly for my purposes, the
Racial Hygiene Association saw immigration as a health issue because it
was a ‘race’ issue. This conflation is apparent in a report the organisa-
tion submitted to the Prime Minister in 1928, ‘A Report on
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Immigration (as affecting Racial Values and Public Health in NSW)’.
‘Immigration is primarily a racial matter,’ they argued. They did not
mean for example that the Chinese might bring leprosy or smallpox
into the white race/nation of Australia, as the arguments had run in
the 1880s and ‘90s. Rather, they meant squarely that more stringent
health screening procedures needed to be instituted, to deter and turn
away mentally, physically and therefore morally unfit Britons.81 The
report delineated in a telling way between the category of ‘Australian’
and ‘non-Australian’, offering statistics on the comparative levels of
healthiness (variously venereal diseases, tuberculosis, insanity, criminal
tendencies) between the two groups within Australian institutions
(prisons, asylums, infectious disease hospitals). Significantly, the cate-
gorical distinction at issue was between those born in Australia on the
one hand, and those born in ‘England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales, or
Foreign Countries’ on the other.82 Here, ‘Australian’ meant whites in
Australia and ‘non-Australian’ meant British or foreign whites, not
coloured aliens. The problem, according to the authors was that 
the health of the national (white) population was diminishing due to
the unwanted migration of the ‘residue’ of the British population (the
fit being attracted to North America) and due to inadequate health
screening and standard of examination of Britons at points of depar-
ture as well as entry points – the quarantine and immigration proce-
dures on reaching Australia. In this instance, then, regulating inclusion
(of healthy and fit Britons) not exclusion (of coloured aliens) was the
concern of the Association: checking in London and in British ports for
tuberculosis, venereal diseases, and mental health. Eugenically unfit
whites were the internal enemies of the biopolitical state in a way
which was premised on the racial exclusivity of ‘white Australia’, 
but was not identical to it. The stakes were high, according the self-
important Racial Hygiene Association of New South Wales: ‘Australia is
the only continent practically free from colour problems. We hold in
our hands the opportunity to become the headquarters of the White
Race, and the centre of civilization’.83

Needless to say, this was a deluded ambition from the perspective of
many London commentators, not to mention indigenous activists. There
was a long nineteenth century British tradition of imagining the colonies
of ‘settlement’ as release-places, empty places where the pressures of
industrialisation – the ‘sanitary’ problems of space, population and
resources, producing poverty, sickness and immorality – could be
relieved. In the international hygiene literature of the interwar period, the
Australian continent was still empty.84 This was an extremely powerful
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idea, premised on and sustaining a cultural and legal obliteration of
Indigenous people’s presence and claim to land, as well as shaping tropi-
cal medicine debates about who should fill this emptiness, and how.
Population literature and medical geography often worked through
hydraulic metaphors in which fluid populations moved through unstop-
pable natural laws. For example, Woodruff’s Expansion of Races (1909) was
conceptually structured through this metaphor. ‘Population as a Fluid’
was explained in his first chapter. Subsequent chapters dealt with
‘Movements in Confined Fluids and Populations’, ‘Wave Motions’ and
‘Saturation Point of Populations’.85 Population and hygiene literature was
extensively interested in the restrictive migration regulations that had
emerged from the late nineteenth century, and the sense in which these
had built up international tensions: segregative barriers were ‘dams’
which may not be able to, and possibly should not seek to, artificially
contain and hold back ‘natural’ global population movement.
International commentators not infrequently thought the empty
Australian continent was unsustainable in this respect. It was even argued
that the northern portions should be ‘given to’ the Japanese to relieve
international population pressures, and therefore political pressures, as
the Dean of Canterbury controversially suggested in 1933.86

‘Emptiness’ also governed Australian official imperatives to populate.
Reproduction of the white race already within the continent was not
going to solve this problem of emptiness quickly enough: migration
was the solution. But governments and groups like the Racial Hygiene
Association were continually caught between wanting to facilitate
movement of white-Britons and various kinds of Europeans into 
the continent, but at the same time avoid thereby introducing into the
body politic the ‘internal enemies’ of the eugenically unfit. For
example, the Racial Hygiene Association was deeply troubled by plans
made jointly between the Australian and British governments by
which people in various pauper institutions in England would have
their passages paid. This might be desirable for British authorities and
help fix the Australia population problem numerically, but it would
raise far greater problems in terms of the health of the future
Australian population.87 This is where the dual governmental barriers
of immigration and quarantine needed to be strengthened, it was
argued: one line of defence at the medical examinations in London,
the second line of defence at the national quarantine border, now a
line of eugenic screening, letting some in, keeping others out. Between
Britain and the Dominions there was an ongoing interwar discussion
about which nations were gaining and losing the valuable fitter types
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and the undesirable unfit.88 If the Racial Hygiene Association and the
Australian governments were concerned about receiving ‘bad stock’
from Britain, British commentators were more concerned with the
reverse problem: their fittest being drawn to the Dominions, including
Australia. Fleetwood Chidell’s book, for example, Australia – white or
yellow? (1926) was in large part taken up with the biological ramifica-
tions of emigration on Britain. ‘Expatriation of the best’ he called it.89

And J.W. Gregory wrote that ‘Some British writers complain that
Australia is too fastidious and rejects far too many of those who are
anxious to settle in Australia. The complaint is that Australia will only
receive the very pick of the British workers and is unwilling to receive a
fair share of the unemployed who are now crowded into the British
towns’.90

No matter how insistently Australian governments sought fit British
whites, however, there remained the co-incident and deeply related
problem of ‘the white man in the tropics’. If the various exclusion acts
had marked Chinese, Japanese or Islanders as foreign, the problem of
the tropics marked the white body as a foreign body just as forcefully.
In Australia, the problem of ‘the white man in the tropics’ was taken
up directly as a problem of public health, government and medicine,
and was an immediate effect of the exclusionary immigration acts.

Tropical medicine and foreign white bodies: ‘Is White
Australia Possible?’

Tropical medicine was a discourse which arose out of longstanding
ideas about the foreignness of white bodies in the tropics: it was thus
part of the imperial project.91 The idea that there was a limit on 
the possibility of permanent and healthy European settlement in the
tropics became deeply entrenched. To be sure, this was not unfounded
as European military as well as commercial experiences of the tropics
from the early modern period were often disastrous in terms of mor-
bidity and mortality.92 The interest of European medicine in diseases of
warm climates and in tropical medicine closely followed the various
imperial and economic interests around the globe: British in the West
Indies and the Straits; Dutch in the East Indies; later the French in
North Africa; Americans in the Philippines; Australians in Queensland
and New Guinea. All of these colonial engagements were shaped and
accompanied by a network of medical research and administrative
effort, institutionally and intellectually defined through the fields of
‘diseases of warm climates’ and its successor, tropical medicine and
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hygiene. While new microbial studies to some extent differentiated the
latter from the former, sustained through both was a dominant aetiol-
ogy of health and ill-health that geography, temperature and climate
were causative of disease in European as well as non-European consti-
tutions. This was why place was so significant, why medicine and
health were so connected to the imperial project and why geography,
migration and hygiene were coinciding intellectual and practical
specialties.93

The discipline of tropical medicine in Australia in the early to mid
twentieth century was shaped and driven officially by the nationalist
question: ‘Is White Australia Possible?’ In this period of race-based
nation formation and the implementation of the various exclusionary
immigration acts, the biological nature, capacities, and possibilities of
whiteness came to be defined and investigated. The nature and quali-
ties of whiteness itself were always and firmly in biomedical site, liter-
ally under the microscope. Indeed this was a site which strangely
reversed the more usual gendered and raced dynamics of modern
western medico-scientific research. Rather than studying the black
body it studied the white body, and, as I have argued elsewhere, rather
than pathologising women, it pathologised men.94

The Queensland sugar industry had relied heavily on the labour 
of indentured Pacific Islanders. Thus the turn-of-the-century outlawing
of ‘coloured labour’ was a twofold problem. Not only did the exclusion
and deportation Acts essentially remove a labour force (not totally, but
certainly extensively) but this removal also left the residual problem,
the question whether ‘white man’ could even live sustainably in the
tropics, let alone undertake the heavy physical labour of the planta-
tions.95 As Australian tropical medicine experts like Raphael Cilento
argued, there was a pressing economic imperative that white labour fill,
and be seen to be able to fill, this industrial gap. There was also, as we
have seen, a strong nationalist imperative to populate the northern
edges of the new nation, to be seen to utilise and cultivate it, that is, to
own it. In their own terms, and in concert with the idea of tropical
medicine, the securing and segregating of ‘white Australia’ through the
immigration and deportation acts posed as many problems as it solved.

The link between the imperative of white Australia and tropical med-
icine was explicit in the bureaucratic development of health, and in
early twentieth century scientific and medical texts.96 As Cumpston
put it: ‘One of the most cherished of Australian ideals is the preserva-
tion of this continent for occupation by those racial stocks which have
developed it to its present condition. In view of the large proportion of
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its total area which lies within the tropics, important considerations of
tropical hygiene and of physiological adaptation to tropical tempera-
tures and humidity have had to be considered’.97 And in one of many
direct links drawn between tropical medicine and the Immigration
Restriction Act, he explained:

The very extensive discussion inevitably associated with the adop-
tion, in 1901, of the ‘white Australia’ policy brought sharply under
review the conditions of life in the tropical regions of the
Commonwealth. The decision to cease the importation of
Polynesians to work in the sugar plantations, and to repatriate those
already in Australia, raised the issue whether white Labour could
survive hard work under tropical conditions.98

The official brief of the government-funded Australian Institute for
Tropical Medicine in Townsville was the investigation of the possibility
of permanent white settlement in the North. Anton Breinl, from 1910
the first director of the Institute defined Australian tropical medicine
thus: ‘The object of tropical medicine involves much more than the
study of parasites and diseases occurring in the tropics; it comprises in
its working sphere the welfare and life of the white man under new,
and, to him, artificial conditions’.99

‘Is White Australia Possible’ was the structuring research question of
the local discipline of tropical medicine. The publications emerging out
of this research industry were prolific: J.S.C. Elkington’s Tropical
Australia: Is it Suitable for a Working White Race? (1905); W.J. Young’s
‘The Metabolism of White Race Living in the Tropics’ (1915); Raphael
Cilento’s The White Man in the Tropics (1925), and ‘Observations on the
White Working Population of Tropical Queensland’ (1926), to name a
few. Australian medical professional bodies approached the question
very seriously indeed. In 1920 the Australasian Medical Congress met in
Brisbane and took the medico-political issue of the white race and the
tropics as its theme. The proceedings were published by Government
order, compiled by Cumpston and titled ‘Tropical Australia’.100 Several
esteemed international men of science became deeply engaged in the
problem of the Australian tropical environment, its peopling and its
‘uses’, for example the Yale geographer Ellsworth Huntington and the
Sydney-trained international geographer, T. Griffith Taylor.101

Australian tropical medicine experts interrogated the white body bio-
logically to its most minute levels. The physiological, biochemical and
microbiological studies were done primarily on white men, sometimes
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on white children, but less commonly on white women. Much of the
early work at the Institute in Townsville, for example, was a series of
experiments on aspects of white skin. A number of studies problema-
tised white skin in terms of an idea of white ‘complexion’. This
stemmed from a notion of ‘tropical anaemia’ in which the same person
who was ‘rosy’ in cold climates had a certain pallor in the tropics.
Breinl and Young explained in 1919: ‘The skin of the healthy European
inhabiting a tropical climate appears to the newcomer pale and sallow,
the degree of the sallowness depending on many factors, especially
complexion and skin texture … The paleness of the skin has naturally
given rise to the conception that there exists a tropical anaemia and
that “thinness and poorness” of blood is natural sequence of prolonged
residence in the tropics’. This, they concluded is ‘from the scientific
point of view only a myth’.102 Of concern also was the effect of the sun
in turning white skin darker. For example, the Melbourne doctor J.W.
Barrett asked in 1925: ‘Can heat, and heat alone cause physical demar-
cation?’ That is, will whites living in the tropics turn brown? ‘We
know’ he answered, ‘that however sunburnt the white races who live
in hot climates may become, their children so far, show no signs of
inheriting this pigmentation’.103 Related to studies of white skin and
complexion, were studies of blood pressure and blood counts of white
men.104 The question of metabolism was also a central problematic,
entailing biochemical study of temperatures and sweat.105 Men were
placed in sweat-boxes, temperatures raised and the quantity and bio-
chemical nature of sweat ascertained.106 Other studies examined the
amount of nitrogen and sulphur excreted in urine, and the contents of
white men’s faeces.107 Sundstroem’s monumental study Contributions to
Tropical Physiology: with special reference to the adaptation of the white
man to the climate of North Queensland, details the exhaustive range of
biochemical analyses of white people.108

The discipline of tropical medicine was implicated closely with the
federation of the colonies. As we have seen, the north of Australia, and
in particular the edges of the north – the boundaries of the nation –
were newly significant for the aspiring nationalist culture of racial
homogeneity. One of many tracts entitled ‘The White Man in the
Tropics’ explained how tropical medicine, Australian race-nationalism
and the international ‘hygiene of emigration and immigration’ were
linked:

I have been asked to speak on the very important and unsolved
problem of whether the white man, and particularly the Nordic
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white man, can settle permanently in the tropics, and I need hardly
emphasize how vital is this question to the Commonwealth. Again
and again other nations have called us ‘dogs in the manger’ because
of our ‘White Australia Policy’ as regards these empty spaces, and
only recently the Dean of Canterbury voiced a very unusual opinion
that we should give North Australia to the Japanese.109

Such statements worked through, and relied on, the new geo-
political significance of Australia’s edges and the interest in distin-
guishing the whole island from Asian ‘others’ over the border,
persistently constructed as contaminating. But this political and
nationalist driving imperative was not always easily accommodated by
academic assessment. Not only was there medical concern that whites
might not sustainably populate and settle these places, but as both
Walker and Anderson have shown, some geographers questioned
whether the land and environment itself could sustain large white (or
any other) settlement and exploitation, irrespective of the political and
race need to secure the north.110

As we have seen, some commentators on international hygiene sug-
gested controversially that coloured labour should be permitted in
Australia, in part as a way of ameliorating international tension over
Australian exclusionary laws, and in part as a commercial solution to
the problem of plantation labour. In Australia – White or Yellow,
Fleetwood Chidell advocated this solution, but strictly north of a
certain line:

the international tension would at once be lessened and a compara-
tive friendly feeling would replace the intense dissatisfaction which
now only awaits an opportunity to become actively hostile …
Definite frontiers would be drawn which would divide the regions
of coloured development from those which were being worked by
white men … Along the border-line the colour bar would be strictly
maintained.111

This plan never eventuated, but prefigured the Western Australian
‘Leper Line’ which was in fact a ‘colour bar’ justified on grounds of
public health. Those, like Chidell who argued against the internation-
ally controversial white Australia policy on economic grounds (its
damage to Queensland industry, the lack of cultivation of the
Northern Territory because of the absence of labour) reversed the trop-
ical problem and relied on the idea that coloured men were naturally
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fitted to the tropics, and white men were not. This made ‘white
Australia’ not only deeply unnatural but contrary to British principles
of fairness. Thus, to claim, but not cultivate or utilise the tropics
because of this lack of fit between climate and the white man cut
across ‘our principles of Imperial rule’ as one commentator put it in
the Empire Review in 1909. These principles, he wrote, ‘do not admit
that our flag shall exclude entirely the coloured man from regions
where Nature intended that he should live and flourish’.112

Conclusion

Multiple boundaries of rule were at work in the implementation and
imagining of white Australia. The cultural and legal significance of
quarantine was useful for a particular racial politics defining and
structuring this new Australia. Part of the reason for the centrality of
quarantine to public health that I explored in the last chapter was its
place in the production of a national ‘healthiness’ figured racially.
‘Purity’ was always part of a biomedical/bodily lexicon and a racial
lexicon, and thus the micro-practices of quarantine doubled as micro-
practices of racist immigration restriction. Part of the emerging
complex of international hygiene, quarantine and immigration
restriction were biopolitical technologies functioning through border
control, technologies by which the Australian population was shaped.
This shaping took place literally, with the restriction of entry of
certain people on grounds of race, and on public health grounds. It
also took place as an imagining of the Australian national body as
pure but requiring protection, as white, but precariously so.

White Australia had many problems, which the connections with
health and hygiene aspirations and practices illustrate. The idea of
white Australia was based on racial exclusions legitimated through
always more-than-metaphorical concerns about hygiene and contami-
nation, the rendering of coloured aliens as foreign and dangerous in
every respect. White Australia was also effected through the comple-
mentary project of including particular whites on public
health/eugenic criteria. But alongside these aspects of white Australia
was the whole problem of the foreign-ness of white bodies as white,
their ‘alien-ness’ as well. Tropical medicine necessarily conceded this
foreign-ness, constantly drawing attention to the settlement 
of Australia as a process of colonisation. The logic in the very idea of
‘tropical’ medicine always implied that white man did not really
belong; or white man never quite naturally or easily fitted the space of
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the tropics. At best white man would have to continually monitor and
regulate his conduct, his daily habits in order to live there. In other
words, every time tropical medicine was called upon to demonstrate
the capacity of white man to colonise the north, the north was rein-
scribed as tropical, not the place for white society. This was the ambiva-
lence which characterised tropical medicine as a colonial knowledge.
The question ‘Is White Australia Possible?’ was posed continually, one
might say obsessively from 1901 and throughout the interwar years in
the domains of tropical medicine, international hygiene, geography
and public health. It seemed to function as a rhetorical device which
invited repeated affirmation of white Australia – posed so that it may
be answered over and over again in the affirmative. But there was
always a difficulty at the heart of tropical medicine as a knowledge, as
there is at the heart of any colonial enterprise: colonisation in Australia
is exemplary here. The knowledge used to persuade white man that he
can belong, was precisely the knowledge which historically set up the
tropics as his other space, which made ‘him’, through this period at
least, a foreign body.
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7
Sex: Public Health, Social Hygiene
and Eugenics

Administering the population with respect to sex in the first half of the
twentieth century gave rise to all kinds of interventions in the govern-
ing of the self, as well in the securing and governing of nations. Several
domains of regulation of sexual conduct and of population converged,
each legacies of mid and late Victorian social questions, social science
and social activism. And each problematised both the pathological and
the reproductive implications of sex. Sexology – the science of sex –
became expert and institutionalised. Linked but with a different
genealogy was the very public feminist debate on venereal disease 
with its politicising of relations between men and women, between 
the forceful state and particular women, and its agenda for the self-
governance of men in relation to their sexual desire. Interwar ‘social
hygiene’ in Britain, can be understood as the outcome of one strand 
of sexology (concerned with birth control) and a direct descendent of
nineteenth century feminist Contagious Diseases Acts protest. ‘Social
hygiene’ in Britain was, as we have seen, ‘racial hygiene’ in Australia.
Linked again, but with its own antecedents in nineteenth century
biology, was eugenics. Because eugenics had the reproduction of the
population firmly in sight, the position of women, the regulation of
sex by individuals as well as by the state, and the nature of relations
between men and women were issues which eugenic individuals 
and organisations constantly took up, hence the personal, intellectual
and institutional cross over between feminism, sexology, eugenics 
and social hygiene. Finally, governments in the period – never separate
from these other developments – had their own reasons for being inter-
ested in the regulation of sex, health and fitness. Anxiously concerned
with degeneracy and falling birth-rates, many national governments
were increasingly taking responsibility for reproduction as part of
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public health and welfare, in concert with the longstanding respons-
ibility for the management of communicable diseases.

Separating the strands of these movements, organisations and intel-
lectual histories of the regulation of sex, health and population is a
teasing historical task, and certainly not my aim here.1 I am interested,
however, in exploring further the convergence of the fields, the prob-
lems and the logics of eugenics and public health.2 If in the last
chapter I explored this convergence with respect to international
hygiene and migration issues, here I explore it with respect to the
other biopolitical domains of sex, disease and reproduction. I am con-
cerned with the increasingly calculated administration of contagious
and reproductive sex: how eugenics and public health grafted onto the
problematisation of sex, and thus grafted onto each other, as ways of
comprehending, as well as acting upon, the population. In all, my
interest is less to argue for the political and social reach of eugenics, as
that has received considerable attention,3 and rather more to explore
the political and social reach of a eugenically inflected public health.

The management of the connection between sex, purity and repro-
duction ended up in many interwar contexts as a racism ‘internal to
the biopolitical state’.4 The sense in which Nazi policies were born out
of the human sciences, and were in part health policies concerned with
strength of the population has been detailed.5 Here I look at the dense
clustering of the rationalities of the human sciences and the biomed-
ical sciences which constituted a grafted eugenics and public health in
Australia, but with reference also to British organisations and their
imperial extensions. I am interested again in this chapter in the capac-
ity of ‘hygiene’ to refer to many levels of governance at once: bodily
and personal hygiene, domestic and urban hygiene, and as we have
seen, imperial and international hygiene. ‘Hygiene’ in the interwar
years is an exemplary site as well as explanatory tool, with which to
explore governmentality, at once a technique of domination, and a
technique of the (sexual, national, racial) self. Sex hygiene was a way
of ‘doing’, as well as thinking, nationalism: it was also national 
and racial hygiene, at once an internalised ambition of citizen-subjects
and an aspiration of government.6

Sociologists and historians of government constantly return to devel-
opments over the first half of the twentieth century to explore and
explain the possible trajectories and the paradoxes of liberalism, 
and with good reason: these were the years of ‘social government’ and 
of welfare; of social democracy and compulsory sterilisation in
Scandinavian nations and elsewhere; of commissions of enquiry into
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birth-rates, physical deterioration, the feeble-minded, lunacy and
mental deficiency; of the gradual slide from the ‘good despotic’ rule
which was always inside the logic of liberal government to the total-
itarian capacity of the Nazi state to pronounce death as well as to
administer life.7 In short, this was the ‘eugenic half-century’ which saw
the racialisation of many biopolitical states. Reading Foucault’s History
of Sexuality, Ann Laura Stoler both locates and extends his ideas about
‘the intersection of sexuality, degeneracy and racism with the emer-
gence of the biopolitical state’. This was ‘a preoccupation with blood …
[which] haunted the administration of sexuality’.8 Yet the blood lines
Foucault was interested in were largely about preserving the pure past.
Eugenic culture and its public health expressions problematised the
sexual and racial connection between the present generation and its
progeny – one, two, one hundred generations into the future. Eugenic
culture expressed a desire for a future hygienic utopia, rather than a
nostalgia for a pure past. This line between the present and the future,
necessarily produced by sex, is the final line of hygiene I consider in
the book.

Venereal disease: detention and education

In Chapter 3, on the sanatorium, I examined education into healthy
and responsible citizenship as one of the objectives of segregation
itself. This self-governance in matters of health proliferated in the
interwar period around the pathological and reproductive questions of
sex. What characterised public health and eugenics were elaborate
campaigns of education, instruction and ‘propaganda’ to use the inter-
war term. Those well inside the social body (racially, mentally, physi-
cally) were positively bombarded with inculcation towards healthy
habits and the civic education of desire for health and hygiene. 
I discuss this further below. But it is important to recognise the sus-
tained medico-penal detention of certain sub-populations as a way of
qualifying the common argument that there was a modern shift
toward a ‘governmental’ new public health in the twentieth century.9

The ongoing place of segregative medico-penal governance can be
illustrated especially through the problem of venereal disease manage-
ment – the crux of ‘social hygiene’. In concert with increasingly refined
classifications, the removal and compulsory treatment of the medically
and morally dangerous was sustained. Indeed, eugenic mentalities fos-
tered and facilitated the classificatory and segregative tendencies
which, as we have seen through the book, had long belonged squarely
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to the field of public health. Thus, far from analysing such public
health detention as a residual legacy of Victorian CD Acts or of ‘old’
quarantining technologies, it is more accurate to see such trends as
consistent with the fresh rationales which eugenics brought to public
health classification and segregation.10 By the same token, it shows the
way in which eugenic ideas and practices absorbed the classificatory
and segregative ambitions of public health.

Throughout the book I have examined different legal and cultural
genealogies of public health detention. The emergency quarantine
enacted in the early nineteenth-century European cholera epidemics
were the legislative precedents and the carceral models for later
management of acutely infectious diseases in Australia (and elsewhere):
for example, smallpox in 1881 and 1913, plague in 1900, influenza in
1919. I have also examined the hybrid nature of the tuberculosis sana-
torium as a disciplinary space: part health-resort, part quarantine
station, part workhouse/asylum, part farm colony. Asylums and
Lunacy Acts also offered rationales for and means of segregation.11

Lock hospitals for prostitutes with venereal diseases served as a further
model for the public health detention of people with chronic diseases,
if a controversial one. On the one hand the anti-CD Act agitation in
Britain haunted twentieth-century public health in all kinds of ways.
But on the other hand, the lock hospital was sustained as a model, as
well (in some locations) as an actual practice for the removal of the
morally as well as the medically dangerous. This was especially so in
the first half of the twentieth century when categories and classifica-
tions of dangerousness and unfitness were authorised and
implemented far more rigidly and finely than in the nineteenth
century, and when exigencies of wartime made such classification and
spatial segregation seem even more socially necessary, for many.

Attempts to manage venereal disease in the nineteenth century gave
rise to many of the problems of liberal governance that I have
discussed. Along with compulsory vaccination, the compulsory deten-
tion, examination and treatment of certain women in certain places
under CD Acts throughout the Empire provoked debate over personal
sovereignty, the legitimacy of public health detention in lock hospi-
tals, and the controversial suspension of habeas corpus. There was also
specifically feminist protest over the surveillance of women, not men
in the circulation of the disease and in the regulation of sex. The
strength of this opposition meant that compulsory detention was
deemed an impossibility thereafter in Britain itself, but elsewhere in
the Empire and the Commonwealth, this version of public health
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detention was sustained well into the twentieth century. As Philippa
Levine has shown, the methods, the problem and the heatedness of
any CD Act agitation varied across imperial locations, and in quite a
few cases, the colonial acts were sustained well past their domestic
repeal.12 In fact, to take the British Empire as a whole, lock hospitals
were in and out of use from the early nineteenth century – in some
Indian provinces for example – and until after the Second World 
War – in some Australian states.13

Unlike the British instance where a strong combination of Victorian
liberalism and feminism made public health detention for venereal
disease virtually impossible to contemplate in the twentieth century, in
Australia, medico-penal systems were either newly implemented in the
early twentieth century, or were sustained from their original imple-
mentation in the 1860s. In Queensland, the Contagious Diseases Act of
1868 was modelled on the series of British Acts, but was significantly
different. If the British Acts were limited to the compulsory detention,
examination and treatment of women within certain garrison towns,
the Queensland Act could be applied, in theory, to anyone, anywhere.
It was replaced by the Queensland Health Act of 1911 which, while
omitting the objectionable reference to contagious diseases and their
problematic history of management, nonetheless maintained the lock
hospital system. Women detained under the 1911 Act who were also
categorised as ‘common prostitutes’ were placed in the Female
Venereal Disease Isolation Hospital. In 1913 the hospital was moved
from the medical site of the Brisbane General Hospital to the penal site
of the city’s main prison complex. There, women with venereal dis-
eases were compulsorily held in a ward behind the central building for
male prisoners.14 On the one hand this spatial conflation of medical
and penal institutions and practices was longstanding and not uncom-
mon, as we have seen throughout the book.15 But on the other, it was a
significantly new legislative and geographic/architectural expression of
this conflation.

A further example from the period concerns Aboriginal people, an
instance of the kind of racial cordon sanitaire discussed in Chapter 4.
Driven by the desire to minimise venereal disease amongst Indigenous
communities, officials in the Western Australian government sought
ways and means to effectively isolate afflicted Aboriginal people. One
suggestion made in 1906 was to ‘declare a reserve and muster in it all
the natives and have a thorough examination made of them all’.16 This
would be a two-acre block with a ten-foot fence surrounding it, and
with a dividing fence to separate men and women. The idea was
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rejected, however, in favour of the use of islands. What is interesting
here for my purposes are the legislative moves made to legalise this
particular compulsory detention. The islands themselves were imag-
ined as lock hospitals – that is, as public health/medical spaces in the
carceral tradition. But they were made carceral not through public
health legislation or even criminal/penal legislation, but through
Aboriginal protection legislation. A 1911 Amendment Act was passed
specifically to make the islands, and equivalent lock hospitals on the
mainland, ‘reserves’, thereby giving doctors and the state the right to
detain Aboriginal people in them.17

The New South Wales Prisoners’ Detention Act of 1908 is a final
example of the ongoing carceral nature of public health spaces.
Beginning its passage as the Contagious Diseases Bill, its title was later
altered, legislators again eschewing direct reference to, and replication
of, the CD Acts. But the change to ‘Prisoners’ Detention’ reveals how
closely aligned the medical and the penal systems were. In its final
version, this was a disguised piece of venereal disease legislation.
Designed to work in concert with the Police Offences Act, which ren-
dered soliciting punishable by imprisonment, it allowed any prisoner
to be inspected for venereal disease. If infected they could be detained
in prison until the disease was cured, that is beyond the period of
detention of their original sentence.18 In this version, prisons them-
selves became the lock hospitals, and many people were imprisoned in
order to be rendered into ‘patients’. The Act empowered the Governor
to proclaim ‘any hospital, or any part of a hospital or of a public gaol,
prison, or house of correction, or of a place of detention to be a lock
hospital’.19 After extensive discussion of this legislation and venereal
disease management at a Select Committee Inquiry in 1915 chaired by
Member of Parliament and President of the local Eugenics Society, Dr
Richard Arthur,20 a new Venereal Disease Act was passed in 1918. Partly
because of the exigencies and the culture of extraordinary measures
produced by the War, the 1918 VD Act was a heavy-handed piece of
legislation. It rendered notification compulsory, required that a person
with any form of venereal disease must consult a doctor or hospital
with financial penalty or three months imprisonment. Further, 
a person infected with venereal disease ‘must not marry’, or face a
penalty of £500 or five years imprisonment or both, and must not
knowingly infect another person.21

These carceral practices and spaces were newly authorised in both
world wars. In the Great War, for example, returning soldiers with
venereal disease were generally held in camps until pronounced cured.22
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Judith Smart has demonstrated how venereal disease policy in Australia
‘ran parallel to the changing assessment of the defence needs of 
the colonies and nation and, with those needs, developing ideas about
the specifically gendered duties and requirements of citizenship’.23 In
1942 there was a new regulation under the wartime National Emergency
Act which permitted the detention and compulsory examination of any
venereal disease suspect throughout Australia. It was in force especially
strongly in Queensland. In Australia such places and practices of deten-
tion as a way of managing venereal disease continued until 1946, with
the repeal of this Act. From that period penicillin for syphilis and
sulphonamides for gonorrhoea quickly and radically altered the
longstanding spatial and carceral organisation of venereal disease
prevention, although the use of the logic of ‘dangerousness’, it has been
argued, persisted into the early management of HIV/AIDS and indeed
into the twenty-first century logic for detaining asylum-seekers.24

Rather than indicating a phasing out of ‘quarantine’ technologies
over time, these instances show how carceral spaces of public health
were being reinvented, given fresh expression in the first half of the
twentieth century. Not only were there new institutions for categories
like the feeble-minded, for epileptics, as well as the infectious disease
hospitals, the leper colonies and the sanatoria that I have discussed,
there were new sites for the holding and treating of certain populations
with venereal disease, mainly women defined as common prostitutes
but also men as returned soldiers.

In Britain, the nineteenth century controversy over the CD Acts
meant that compulsory examination and detention was highly
unlikely to be tried again domestically, and there was, as we have seen
in the case of leprosy, a general trend away from enforcing other kinds
of public health detention. ‘A Threat of Compulsion!’ was the shocked
and exclamatory leader of a 1937 issue of the British Social Hygiene
Council’s Health and Empire. It was imperative for the Council that vol-
untariness be its core philosophy. Taking aim at the Queensland gov-
ernment, amongst others, the editor wrote: ‘Practically all other
countries have thought it necessary to have compulsory powers, and
even our own Dominions have taken a different line from the mother
country on this point’. The article stressed that ‘a voluntary scheme is
in line with British tradition, which puts great stress on personal
liberty’.25 If other countries compelled the inspection and detention of
prostitutes, there was an investment in this public health context, as in
Sir Leonard Rogers’ leprosy plans, in British ‘freedom’. British rule,
liberal rule ideally sought consent through education and opportunity.
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Enlightened sex and health education, not detention and inspection,
was the mission of the Social Hygiene Council. It defined social hygiene
as measures ‘associated with matters of sex in its various aspects, physi-
ological, psychological and morbid, especially as these affect social and
family life’.26 Importantly for my purposes, the Council comprehended
venereal disease and its management squarely as an imperial problem
and responsibility. Colonial tendencies toward compulsion, as well as
the disease itself, needed to be countered by ‘the enlightenment of the
population by specially arranged educational and propaganda methods
… the development of a lively health conscience’.27 The ethics of
conduct had an explicitly imperial reach. The Council organised the
Imperial Social Hygiene Congresses regularly through the interwar
years, thereby securing ‘Imperial co-operation in public health’.28 New
technologies were developed alongside the idea of ‘public instruction’
which governments inherited from nineteenth century philanthropic
and sanitary associations. In particular the educational film on venereal
disease prevention and sex conduct was the highly favoured tool of
instruction. The Social Hygiene Council sent out films to all the domin-
ions and colonies, usually utilising the equivalent local association. The
‘Empire Educational Projector’ was advertised in Health and Empire as ‘a
new power for propaganda work’.29 This education into healthy
conduct was understood as an imperial responsibility, part of the liberal
program of educating into the capacity for citizenship: ‘British policy
gradually confers the responsibility of citizenship on the various races
for whom it acts as trustee. It becomes therefore of primary importance
that citizens of British and of other races should have some knowledge
of the social problems and of the methods of handling them that have
proved effective’.30

In Australia, education as venereal disease prevention also concerned
eugenicists, feminists and nationalists. While compulsory detention as
a method of prevention was problematic for some, the coercive and
persuasive systems coexisted far more comfortably in Australia than
would have been possible in Britain. The Racial Hygiene Association
initially referred to itself as the Race Improvement Society. It was
formed for ‘the teaching of sex hygiene … to work for racial health
improvement, which includes sex education and the eradication 
and prevention of Venereal Disease’.31 Like the Social Hygiene Council
(and indeed many other similar interwar associations),32 the venereal
disease issue was for this Association a gateway to the other great
concerns of the period, precisely because it was about reproduction and
hygiene. All kinds of social problems exercised the members of the
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Racial Hygiene Association: the coercive treatment of Aboriginal
people, the age of consent, the programmes of assimilation, sterilisa-
tion and mental hygiene (they moved in favour of compulsory
sterilisation), birth control and as we have seen, immigration and
health screening. The Association secured many of the Social Hygiene
Council’s anti-VD films, showing them mainly to inner-city audiences.
They hosted a weekly talk on the theosophist radio station 2GB, which
was to have a long history of broadcasting social hygiene and sexologi-
cal issues. In all, at the same time as the ‘unfit’ and the morally and
medically dangerous were being sought, diagnosed and managed
spatially in Australia, the fitness of the ‘fit’ was constantly being urged
as a personal responsibility.

Reproduction and responsibility

By the twentieth century, government interest in regulating sexual
conduct incorporated not only the longstanding issue of sex as a
potentially pathological act – venereal diseases – but sex as a reproduc-
tive act – the future population. Reproduction of the population was
crucial for the biopolitical state. The idea of medical police in the eigh-
teenth century held clear pro-natalist ambitions in which the promo-
tion of marriage, the state supervision of midwifery, and regulation of
early infant welfare practices were priorities of government.33 Indeed
this plan of ‘medical police’ was all but realised in the pro-natalist and
later the eugenic twentieth century, when reproduction was brought
into the fold of government and public health as it had never been
before. For many nations, the early welfare state was a maternalist
state, a ‘pro-natalist’ state. Across the western world, the precise pro-
gramme of eugenics and its biologically based theories of promoting
good breeding and preventing bad breeding in human populations
merged into that turn-of-the-century moment when governments and
experts were acutely concerned, in the first instance, with simple
numerical assessment of population. Declining birth-rates of nationally
bounded populations – often figured as ‘racial suicide’ – was the early
governmental issue.34 In England class differentiated birth rate was
related to the quality of the national health as a whole, and this deeply
informed new health and welfare policy. Reproduction was part of the
health of the nation as well as the Empire.35

In Australia a marked decline in women’s reproductivity was taken
very seriously by State and Commonwealth governments who pro-
jected their statistics both temporally and geographically onto (what
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was seen as) the hopelessly underpopulated ‘empty’ new Australian
space. Government statisticians and health experts gathered informa-
tion on birth-control methods and usage, on abortion, on infant 
and maternal mortality rates, on venereal diseases and on techniques
and places of confinement.36 In the interwar years, reproduction,
childbirth and infant welfare became bureaucratised and increasingly
regulated within departments of health. For example, the New South
Wales Labor Government that established a very early Motherhood
Endowment Scheme, created in 1920 a new Ministerial Portfolio of
Public Health and Motherhood. Race-specific welfare policies were
developed to support and encourage reproduction of future citizens.37

Conduct in relation to motherhood became a highly regulated indus-
try as health departments sponsored centres and experts in maternal
and infant welfare, as feminist groups created new women’s hospitals,
and as an industry in mothering advice literature was advanced.38

Women became citizens in this period in many ways as mothers,
and governments rapidly assumed financial, regulatory and institu-
tional responsibility for the promotion and conditions of childbirth as
well as reproductive sex. This was as true of socialist and liberal govern-
ments as of interwar totalitarian governments.39 Women’s reproductive
selves were thus increasingly the objects and subjects of biopolitical
governance. National or racial hygiene became the responsibility of
individual citizens, insofar as they could exercise choices over their
reproductive conduct and their bodily fitness. Healthy habits and
conduct were made desirable for the dutiful citizen, a simultaneous
desire for self-fulfilment and of personal responsibility for the
nation/race. As the editor of Health and Empire put it, the aim of social
hygiene and public health was to make ‘healthy living and healthy
thinking … recognized as an essential equipment of the citizen’.40 Thus
the period is characterised by an extraordinary amount of instruction
into, and cultivation of, reproductively responsible and fit selves. The
British Social Hygiene Council took its ‘propaganda work’ extremely
seriously, both its mission to the British population and especially its
mission to educate imperially. The Propaganda Committee suggested
12 points that should be stressed in Social Hygiene Propaganda work.
One of these was to ‘promote an attitude of mind towards questions of
Sex that attaches individual responsibility to the exercise of the racial
instinct’.41 The Social Hygiene Council aimed to ‘emphasise the
responsibility of the community and the individual for preserving or
improving, by educative and social measures, the quality of future gen-
erations’.42 A company creating Health Illustrations advertised with the
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Eugenics Education Society, producing images and posters which
impressed on the public conscience not only ‘the Delight and power of
perfect health’ but ‘the fact that each person’s health is mainly in his
own hands’.43 For the great mass of people within the Australian or
British civic body and throughout the Empire and Commonwealth,
this was the era of education into desire for fitness and healthiness, the
era of modernised health propaganda, posters, Health Week, public
instruction, the National Health Campaign, the era of films, lecturettes
and radio talks on health and hygiene matters.

One site of intervention was marriage itself – the major institution
for the regulation of reproduction. As one New South Wales birth
control advocate rallied in 1932: ‘To reach and influence all the
dysgenic influences which have invaded the body politic of health, we
must attack one of the chief “danger zones” without further delay – the
zone of marriage’.44 The Racial Hygiene Association of New South
Wales established clinics in the 1930s for precisely this kind of marital
advice.45 It both counselled and tested couples, as well as created and
promoted public education on the responsibility to seek and declare
knowledge of one’s own or one’s family’s physical and mental history.
Undertaking this risk management procedure, those intending
marriage could complete a mental test for personal or familial traces of
epilepsy, perversions, alcoholism or inherited tendencies and a physi-
cal test for syphilis, gonorrhoea, tuberculosis or again, ‘inherited
diseases and tendencies’ (see Figures 7.1 and 7.2). Marion Paddington,
a birth control advocate who set up a rival clinic to the Racial Hygiene
Association, wrote that ‘the task at present is to safeguard the future of
those entering marriage today. This may be done by securing blood
tests from both … Such deleterious strains as mental deficiency,
congenital venereal disease, tuberculosis, epilepsy and alcoholism
should not be allowed to persist’.46

There were attempts to make this kind of health certification com-
pulsory, although in Australia this never eventuated. Richard Arthur,
sometime Minister of Health and President of the New South Wales
Eugenics Society, argued for its compulsion from the time he chaired
the Venereal Disease Select Committee in 1915 throughout the inter-
war years. If ‘clean bills of health’ (interestingly using the old port
term for vessel clearance) could not be compelled, he argued to the
Health Week Conference in 1931, ‘we can spread the knowledge that
it is extremely desirable … We must think of the great risk not only to
the one partner, but also to their possible offspring’.47 In 1926 a
‘Qualification for Marriage Act’ was presented to the Eugenics
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Figures 7.1 and 7.2 Pre-marital health screening: the eugenic cordons sanitaires
between the current and future generations
Source: The Racial Hygiene Association of NSW Annual Report, 1938–39. Courtesy, the
Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales
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Education Society in London from a Melbourne-based member. It
turned out to be no such thing, but rather one eugenicist’s expression
of what should be enacted in Australian parliaments, as elsewhere. ‘No
persons may contract marriage … unless … a sealed Certificate is
issued … that such parties are fit and proper persons to marry’. Under
his scheme, 30 days before intended marriage, the couple would be
required to give details of personal and family history. No certificate
of fitness would be granted ‘if either of the parties is suffering from
any infectious and contagious disease, or is deformed, or mentally
deficient, or degenerate’ or if any child would likely become ‘a burden
on the State’. Importantly, these categories of unfitness were identical
to and probably drawn from, the health restrictions placed on
entrants under quarantine and immigration powers. As with many
eugenic arguments, the link was drawn here between such a require-
ment of individuals and the viability and healthiness of the citizenry,
which in his opinion needed to be more exclusive. Radical democrati-
sation, he argued had meant that ‘increasing voting power is placed in
the hands of those most unfitted to exercise such power’.48 If
one could not wind back the unwise extension of the franchise, one
should shape the fitness of the future citizenry. For him, the eugeni-
cally healthy citizen was the only legitimate reproductive citizen.

Like compulsory certificates of health for marriage, some argued for
compulsory sterilisation of the feeble-minded. Between the respective
Labor Party and Roman Catholic opposition, as well as ongoing debate
about the compulsion of vaccination, compulsory sterilisation was
effectively avoided in Britain and Australia, but not, as is well known,
in Nazi Germany, in the Scandinavian nations, in provinces of Canada,
and several US states.49 Rather, it was the cultivation of individual
‘racial’ responsibility around sex which characterised the eugenic
moment in these national contexts, alongside the widespread use of
segregation of those deemed outside the civic body. ‘Voluntary
Sterilization for Human Betterment’, the Vice-President of the
Victorian Eugenics Society urged in a 1938 lecture.50 This was a liberal
version of governance through freedom, of encouraging and educating
into the desire and need for responsible sterilisation (or vaccination or
health certificates). These were not only civic duties, but actively con-
stituted an individual as a good citizen. Paradoxically, one could even
be educated into the civic duty of accepting compulsion. In 1947, for
example, the Eugenics Society in Victoria again broached compulsory
health checks before marriage – X-ray for tuberculosis, blood test and
examination for, and family history of, inherited diseases. It was
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suggested that ‘such examination should be free and public opinion
should be educated to the point where it would be prepared to accept
it as compulsory’.51

In addition to the proliferation of programmes, institutions, and
literature in maternal and infant welfare in the period, government
sought to shape men’s conduct in relation to reproductive sex. Sex edu-
cation for boys was a feature of the period, and was constantly argued
over in terms of nature, style and content. Government departments of
Health and of Education were increasingly co-operating and crossing
over, not only with respect to physical issues – diagnostic procedures for
diphtheria, dental hygiene checks, the supply of school milk – but also
with respect to moral and sexual instruction.52 This was instruction in
civic responsibility, gathered under the idea of hygiene. ‘Education of
the community in hygiene’, one commentator put it at a conference
held in Health Week, 1931. ‘Educationists are charged with the task of
implanting the threefold ideal in the child mind – individual responsi-
bility, community consciousness, and racial welfare’.53

Men were also enjoined to take real responsibility for themselves as
reproductive, and therefore raced and national, beings. Citizens of New
South Wales were asked by the Health Department to ‘Sow the Seeds of
Good Health’, a poster campaign of the interwar years (see Figure 7.3).
Here health and the reproduction of healthiness converged: one
needed to be healthy in order to responsibly and dutifully pass on
healthiness to the future generation. The Realist style of the health
poster, now so strongly linked to Soviet propaganda as well as Nazi
hyper-masculinity,54 indicates how the form and the content belong as
much to the interwar period generally, as to the totalitarian regimes
specifically. That is, the connections between public health, national
strength, and reproductivity made so powerfully in this poster held as
much currency in interwar New South Wales as they did in Britain or
Nazi Germany, if with different effects. There were several messages of
responsibility carried in the image and the text: the responsibility 
to think of sex as reproductive; within that idea, the responsibility to
understand sex as potentially reproducing infections, inheritable traits,
tendencies, and undesirable qualities in the next generation; and there-
fore the responsibility to know and secure one’s own health.
Responsible sex reproduced and enhanced the social, national, and
racial health and vitality, and as this image suggests, strength and viril-
ity. In this way, good citizens were not just cautioned negatively to
ensure that they did not pass on taints, but enjoined positively to pass
on the seeds of good health: ‘laying upon the conscience of the people
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Figure 7.3 Nationalism, virility and responsibility: Sow the Seeds of Good Health
Source: New South Wales Department of Health poster, c. 1930. Courtesy, the Powerhouse
Museum, Sydney.



their responsibility to bestow upon their children the endowment of
their own health in every part of their being’.55

Particularly important here, is the way in which many governments,
alongside organisations like the Eugenics Education Society, the Racial
Hygiene Association of NSW, the British Social Hygiene Council and
others, saw ‘education’ and ‘habit’ as both ends and means. These were
the mechanics, the practices by which individuals participated in the
biopolitical shaping of population: in these ways a civic identity imply-
ing both responsibility and health was both asked of people, and
created. In this period of intense nationalism, one’s own intimate
sexual choices and actions were understood to be always significant for
the nation/race. Civics, public health and eugenics went together.

The eugenic cordon sanitaire: contagion and the future
population

By thinking about public health as part of an interwar and an imperial
eugenic culture, it becomes possible to understand eugenics itself as a
kind of preventive health. This is so simply at the level of substantive
topics of population management, which crossed over the domains of
public health and eugenics: the interlinking population issues of repro-
ductive sex, venereal disease, as well as tuberculosis and migration
regulation, which I have intermittently discussed. But the grafting 
of eugenics onto public health is also important to analyse at the level
of problematisation and technique: the problematisation of connec-
tion, contagion and contact, and the complementary hygienic
technique of the cordon sanitaire. In that the reproduction of the
population was so important in this period, and in that all kinds of
social and bodily qualities were being refigured as inheritable, that is,
as contagious between generations, it is possible to understand the
many regulatory techniques in play as eugenic cordons sanitaires.

The eugenic cordons sanitaires took several forms. They incorporated
the older mechanism of lunacy incarceration. But less recognised is the
extent to which they borrowed from, indeed became part of, the spatial
mechanisms of communicable disease control. That is, they were plainly
segregative. Some segregative measures were enacted and implemented
as social policy, others were the dreams of social planning utopians,
dreams of the perfectibility of man, of nation or of race. But I am inter-
ested here in drawing the connection between longstanding spatial
public health measures, and the way in which they merged with eugenic
hopes of segregation with the aim of preventing sex and reproduction
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between the fit and the unfit, however classified. In crudest form, the
unfit were isolated from the fit so as to separate the lines of descent,
ideally to block any line of unfit descent. This manifested as institutions
and spaces like the epileptic colony, and asylums for the mentally
unfit.56 To some extent the leper colonies also came to be considered
under this rationale, because of the still strong comprehension of
leprosy as hereditary. What had been implemented under other
preventive logics, were drawn into the eugenic logic of segregation: the
prevention of reproduction between the fit and the unfit. Moreover,
reproduction between the isolated unfit was likewise prevented spatially.
The supervision of the segregation of the sexes which had long been
typical of penal and medical institutions of isolation, was given added
significance by the eugenic concern for the future population.

Over the first half of the twentieth century, segregation and sterilisa-
tion came to be discussed as alternative methods for the prevention of
the spread of physical and mental taints into the future generation.
‘There are two possible ways to prevent the marriage of the feeble-
minded, namely segregation and sterilisation’, it was put succinctly by
a speaker at the 1931 Health Week conference in Sydney.57 Indeed ster-
ilisation was often understood to be an inexpensive, but also a more
humane alternative to institutional isolation.58 At other times, sterilisa-
tion and segregation were perceived and pursued as twin measures.59 In
either case, sterilisation was another form of the eugenic cordon sani-
taire. It severed the link between the unfit individual and their now
impossible offspring. That particular problematic descent line was
brought to an end with a eugenically satisfying cut.

Mitchell Dean and others have written about the sovereign power of
death that has historically accompanied the biopolitical administration
of life in certain circumstances. In the twentieth century, he writes,
killing itself ‘is re-posed at the level of entire populations … This power
to disallow life is perhaps best encapsulated in the injunctions of the
eugenic project’.60 Of course qualitatively and ethically entirely differ-
ent to the experience of Jews and others under National Socialism to
which Dean largely refers, the Australian and British eugenic cordons
sanitaires of segregation and sterilisation were both nonetheless ways of
systematically disallowing life in the interests, as it were, of a particular
vision of a future population. As we have seen – and of course this is
very important – compulsory sterilisation was never enforced in
Australia or in Britain, but this was not for lack of effort on the part of
many health bureaucrats, eugenic advocates and social/racial hygiene
organisations.61 Nor did the failure to render sterilisation of the mentally
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deficient compulsory mean, of course, that it did not take place within
all kinds of institutions, legalised with the consent of doctors, magis-
trates and parents or state guardians. Voluntary sterilisation was also
undertaken as a form of birth control, along with ‘barrier methods’
another kind of cordons sanitaires with the future.62 It is the segregating
logic of the techniques of both isolation and sterilisation which is
significant here, for in both discussion and implementation the logic
belonged to the pre-existing field of health and hygiene.

In Australia, experts looked not only to internal segregation or sterilisa-
tion, but also to immigration/quarantine lines to secure the mental and
physical hygiene of the population. In this way, immigration restriction
laws and regulations were not only imagined as barriers against the intro-
duction of infectious diseases, but increasingly strongly, as discussed in
the last chapter, as eugenic cordons sanitaires. The immigration/-
quarantine regulations were also called up as ways to (re)produce and
retain racial homogeneity within the population, and to prevent inter-
breeding between the internal white race and external other races.
Simply, migration lines were one mode of racial segregation, and not
only in the Australian context. The Eugenics Education Society in its
pamphlet on responsibility to the future generation, Those Who Come
After, aimed ‘to prevent the immigration of undesirable aliens to this
country and so prevent the debasement of the race by intermarriage’.63 In
H.L. Wilkinson’s book on global population issues and white Australia,
the connections between these different lines of hygiene, these related
cordons sanitaires, structured his chapter outline. Logically for him, as for
many others in the period, a chapter on ‘Immigration Restriction Laws’
throughout the world was followed with a related chapter on
‘Interbreeding and Segregation of Races’.64 For him, immigration restric-
tion laws were the major ‘barriers to racial interbreeding’ on a global scale,
barriers which the ‘colour bar’ in the United States and in South Africa
emulated.65 In such ways, immigration borders were quarantine lines,
were colour bars, were eugenic cordons sanitaires.

In many instances, prior segregative practices on the grounds of
health and infectious disease management, as well as prior segregations
on the grounds of race, assumed eugenic rationales. Conversely, strictly
eugenic policies or plans assumed health measures as well as the
language of contamination and segregation. One text, Future
Generations: Women the Future Ruler of this Earth, put it this way:

A leper – diseased – is isolated from his fellow beings and not
allowed to perpetuate. A social leper (syphilitic, epileptic, etc.) may
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roam at will and leave progeny where and when he wished to the
detriment of future generations … If the man and woman are
honest, true, sound mentally and bodily their progeny is required
by future generations, but if they are diseased mentally physically or
morally FUTURE GENERATIONS DEMAND THAT THEY SHOULD
NOT BE ALLOWED TO PERPETUATE.66

The author of this tract argued that the one ethical obligation of all
humans is to future generations. If one related unethically to those
generations by procreating with taint, one should be punished and
rendered incapable of reproduction: ‘If after punishment man or
woman still showed signs of disease they should be treated as diseased
lepers and isolated – removed to a portion of the earth reserved for
such diseases (lepers) persons [sic]’.67

This was an extreme and idiosyncratic text. Yet it accurately
suggests the common eugenic (indeed public health) centrality of
women as reproducers, or of Woman, ‘a creature to whom the race is
more than the individual’, as another writer put it.68 It also accurately
indicates the driving eugenic concern for unborn generations. An
ethical responsibility to the future generation did in many countries
outweigh the civil liberties of individuals in the present. ‘From
Generation to Generation’ was the title of but one educational film,
shown by the Eugenics Education Society in Victoria.69 And the inside
cover the of the British Society’s publications Those Who Come After
reads: ‘Our duty to posterity is at least as great as our duty to our
neighbour’.70 It was put in a detailed way by Dr Richard Arthur in a
parliamentary speech in 1921: ‘we should concentrate our attention
on any Proposal which will have the effect of benefiting the coming
generation … We owe to the child, if possible, that it should have
good parents’. He then got specific: ‘We will guard against persons
who are suffering from syphilis, from tuberculosis, or who are
mentally defective in any way will hand on some vicious or defective
trait to their children – from being able to reproduce their like. There
is no doubt that the segregation of such individuals will be the strong
aim of the future community’.71

The eugenic mentalité created contagions out of many human quali-
ties, not just transmissible diseases like syphilis or tuberculosis. All kinds
of previously social and moral attributes were reified into physical and
later genetic attributes which could be passed on across space or across
time. On the one hand this was driven by longstanding cultural usage
of hygiene metaphors, or of folk theories of contamination.72 But it was
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not just that in this period. Epilepsy, feeble-mindedness, homosexual-
ity, criminality, prostitution, alcoholism, were all rendered into
pathologies considered transferable between generations through repro-
duction. They were ‘caught’ by one generation from another. This
literal not just metaphorical pathologisation of certain attributes into
transmissible phenomena is yet another reason for the convergence of
public health and eugenics, under ‘hygiene’. Hence the need, in ‘marital
hygiene’, for screening in all these mental and physical conditions. In
controlling ‘mental defectives … either by confining, or in certain cases
sterilisation [we] prevent them from at least handing on their defects.
Many defectives become criminals, unemployables, and prostitutes who
spread V.D.’73

The ‘reproduction’ of these pathologies was understood in ways
which confused the mechanisms of heredity with those of infection.
Conditions like syphilis or gonorrhoea were understood as ‘inherita-
ble’, when what was meant was the transmission of the microbe from
the mother to the child at birth. Yet the connection between heredity
and infection was not just a naïve mistake in the period, but rather a
longstanding interest in and effort to understand the relations
between what is now called ‘horizontal transmission’ (between people
in the present) and ‘vertical transmission’ (between generations): the
relations between heredity and infection.74 That so many qualities of
human being were pathologised and newly comprehended as
transmissible, whether genetically, natally, microbially or even
psychologically, illuminates the oftentimes perfect fit between eugen-
ics and public health. When the reproduction of a taint was compre-
hended as a process of contagion this invited, logically, public health
measures in response. Segregation, sterilisation, migration regulation,
education in the management of one’s reproduction, linked as cordons
sanitaires between the current and the future generation, were useful
and seemed entirely appropriate for the new eugenic culture of
managing the health of populations.

Conclusion

In the eugenic half-century there was an increasingly refined classifica-
tion of people out of the civic body: the leper, the mentally deficient,
on occasion the syphilitic and the epileptic were all put under different
rule, often, even usually, through spatial segregation. But the period is
also characterised by the flourishing of education, instruction and
consent-seeking propaganda around health: governance through the
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powers of freedom and of instilling responsibility.75 Modes of rule
differed radically according to one’s position within or without the
civic body. The problematisation of sex in the eugenic half-century – as
contagion and as reproduction – illustrates clearly these modes of
governance working side-by-side.

If public health was concerned primarily with the health of the
present population, eugenics concerned itself with the health of 
the future population. The Eugenic Education Society differentiated
itself from the project of ‘sex hygiene’ expressly because it looked to
the future, rather than the present. But they were linked because ‘the
mechanism of sex … connects one generation with another’.76 And if
eugenics problematised the biological connection between the present
and the future, its mode of action to shape that connection can be
understood as the erection of cordons sanitaires between its present and
that projected time, in particular a break in the reproduction of race
contagions. Breaking the reproductive connection between now and
the future was what characterised many eugenic technologies of
intervention. But segregation and the use of the cordon sanitaire in
the interests of population health had long been the business and the
technique of public health. It is this convergence of both objectives
and means, which facilitated the relatively easy mapping of eugenic
ideas onto pre-existing public health technologies. This is partly why
distinguishing between eugenics and health in the period is so
difficult, and perhaps a misplaced ambition. Like public health,
eugenics wanted to stop the connections and circulations of conta-
gions through segregation, sterilisation, migration lines, isolation or
education. Each of these was in one way or another a eugenic cordon
sanitaire between the present and future population.
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Conclusion

Over the modern period, public health was oftentimes imagined and
implemented by forceful states, through policing, detention and com-
pulsion, through the identification of the dangerous and the suspen-
sion of habeas corpus. But another genealogy of public health was that
of ‘governmentality’, in which practices of the self and the objectives
of expert agencies came increasingly into alignment. In many ways it is
more useful to understand these changes over time not as a broad
movement from the former to the latter, from ‘quarantine’ to the ‘new
public health’, from sovereign powers to (self) governance of conduct,
or even from dangerousness to risk. Rather, I suggest imagining the
manifestation of these modes of power in three kinds of spatial prac-
tices, which moved forward in parallel over the modern period, but
with different weightings and respective intensities at different
moments. First, there were places of coerced segregation and institu-
tionalisation or exile-enclosure (here examined in smallpox quaran-
tine, venereal disease lock hospitals and the island leper colonies).
Second, there were segregative practices in which people’s consent was
sought by experts and governmental authorities and where the
purpose of segregation was not simply removal, but reform (here exam-
ined through the sanatorium for consumptives). And third, there was
education into a desire for health and fitness and into certain kinds of
conduct amongst the general population and in ‘public’ space (here
examined through civic and sex education). There are elements of each
of these forms of governance over the whole period, but they moved
forward in changing relations to each other, and importantly, with
changing significance for, and applications to, different populations.

In part it is the colonial context of a white ‘settler society’ which
matters here, and which clarifies the distinctions between populations
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subject to each of these forms of rule. In the first instance, the racial,
nationalist and eugenic politics of the Australian context exposes
ongoing uses, and indeed innovative measures of public health deten-
tion well into the twentieth century. I have traced here new powers of
enclosure, segregation, and classification of the medically dangerous.
Especially in the interwar period, the liberal interests of certain individ-
uals were routinely subordinated to communal interests (the race, the
nation, the Empire). There is, then, a rather more continuous and com-
plicated genealogy of confining the microbially dangerous – explored
in contemporary instances with respect to HIV/AIDS, multi-drug resis-
tant tuberculosis and most recently SARS1 – than is often recognised.
But I have also given analytic attention to the specific populations for
whom, and ways and moments in which, isolation and containment
measures were deemed illiberal and abandoned, or in which they came
to be entered into ‘voluntarily’, as subjects of freedom. For such
subjects health and hygiene were sometimes instilled in institutions
and enclosed spaces, and sometimes in the public spaces of health
education and propaganda. This ‘public’ health was in fact intensely
private, aiming to shape and form personal habits and conduct. Public
and private cleanliness were linked, and were both the business of
government.

‘Cleanliness’ is the title of an undated typescript by J.H.L. Cumpston.
Evidently composed in the 1920s as a talk to a meeting of interested
lay people, Cumpston divided his paper into five sections: ‘Personal
Cleanliness’, ‘Domestic Cleanliness’, ‘Communal Cleanliness’, ‘Natio-
nal Cleanliness’, and ‘Imperial Cleanliness’. In its capacity to invoke
the interconnected governance of the individual subject with the pop-
ulation and the nation, as well as colonial rule, Cumpston’s musings
on cleanliness and hygiene capture the historical and sociological sig-
nificance of public health for the modern Western world, a significance
I have sought to explain and demonstrate through the book. He
opened his speech with a schema, conventional enough for the time,
about the relationship between ‘man’ and dirt: how in a state of
nature, man lived in an open air environment ‘almost free from bacte-
ria’,2 but that in the artificial urban clustering of civilisation there is an
accumulation of dirt of various kinds. In order to survive such artificial
conditions, constant and vigilant cleanliness is required, at all the
levels specified, ‘it is cleanliness on a large scale which is necessary.’3

Cumpston understood this vigilant cleaning as productive, as improv-
ing and strengthening the capacities of the population, or ‘the race’ in
his terms: ‘the physique, stamina, and mental power of the race, will
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be very greatly improved if people will make up their minds to be clean
themselves and to live in clean surroundings’.4 For Cumpston, and so
many of his contemporaries, attending to cleanliness – hygiene –
always had a reach far greater than oneself. As related throughout the
book, ‘National Cleanliness’ was an obsession in this period of intense,
and squarely race-based Australian nationalism. He nominated two
specific practices as crucial: quarantine, which he described as ‘the
keeping of our continent free from certain deadly diseases at present
unknown amongst us’; and immigration restriction, which he detailed
as ‘the strict prohibition against the entrance into our country of
certain races of aliens whose uncleanly customs and absolute lack 
of sanitary conscience form a standing menace to the health of any
community’.5 Cumpston finally turned to ‘imperial cleanliness’ and
articulated a view of the British Empire, especially the ‘tropical
portions’ of the Empire, in which public health and sanitation were to
‘take precedence over everything else’. This form of ‘colonisation’, in
his words, was ‘sane imperial development’.6

For Cumpston and many other theorists and practitioners of public
health in the period, hygiene was formative of subjects and formative
of nations. Indeed his understanding of ‘cleanliness’ is a perfect articu-
lation of the connections implied in governmentality, the simultane-
ous imperatives of individual conduct and political administration.
Despite, or really within, its visions of population, the field of public
health necessarily retained a sense of the significance of individuals.
Cumpston’s primary sentiment, common to those in the position of
governing with respect to health in the early to mid twentieth century,
was that people who could should take responsibility for their own
bodily condition. He concluded his paper ‘Cleanliness’ with this idea:
‘People have developed the habit of looking to the government … to
Houses of Parliament or to Central Boards of Health to create for them-
selves the Kingdom of Heaven while the Kingdom is after all within
themselves’.7 Put another way, self-governance in relation to health
was one of the objectives of the apparatus of public health. ‘Real
advance in health reforms comes only with the formation of habits.
People are not really happy in doing things which require a mental
effort of repeated or monotonous kind – the comfortable actions are
the automatic … we can succeed in our efforts towards health reform
only so far as we can educate the people through the stage of convic-
tion to the phase of established habits of health.’8 At the same time,
and again like many others, Cumpston subscribed fully to the idea that
the state and its experts had a duty to define and identify those who
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could not be expected to exercise such responsibility. For them, lines of
hygiene were not these interior frontiers of healthy habit and conduct,
but legal and geographical segregation.

In the nineteenth century the state was under scrutiny in terms of
what it could legitimately do to bodies of its subjects (vaccination,
isolation, compulsory treatment). By the early twentieth century, there
was simultaneously a sense of ‘health’ as an increasing right of the
citizen-subject but also the emergence of a palpable sense of civic duty
to be healthy, not only for oneself, but for oneself insofar as one’s
health is necessary for the nation/state or the race. Nikolas Rose’s
insights can in many ways be seen as a re-formulation of those offered
many years ago by Cumpston:

Liberal governmentalities will dream that the national objective for
the good subject of rule will fuse with the voluntarily assumed
obligations of free individuals to make the most of their own
existence by conducting their life responsibly. At the same time,
subjects themselves will have to make their decisions about their
self-conduct surrounded by a web of vocabularies, injunctions,
promises, dire warnings and threats of intervention, organized
increasingly around a proliferation of norms and normativities.9

In my opinion this dream came closest to its realisation in the inter-
war years when an intense nationalism, came together with welfare
governance, and when these came together with a eugenic conception
of race. We can see this dream in operation clearly in the field of public
health and hygiene. This political ambition of public health often
surprises, even dismays contemporary practitioners and scholars in
population health, epidemiology, and other medical disciplines. But
for the likes of Cumpston, the whole mission of public health was that
it formed an important part of the larger modern projects of nation, of
race and of colonisation.
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